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IlSrTRODUCTlOX

When the Scientific Survey of Porto Eieo and the Virgin Islands was

organized under the auspices of the New York Academy of Sciences, in

1913, the committee in charge felt that it wa*s wisest to study first the

larger island, Porto Eico, because of the more extensive exhibition of

geological phenomena. The opinion was held that when once the geo-

logical section should be established for it, the investigation of the

smaller islands to the east could be best undertaken. In the ten years

which followed, so much was learned of Porto Eico that in 1923 the time

was considered ripe to take up the geology of the Virgin Islands. Mean-

time the study of the plant life had ^one vigorously forward, so that

Volumes V and VI of the Survey, by Dr. X. L. Britton and Dr. Percy

Wilson, cover both Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands, and have been

issued in advance of Volume IV, on the geology of the latter group.

In the spring of 1923 the writer s-pent two weeks, in company with

Dr. Britton, in a reconnaissance of St. Thomas and St. Croix, with a

view to preparing for more detailed work by a subsequent observer.

These completer investigations were entrusted, early in 1924, to Prof.

Howard A. Meyerhoff, to whose pages this preliminary review is intended

to serve as an introduction. Mr. Meyerhoff has also studied St. John

and the British Virgin Islands, as well as Vieques and Culebra, the two

larger islands lying east of Porto Eico and under its Jurisdiction.

When the Survey was first organized, it was the plan of the committee

in charge to have Dr. Edmund Otis Hovey undertake the study and de-

scription of the Virgin Islands, for which his not-able work in Martinique

and his travels in other islands of the Lesser Antilles, including St.

Croix, especially qualified him. But Dr. Hovey's trips to the Arctic and

to the South Pacific in the ensuing years gave him such a wealth of

material for study and description that in 1923 he very kindly relin-

quished the original plan to those who could immediately take it up and

carry it to completion. We wish, however, to make grateful acknowledg-
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ment for this courtesy, and the more so because Dr. Hovej's sudden de-

cease on September 26, 1924, has deprived a wide circle of colleagues and
friends of an associate who couhi ill be spared.

In our reconnaissance of 1923 we learned that St. Thomas consisted

essentially of igneous rocks of much the same varieties as those which
form the older series in Porto Eico. In St. Thomas, as in Porto Eico,

they are predominantly andesitic in character, and they consist more
largely of volcanic tuffs and breccias than of soHd intrusives or lava

flows. With these rocks there are relatively small amounts of true sedi-

ments, partly shale whose materials appear to be derived from tuffs, and
])artly a very small amount of limestone containing Cretaceous fossils.

Some of this limestone appears as inclusions, brought up from below or,

at least, involved in a mass of l)eautifully porphyritic, olivine-free basalt

with large augite phenocrysts. at (V)ki Point, on the northeast corner of

the islaiid. The inclusions are recrystallized by the igneous rock, but the

fossils are still recognizable. That some additional metamorphism had
been experienced elsewhere by the shales we learned from the discovery

of a sericitic slate or phyllite near Lowenlund, in the north-central part

of the island. AVe also noted the ])redominant east-and-west strike of

the stratified beds^ as having a northwesterly swerve at Magens Bay
and showing in these two features the same characteristics as the Creta-

ceous volcanics in Porto Eico. The ])revailing dip was to the north and
northeast. On Outer Brass Island, which maintains the structural fea-

tures of Magens Bay, the strike wa.« N", 50° W., dip 72° northeast. The
structural features are much more fully discussed by Mr. Meyerhoff in

subsequent pages.

EEYIEW OF THE LITEEATUEE OK THE GEOLOGY

Several earlier geologists have left recorded observations on the Virgin
Islands, both the^British group and the present American group, which
latter was, until its purchase in 1917, a Danish colony. A ''Bibliography

of the Virgin Islands of the United States, formerly Danish West In-

dies,'* has been prepared and was ])rinted by the Government Printing

Office, in St. Thomas, in 1022. It contains classifled references, with

brief abstracts under the heads: A, General Works on Danish History;

B, General Works on the West Indies; C, Virgin Islands of the United
States, General Description : I), do., Historical; E, do.. Church History;
F, do., Slave Trade: G, do., Sale Question; II, do.. Economic; I, do.,

Geological (under I are seven references, viz., three in English, two in

Danisli, and two in German) : J. do., Botanical; K, do.^ Zoological; L^
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do., Fiction; M, do.. Statistical; IST, do., Catalogues and Indices. All

the seven articles mentioned on the Greology have been abstracted in this

Introduction, and to them several more have been added.

The review has been made in rather full detail because, in justice to

the earlier workers, a correct bird^s-eye view should be given of what had

been accomplished when our JSTatural History Survey entered the field

;

and still more because many of the earlier papers are in publications not

easily accessible and in the Danish and German languages. The writer

desires at this point to express his acknowledgments to Prof. Hans Cloos,

of the University of Breslau, for help in abstracting the pap^r of Kobert

H. Schomburgk, of 1839, which could not be found in an American

library, and to Miss Hedwig Eskesen, of New York, for aid in translat-

ing the papers in Danish. Acknowledgments are also due to the writer's

assistant. Miss Helen E. Fairbanks, for help in following up references

and in preparing the manuscript.

1817. William Maclure. ^'Observations on the Geology of the

West India Islands from Barbados to Santa Cruz, inclusive,^' Journal

of the Academy of Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. I, 1817, pp. 134-149.

The author treats of the Lesser Antilles and divides them into two

groups, which are contrasted in their geology. Beginning at the south-

ern end of the Windward Islands, he places in an eastern group Bar-

bados, Mariegalante, Grandterre in Guadaloupe, Deseada, Antigua, St.

Bartholomew, St. Martin, Anguilla, and Santa Cruz. They are all

marked by ^^a stratification of transition rocks, partially crowned by

secondary .^^ By transition rocks he meant in general the Paleozoic strata

of modern usage, but the beds he referred to are those of our older series,

which we now know to be Upper C^retaceous. Under secondary he in-

cludes our later limestones, now referred to the Oligocene and later Ter-

tiary. The remaining islands, which he calls the western group, consist

of volcanic formations with a few partial coverings, of his secondarv

sttata. They embrace the Grenadines, St. Vincent, St. Lucia, Martinico,

Dominica, Basseterre in Guadaloupe, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Christopher,

St. Eustatia, and Saba. The individuals of each group, beginning with

Barbados, are then briefly described as to geology and topography.

St. Thomas is mentioned on page 137, along with the first group, as

follows

:

The island of St. Thomas may also be classed in this range. It is stratified,

though in much confusion, and s® deranged as to render it difficult to ascer-

tain the general direction, which appears to be from northwest to southeast,

dipping easterly. The rocks consist of a variety of aggregates resembling the
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transition, some of which when fresh have the appearance of hornblend rocks,

but when beginning to decompose the aggregate appears with a few plates of

a black crystalline rock like hornblend. I found a yellowish brown, quartzy

aggregate resembling a rock, in the transition, at the Lehigh Falls, in Penn-

sylvania.

One scarcely knows to what to refer today the hornblend rocks of

Maclure, but probably some dark dike or sill in the predominant tuifs

and breccias caught his eye.

Of Santa Cruz^ he wrote as follows (pp. 137-138) :

Santa Cruz.—^This island, though included in our first division, agrees rather

with the direction of the volcanic islands; it appears, however, that the vol-

canic formation ceases at Saba, and that Santa Cruz is composed of madrepore

rocks on the west; and, on the eastern side, of rocks similar to those of St.

Thomas and St. Bartholomew. The west end and the middle of the island

are low, and covered with a shell limestone and madrepore rock. The founda-

tion on which this rock reposes is a stratum that retains water, and may be

a compact limestone, as the bases of many of the little hills rest on solid lime-

stone. The east end is composed of different kinds of limestone, alternating

with amygdaloid, hornblende rock and porphyry, like the rocks of St. Bar-

tholomew ; it is likewise hilly and broken, being stratified in a direction nearly

north and south.

One recognizes at once in this description the Tertiary, Oligocene, and

Miocene fiat limestones of the western and central parts of the island.

The older Upper Cretaceous tuffs, sills, and associated clastic sediments,

with two or three cases of limestone, are the ones described by Maclure

from the east end. Our observations have not shown, however, as much

limestone as would be implied by Maclure^s description of the east end

of the island. The large area of these older rocks in the northwestern

part is not specifically mentioned. In Judging of his stratigraphical

names, it is necessary to put oneself back amid the conditions of America

in 1817, when the Wernerian divisions of the geological column were the

ones in every geologist^s mind.

1832. Egbert Hermann Schomburok. ^^Eemarks on Anegada.^^

Eead June 25, 1832, Journal of the Eoyal Geographical Society of Lon-

don, Vol. II, 1832, pp. 152-170.

By way of introduction to the first of several papers to be cited from

this author, it may be stated that Eobert H. Schomburgk is one of the

most interesting of the early naturalists concerned with the geology of

the Virgin Islands. He was born in 1804, at Freiburg, on the Unstrut,

in southern Prussian Saxony, a few miles southwest of Leipzig, in which

city he entered business, after a common school education. At eighteen
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years of age (1822) he took a flock of Saxon sheep to North America,

where he remained^ engaged in commercial life. In 1830 he removed to

the West Indies and sought to establish an independent business enter-

])rise, which failed. As a result, he yielded to a consuming fondness for

scientific exploration and travel. Although self-taught^ he was botanist,

geologist, physicist, geographer, and general scientific observer—in short,

a naturalist of the old school. He is best known for his researches in

Guyana, 1839-1840, where he became British consul. He received the

great gold medal of the Geographical Society of London, and was

kniglited in 1845, so that lie is often cited a.s Sir Eobert Schomburgk.

He served as British consul in Haiti, and was Consul General in Bang-

kok, in the Malay Peninsula, 1857-1864. Debilitated by the climate, he

returned to Europe, settled at Schoneberg, near Berlin, where he died in

March, 1865. He had a younger brother. Otto Schomburgk, who also

explored the Guyanas, with whom he is not to be confounded.

The contribution on Anegada takes up the most northerly and the

simplest in its geologic structure of all the Virgin Islands. It is recog-

nized by Schomburgk to be of coral origin and to be built up on a base

which, he concludes, because of the shallow soundings between it and

Virgin Gorda, is probabl}^ the same as the volcanic foundation of the

more southerly island, lying eleven and three-eighths nautical miles away

(p. 154). Anegada is about ten English miles long and, at its broadest,

four and a quarter miles across. It rises at its greatest elevation sixty feet

above the sea. The paper opens with a brief historical account and con-

tains, scattered through its pages, records of the botany and zoology. ^*^0n

hmding, the beach is found everywhere coated with a gray, siliceous and

calcareous substance (the prominent ingredients of which are clay, frag-

ments of limestone and vegetable fibers) which seems to be deposited by

the waters ; and as the tide retires, hardens and assists slowly in increas-

ing the island.'^ The island consii^ts of sand, formed of fragments of

coral and shells, at times cemented into solid rock below the surface.

Flotsam and jetsam cast ashore by the currents and residual organic

matter from seaweed and land vegetation enter into the composition of

the rock. There are some curious benches of rock in which conical cavi-

ties are filled with fresh water, down to depths of six fathoms and less.

Other benches, or "shelves," are a resting place for residual soils largely

of organic matter, on which vegetation grows. Similar deposits are on

the lee sides of sand hills. Salt ponds form a considerable portion of tlie

total area, and in dry seasons yield salt. The island is surrounded by

coral reefs, which extend but a short distance seaward on the north and

west, but appear two miles or more out to the south, and are prolonged
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to the southeast for five to eight miles. They have proved a graveyard

to shipping. Schomburgk gives a list of fifty-three recorded wrecks ixp

to 1831, and marks the place where each struck, on the excellent chart

of the islands and their reefs, which he prepared to accompany his paper.

Schomburgk also ran a line of soundings in a southwest direction to the

island of Jost (or Jose) van Dyke. He found relatively shallow water,

with a minimum of seven fathoms, and sandy bottom all the way (p.

155).

The writer learns from Prof. Hans Cloos that the observations on

Anegada are also in Berghaus' ^^Kabinets-Bibliothek der neuesten Eei-

sen,-'' Bd. I, Berlin, 1834; also, that an account of Schomburgk^s first

visit to Virgin Gorda aijd of his observations on its rocks is in Berghaus'

•^4nnalen der Erd-, Voelker-, und Staatenkunde" (Fortsetzuug der

Hertha) dritte Reihe, Bd. I, Berlin, 1836.

1837. IiOBEKT H. Schomburgk. "Die Jungfrau-Insehi, in geolo-

gischer und klimatischer Hinsicht^' (The Virgin Islands, geologically

and climatologically considered). Berghaus' "Almanach fur Erdkunde,'^

1837, pp. 367-455.

The writer was unable to find a copy of this reference in the American

libraries, but by the great kindness of Prof. Hans Cloos, then of the Uni-

versity of Breslau, Germany, he was favored with a summary of thirty-

three typewritten pages, made from the copy in the Breslau University

library.

The paper on the Virgin Islands contains much matter not strictly

geological, which is omitted in this summary. It opens with a bird's-eye

view of the West Indies, remarking that some observers have inferred

that the archipelago was once connected with the American continent,

forming a range of mountains which by the working of subterranean

lieat liad been in part broken and in part elevated until the basins of the

Caribbean Sea and of the Gulf of Mexico had resulted, with the conti-

nental land on one side and the mountain chains of the row of islands

on the other. The row of islands ranges in a general nortliwesterly

direction, and has been divided by geographers from northwest to south-

east into (A) The Bahamas, (B) The Greater Antilles, (G) Tlie Lesser

Antilles, (D) The Caribbean Islands. The last-named are subdivided

into (1) The Virgin, (2) The Leeward and (3) The Windward Islands.

This usage is obviously different from the modern, as C and D are now
collectively called the Lesser Antilles.

Our author is strengthened in his belief that the islands were once

eonnected with the mainland because soundings from island to island
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show at the most 150 fathoms and often as little as 10 fathoms. (This

statement requires some modification in the light of modern knowledge.)

The trend of the insular mountains is the same as the islands themselves

and the faunas and floras of the islands are similar to those of the neigh-

boring continents; thus, Trinidad and Tobago^ favor South America,

while Cuba and the Bahamas favor Florida.

The mountain chain of Cuba runs east and west and is prolonged in

the Ceiba, or chief range of Haiti. The same holds true of Porto Eico.

The Virgin Islands appear to end this mountain system. The Caribbean

Islands take a new direction and were probably once a part of the

Venezuelan mountains. Were it possible for a mortal man to take such

a position and to have such powers of sight that he might view at once

all the islands, they would impress him as a bent mountain chain with

the Virgin Islands at the northeast corner.

Confining ourselves to the Virgin Islands, we see that their north

sides are exposed to the full force of the Atlantic and are cut into steep

fronts. The rocks are chiefly hard fragmental varieties, including an

amygdaloid conglomerate, of dark red, brown, or green color. The north-

em sides of Guano Island and of Tobago (t. e,. Virgin Islands' Tobago)

are well worth more detailed investigation.

Schomburgk next takes up Guano Island in some detail and mentions

not only the amygdaloid conglomerate, but other massive rocks of uni-

form texture, one of which is set with cubes of pyrite, altered to limonite.

On the summit of the island is greenstone porphyry in huge blocks,

similar to others on Tortola. On the west side of Guano Island a great

columnar mass, 150 feet high, has been split off from the rest and is

hollowed out in a winding cave with rounded rooms. After a general

discussion of the origin of caves, Schomburgk concluded that this one

had been worn by the waves when the island stood lower and the waves

(lashed through the passage.^

As an illustration of other great blocks, Schomburgk selects the island

of Great Tobago, where a north and south cleft, three feet wide, reaches

a height of 200 to 300 feet and extends 200 feet horizontally. Again, on

the northeast side of Ginger Island, the granite of Virgin Gorda is

broken into huge blocks, which fail toward the picturesque South Bay.

As the rock is composed of predominant feldspar, with quartz, horn-

blende, and variable biotite, Schomburgk, like many another petrog-

^ There are two or three T'obagos ; that here referred to is the one near Trinidad.

The Great and Little Tobagos of the British Virgin Islands lie north of St. John.
2 One is reminded of the window or hole on the Island of Torghat, lat. 65^ 30', off

the coast of Norway.
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rapher of his day, does not know whether to call it granite or syenite.

The microscope has now shown it to be quartz diorite. On the western

side of Ginger Island, and especially toward the south, are crystalline

limestones and hornblende schists. The marble is cut by an igneous

dike, which is itself cut by two quartz veins. A westerly hill on South

Bay contains white marble with brownish red garnets and associated

with gneiss.

Schomburgk does not fail to recognize in this locality the work of what

he calls ^^indirect igneous/' if not volcanic forces. When the dike re-

ferred to above widens and spreads as it rises, Schomburgk explains the

phenomenon as due to lessening load. The shearing and crushing

forcibly bring home to him the uplifting forces which rubbed and

crushed the rocks against whatever resisted their progress. Considering

the development of geology in 1837 or earlier, and that Schomburgk was

self-taught, the reader wonders at his insight. He mentions also on the

east side of South Bay, and near the trail over the hill, a small pond of

sulphurous water believed to be deadly to animals which drink it.

Coopers Island, which varies from Ginger Island in structure, is next

described. On the western bay are blocks of granite rocks, apparently

embracing both granite and syenite, recalling conditions on Virgin Gorda.

The granite is massive, the syenite in layers or benches, with a 75° dip

in a direction S. 30 W., or, as we say today, with a strike IST. 60° W.

and a dip 75° south. Along the southwest bay are steep rocky walls of

porphyry and other rocks with a westerly dip toward Salt Island. They

are the same kinds of rocks which are later described on Virgin Gorda

with a northerly dip. The strata are compressed and have interbedded

quartz masses. Salt Island is an obvious continuation of the formations

on Coopers Island. There are brownish yellow compact limestones, with

streaks of white marble. In the crevices are druses of calcite. Salt

Island gets its name from a salt pond suited to the recovery of salt

during dry seasons.

On Peters Island appears again the brownish yellow limestone with a

streak of white marble. Gneiss with brown mica and white feldspar may

be observed near the little western haven, and on the western point is

decomposed, pyritiferous porphyry, in which is a cave.

Along the south side of Tortola is marble, and then, as one goes from

east to west, finely crystalline, green diorite, interstratified with siliceous,

dense, green limestone. Near Coxheath marble and granite are asso-

ciated. As an example of the geology in general, Schomburgk selects

the locality of St. Bernards, in the western part of Tortola, and devotes

eight pages (385-393) to its detailed description. Without following
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iiis account step by step, we may say that he was confronted with a

stratified series in which limestone played a prominent part and in which

it was associated apparently with tuffaceous sediments now metamor-

phosed to slates and mica schists; granite and porphyry do not fail.

The limestone is extensively, although not everywhere, altered to marble.

Brownisli red garnets, for the most part irregularly crystallized, are, at

times, scattered through it, and these may pass into solid garnet rock. It

has elsewhere much epidote (pistazite) and quartz. It also has a strong

showing locally of brown iron ore, which any one familiar with lime-sili-

cate garnet contact zones as we know them today would refer at once to

original pyrite. These varieties of rocks and minerals, however, did not

appeal to Hchomburgk in 1837 as having been formed in this way. The

time %vas not yet ripe in the development of geology. Yet the acuteness

and accura(;y of his observations are shown in his comparison of what he

saw to one of the most famous contact zones of the world, that at Predazzo,

in the Tyrol, where, as well as at Lake Baltym, near Ekaterinenburg, in

the Urals, he recalls that uralitized augite is found in augite porphyry.

Schomburgk's descriptions carried the writer of this review back to days

spent on the slopes of the Mulatto, high above the famous inn of the

N"ave d'Oro or Goldenes Schiff, at Predazzo, in 1886, just fifty years

after his studies were made in Tortola. The writer was, moreover, re-

minded of the revery of W. C. Brogger, made in the guest room of the

Xave d'Oro, in August, 1894, a gem of geological literature which every

student of the science should know.'* An almost necessary step in the

career of every petrologist is to write his name in the guest book of the

Xave d''Oro.

Schomburgk remarks in another place that the limestone seems to have

})urst or broken tlirough alum slates, reminding a reader of the peculiar

relations of the Grenville, Precambrian limestones of the Adirondacks,

which Ebenezer Emmons, in the same years with Schomburgk's work,

thought for this reason nnist be igneous in their nature. Schomburgk

also thought that he saw primary gypsum (Urgyps) and much dolomite,

but footnotes by some one who examined his collections state that he

uiist(X)k abnormal limestone for them.

One thing alone remained to make the full series of associates of the

lime silicate contact zones complete, and that is magnetic iron ore im-

[iregnated with later deposited pyrite and copper pyrites. These Schom-

])urgk found on Sandy Cay (or Island), an islet near the larger island

5 "Die Flruptionsfolge der triadischen Eruptlvgesteine bei Predazzo in Siidtyrol," form-

ing Part II of the monograph on "Die Eruptivgesteine des Kristianlagebietes." Viden-

skabsselskabets Skrifter, I Math.-naturv. Klasse, 1805, No. 7. The revery is to be found

on PI), in.
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of Jost Van Dyke, about three miles northwest of the nearest point of

Tortola. The dense magnetite, mixed with garnet and stained green

with malachite, he first thought to be a meteorite. Later he discovered

similar things at Long Bay and Dawsons Point. '^ He thought that

on Sandy Cay the rough appearance of the magnetite rock was due to

strokes of lightning

—

i. e., that fulgurites were before him. He also

noted yellowish green garnet rock, allochroite, in several beds. On the

south and west sides of the island he records sandstone.

Schomburgk adds a few notes on Great Thatch Island, which lies a

half mile or less off the west end of Tortola, and whicli has the same,

more or less garnetized, limestone as at St. Bernards. The limestone

rests ou hornblende schist. After a few notes on Carvel and Xormans
islands, St. John is described. He notes the east and west trend of the

structure and the occurrence of a rock similar to that at TJed Point, St.

Thomas, apparently a fine-grained quaitz porphyry. Gneiss is men-

tioned from the north side and "quartz.^^ At the Bordeaux estate he

collected loose blocks of porous limonite witli the smootli black coating,

or rind, which has suggested fusion to so many observers. At Peef Bay,

on the south side, he recorded beneath a waterfall, dense gray-green to

reddish ^brown limestone and porphyry with a hard gray-black ground-

mass. In these rocks were carved figures apparently made by the pre-

historic Caribs. On the east point of Parforce Bay he observed more

iron ore and some copper-stained calcareous sandstone ; also, for the first

time, decomposed porphyry yielding white kaolin. On tlie northeai^t

portion of St. John the rocks appear to be a continuation of those de-

scribed at Coxheath on Tortola. Therc^ is granite with syenite and

quartz veins.

On St. Thomas, the rocks are not especially different from those

earlier described. JSTear Charlotte Amalia augite porphyry is the com-

mon one. We would infer today that he must refer to the predominant

fragments of the "blue beach .'^ N^ear the Plantation Content, rude

stratification is apparent. At Patrick Point, on the southeast end, there

is much quartz and porphyry.

Anegada, the northeastern outlier of the Virgin Islands, is next de-

scribed as a coral island grown upon a submarine base, undoubtedly of

the same formations as the other Virgin Islands. Between them,

soundings of only eight to sixteen fathoms are found, while to the north

of Anegada the sea bottom drops abruptly. The projecting part of the

island consists of hard white "hornstein" (chert?) containing much

* These two names do not appear on the modern chart of Tortola, but there is a Long
Bay on Beef Island just east of Tortola.
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calcite. Salt ponds cover a good part of the surface. (For additional

notes on Anegada, see the review of the paper published in 1832.)

The small island, Prickly Pear, northeast of Virgin Gorda, has a

loamy ajid barren soil in which are great numbers of blocks of green-

stone, which lie on the sides and backs of the ridges.

Mountain Bluff, a point Jutting to the north of the mountains of

Virgin Gorda, consists of a porphyritic rock. The hills to the west, near

the John Duda estate, consist of a hard, splintery, grayish white rock

with a steep dip to the southwest and appearing again in Coopers and

Kormans islands. Beyond the white rock on Virgin Gorda are high

cliffs of granite containing inclusions of quartz "and epidote (pistazite)

and a white porphyry. The northern limit of the valley is Colissons Hill,

of granite and diorite porphyry, having labradorite crystals and scales of

talc. A northeast, three-foot vein of quartz and mica cuts coarsely crys-

talline diorite. At Little Dix Bay, northeast from Colissons Point, dense

yellowish brown garnet rock was found.

Broken eTerusalem (generally called Fallen Jerusalem today), south-

west of Virgin Gorda, is a small island covered with blocks of granite so

large as to look like ruined houses or castles. At the end toward Virgin

Gorda diorite porphyry was collected.

Schomburgk closes his geological accoimt with some generalizations

on the geology of the islands as a whole. For his conclusions, he states

that his previously recorded observations lay the foundation. He states

again that the islands broke loose (from the mainland) during the great

flowage (^^^Stromung'^) mentioned in his introduction; that the lowest

group of stratified, non-fossiliferous rocks predominate and generally

supply the foundations of the other rocks, as is shown in the sea cliffs.

In his descriptions he has cited evidences of subterranean fire which has

produced important alterations (Veraenderungen). One result is seen

in the granitic veins (pegmatites) which, though not in themselves re-

markable, yet are highly significant in their local connections. They

guide our thoughts to the conclusion that ^^Ignition^' has played an im-

portant role in the formation of the islands. The share of volcanic

action is not to be overlooked. It, however, was all submarine; no evi-

dence is found of later volcanic action.

Schomburgk comments on a curious ground swell which breaks, on

the north coast, quite without warning during the months from Septem-

ber to May and during calm weather. He also discusses the climate and

cites some impressive cases of longevity among the inhabitants.

Schomburgk appears not to have visited St. Croix. So far, at least,

as is revealed in the abstract kindly sent the writer by Professor Cloos,
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he makes no mention of fossils nor of the geological age of any of the

sediments. He seems not to have heard of the fossils at Coki Point. St.

Thomas, which are first mentioned by Professor Hornbeck in 1840, but

whose stratigraphical position is first determined in the work of the E^v.

John P. Knox in 1852, and then is placed in the Upper Jurassic instead

of the Upper Cretaceous.

1839. S. HovEY. The fourth record on the geology is by 'Trof. S.

Hovey, late of the Faculty of Yale College, Ct., and Amherst College,

Mass.;'^ and is entitled "Geology of St. Croix^^ (Amer, Jour. Sei., Jan.,

1839, Vol. XXXV, pp. 64-74).

This paper is somewhat discursive, and in it the West Indies in gen-

eral come in for treatment. On page 65 the author states

:

No animals or saurians, to my knowledge, contemporaneous with those im-

bedded in the Secondary and Tertiary formations of Europe and America have

yet been detected.

On page Q6 he says:

The prevailing formations in the West Indies are, in the first i)la<'e. recent

igneous rocks, comprising the products of active volcanoes, and different

varieties of trap ; in the second, Tertiary groups, consisting of marl, calcareous

sandstone, and shell limestone; and, In the third, a stratified deposit, which,

without at present intending to intimate its place in the geological series of

rocks, I shall call indurated clap. As I have already suggested, some of the

islands present all of these formations, indications of which are seen upon the

first approach to them. St. Croix contains only the two latter, which divide

the superficial area of the island about equally.

Comment: The rocks of the third group, described as indurated clay,

are the volcanic tuffs and breccias, sometimes water-sorted and re-ar-

ranged, and now referable to the later Cretaceous. The descriptive

phrase ^"^indurated clay^^ we find in use by spme later writers. The rocks

of the second group were correctly assigned to the Tertiary, the first

record of its kind, but we now have their stratigraphical phices in the

subdivisions of the Tertiary much more closely determined.

1840. Hans Balzar Horxbeck. In the Skandinaviske Xaturfor-

skeres, 2det Mode, 1840, pp. 364-368, is a short paper of four pages by

Prof. Hans Balzar Hornbeck, of Copenhagen, entitled "Nogle Bemaerk-

ninger over St. Thomas' Geognosie^' (Some Observations on the Geology

of St. Thomas).

The size and relief of St. Thomas are first briefly reviewed. The hills

are said to be made up of
*^

^greenstone porphyry'* with more or less of
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foreign matters. (This is the "blue beach^^ of later writers—a more or

less water-sorted volcanic breccia.) There are some small dikes and

veins. Bedding is not often observable, but does show on the western

point, with a strike IST. 30° W. Concentric weathering is described.

There are also feldspar porphyries, parting in 4- to 5-sided columns on

the south and north sides. Slaty rocks are also on the north side

(Ijowenlund). Lava masses appear along the south side, at Red Point

and east to Cuculus Bay. On Little Saba Island are lava masses and

alum rock. Its south side is believed to indicate an old crater. Most

important of all are the records of loose blocks of so-called hornblende

|)orphyry (it is augite porphyry) at Coki Point, with inclusions of blue-

gray limestone carrying many fossils. Dr. Hornbeck found Conns, many

CerWiea, XenrKiecij traces of bivalves and corals (Refeporn). The ob-

servations on these fossils are of great interest, going back, as they do, to

1840, but the geological age of them remained for later determination in

1852, as set forth under John P. Knox. Professor Hornbeck closes witli

a few remarks on changes of level and on the salt-making industry.

A short paper follows on the earthquakes, in which he mentions 33 in

five and a half years. He groups them by months, showing that in May
they are commonest, with June showing the second largest total. In the

other months shocks are less frequent. The writer found the original

citation in the Xew York Public Library.

In the citation as reproduced above, the author is merely mentioned

as "Professor Hornbeck," but from search of the older Danish biograph-

ical dictionaries it appears that the author's full name was Hans Balzar

Jlornbeck, and that be was born in 1800. He became a distingiiisherl

surgeon and ])rofessor in the Medical School of the University in Copen-

hagen. Ihiring the late thirties he must have spent some time in the

Danish West Indies, although the brief biographical sketch makes no

mention of the visit.

1846. Hax8 Balzar Hoknbeck. At the twenty-fourth Yersamm-

lung der Naturforscher und Aerzte in Kiel in September, 1846, Dr.

Hornbeck read a short paper, "Ueber die mineralischen Yorkommnisse

auf der Insel St. Thomas,'' pp. 262-264. [Twenty-fourth meeting of the

(Society of) Xatiiralists and Physicians in Kiel, September, 1846. "On

the mineral occurrences in the Island of St. Thomas."]

Dr. Hornbeck's remarks were based on a collection of eighteen speci-

mens which he donated to the Museum of the University of Kiel. He
begins by briefly outlining the size and relief of St. Thomas, describing

it as essentially a mountainous ridge, wnth many bays. Tlie slo])es are
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Ijroken by cliffs and largely covered by talus and loose blocks. The kinds

of rock are illustrated by his Nos. 2-8, as shown in the translated list

below. Calcite veins sometimes appear toward the west, and qnartz veins

along the south side. He notes the finely bedded "Lehmschiefer/' or

calcareous slates, west of the estate of Lowenlund, in the longitudinal

valley of the north-central island, and states that this is its only locality.

As one goes east, a hard petrosilex appears (specimen 1), having gray-

green garnets not unlike the white granulite (Weissstein) of Saxony.

Still farther east, at Cooks Point, grayish white limestone occurs, rich

in fossils. Dr. Hornbeck lists Conns, several Centhia, Nerinea, corals

(Retepara), and fragments of bivalves. Large blocks of the limestone

are crystallized to marble and have very few, if any, fossils, as illustrated

in Xo. 14. Along this same line, two and a half miles to the east, on St.

John, are loose blocks of light-colored granite.

On the north side of St. Thomas and on the north and south sides of

tlie summit near the estate of Sorgenfri, respectively 1000 feet and 1300

feet above the sea, are interstratified mas.ses of a friable, iron-stained

rock, concentrically w^eathering and illustrated by specimens 10 and 11.

On the west side of the neighboring bay is a hard feldspar porphyry with

vertical columnar parting, Xo. 12.

On the east side of the island a trachytie, slaggy rock contains inclu-

sions of limestone. The rock is also found in several other places and

especially on the islet, Little Saba, where the alum shales appear, and the

south side resembles a half-collapsed crater, presumably an old volcano.

Along the shore, everywhere, the sand, consisting of the fragments of

uiodern shells, is cemented to a moderately coherent sandstone.

List of Minekals of St. Tiiomas

1. East of Mandal, 200 feet above sea-level, gray petrosilex with dis-

seminated, poorly crystallized garnets in loose blocks. {Comment:

Doubtless a hornfels, produced by contact metamorphism from a cal-

careous, tuffaceous shale.)

2. Black Point, near the shore, a green, finely crystalline euphotide

|)assing into serpentine. (Comment : Euphotide is an obsolete synonym

of gabbro.)

3. Solberg, 1420 feet above sea-level, blackish and bluish euphotide,

very hard.

4. Xorth of Madamberg, blackish and bluish euphotide, very hard.

5. Shipley, 100 feet above sea-level, trachyte porphyry, gray-green,

i-ellular, from blocks. {Comment: In 184G trachyte was used for any
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light-colored effusive rock, such as we now classify under rhyolite,

trachyte, dacite and andesite.)

6. Peninsula of Little St. Thomas. Hard, green serpentine, imper-

fectly stratified or banded, and with calcite veins. {Comment: All these

references to serpentine more probably refer to chloritic rocks.)

7. Between Louisenhoi and Canaan, 600 feet above sea-level, a weath-

ered green euphotide. (Comment: Probably a chloritized volcanic

breccia. The same is true of JSTos. 2, 3 and 4.)

8. Mandal Bay, near the shore, weathered green euphotide. {Com-
ment: As under No. 7.)

9. Eed Point, up to 150 feet above sea-level, reddish and grayish con-

glomerate of large boulders, with layers of trachytic sand. {Comment:
Volcanic tuff and breccia.)

10. East of Crown, 1300 feet, decomposed, yellowish red, friable

diorite.

11. IS^'orthwest of Sorgenfri, 1000 feet, decomposed, yellowish red.

friable diorite.

12. West of Shipley, 200 feet and less, grayish yellow, fine-grained,

columnar trachyte.

13. Cooks Point, on the shore, greenish black diorite porphyry, with

crystals of hornblende; in blocks, as is the limestone. {Comment: Cooks

Point is the Coki Point of today. The diorite porphyry is the augite

por|)hyry of our reports; the "hornblende^' is augite.)

14. Cooks Point, on the shore, compact limestone containing fossils,

often cemented together by trachytic lava. {Comment: The fossilifer-

ous limestone forms inclusions in augite porphyry and in the associated

volcanic tuffs. Dr. Hornbeek's discovery and record of these fossils, as

earlier remarked, is of extreme importance.)

15. Little Saba, 80 feet, brownish red trachytic lava.

16. Little Saba, 80 feet, alum rock.

17. Mandal Bay, on the shore, conglomerate of shells and corals.

18. Frenchman Bay, conglomerate of shells and quartz sand.

Tlie above paper adds some details to Dr. Hornbeck's earlier one of

1840, but although he again mentions the genera of the fossils at Coki

Point, he gives no determination of geological age.

1852. JoHK P. Kxox. The Eev. John P. Knox, an American, who

was pastor of the Beformed Dutch Church of St. Thomas, published in

1852, through Charles Scribner, 145 Nassau Street, Few York, "A His-

torical Account of St. Thomas, W, I."*' The original is now a rare book,

but a copy is in the library of the New York Botanical Garden, as it
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contains a list of the plants. A reprint has heen issued by Adolph Sixto,

of St. Thomas, 1922, and is easily obtainable in the local book stores.

On pages 207-213 Mr. Knox gives a brief review of the topography

and geology. He draws freely on the earlier paper of Professor Horn-

beck, which is reviewed above, but adds much that is new. Mr. Knox
describes St. Thomas as *^^the top or ridge of a small chain of submerged

mountains.'^ In reviewing the topography, he emphasizes the main con-

tinuous ridge from the west end to the east end of the island and the

parallel subordinate ridge which constitutes the southeastern portion,

with the one pronounced valley and the one flowing brook between the

two. The rocks are described as trappean and as containing in the speci-

mens of various textures the minerals augite, hornblende, felspar, iron

and oliviiie. They are not stratified and have numerous veins, often of

quartz. They furnish the soils by weathering and leave the hard resid-

uals in pointed shapes. A singular globular structure is also developed,

such as we would call today spheroidal weathering. It is likened to

cannon balls—a descriptive term still locally current. Actual lava flows

are cited, but the nature of the common rock, the blue beach of today, as

volcanic tuS and breccia seems not to have been specifically recognized.

The most important observations are those which relate to Coki Point,

in the northeastern part, where the fragments of fossiliferous limestone

are found involved in augite porphyry. They are interpreted as having

fallen into the trap when it was molten.

Among the fossils are a conus, numerous cerithea, nerinea, and several bi-

valves. There is also a multitude of certain fossils which have the appear-

ance of truncated bulbous roots, as they are composed of laminae encircling

each other and forming a varied, half-ball-like mass. They may be coral, but

their form and appearance are certainly singular. A specimen of this lime-

stone, containing fossils, was recently forwarded to the British Museum. The
following remarks upon it have just been leceived in a letter written by the

Secretary of the Geological Society, London : "It is a block of limestone full

of nerina (nerinea?). This genus is confined to the lower chalk and oolite.

Your specimens most resemble some from the Portland rock. It is to be ex-

pected that if that limestone were well searched for organic remains, the age

of it might be put beyond question. At all events, this is, I believe, the first

time that the existence of oolite has been suspected in the West Indies."

{Comment: The suggestion of their resemblance to fossils of the Port-

land rock would place them in the middle member of the three which

make up the uppermost Jurassic. We now consider them Upper Creta-

ceous, a determination first made by P. T. Cleve in 1869.)

Where Mr. Knox speaks of "a conus, numerous cerithea, nerinea, and

several bivalves/' the words are so nearly an exact translation from Pro-
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fessor Hornbeck as to be undoubtedly taken from his paper^ but as Mr.

Knox continues, he adds much that bears no resemblance to Professor

Hornbeck^s text. He undoubtedly collected specimens at the Coki Point

locality, and had the good judgment to send them to the Geological So-

ciety of London. The writer has hunted through its Quarterly Journal

for five consecutive years, beginning with 1851, but the only record bear-

ing on the letter sent Mr. Knox by the Secretary is the following from

Vol. VIII, p. 7, 1852. Among the acquisitions of specimens during that

year are mentioned : "Twelve specimens of Fossiliferous Eock with Keri-

naeae, etc., from St. Thomas, West Indies, presented by Thomas Bland,

Esq., P. G. S." There were two secretaries of the Geological Society of

London in 1852, viz., William John Hamilton, Esq., and John Carrick

Moore, Esq., M. A., but we can not now determine which one wrote the

letter or who determined the fossils. It may have been Mr. Moore, who
had published at this time on the Tertiary fossils of the West Indies, or

Thomas Bland, who was a well-know^i authority in conchology and pale-

ontology. At all events, this first attempted determination of the geo-

logical age of the limestones is of more than ordinary interest.

Mr. Meyerhoff has given special attention to this matter and will have

some important additional notes to add. Dr. Britton and the writer col-

lected at Coki Point and had no difficulty gathering some of the genera

mentioned by Mr. Knox. P. T. Cleve, 1871 and 1881, as later reviewed,

was the first to place the fossils in their correct stratigraphical position.

Other references to them are made by 0. B. Boggild, 1907 and 1908, and

by T. Wayland Vaughan, 1919 and 1923.

1871. Per Teodor Cleve. During 1868-69 Per Teodor Cleve, a

Swedish naturalist, studied in detail the A^irgin Islands, as well as the

more northerly members of the Leeward group lying east of them. At

the close of his trip he made additional but passing observations on Porto

Rico and the larger Antilles to the west. He took his notes and collec-

tions to the University of Upsala, Sweden, and there elaborated the fol-

lowing paper, written in English and constituting the most detailed

study which has been made of all the Virgin Islands until the present

:

"On the Geology of the Northeastern West India Islands." Kongl.

Svenska Vetenskaps Akademicus, Handlingar, Bandet IX, No. 12,

Stockholm, 1871 (Transactions of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sci-

ences, Vol. IX, Paper No. 12, pp. 1-48, two plates). The author selected

the area because it is at the crossing of two systems of elevations. He
regards the islands as a submerged mountain chain.

The largest part of St. Thomas eonsij^ts of blue beach, a conglomerate,
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or breccia^ having angular pieces of dark porphyry, or felsite, and

rounded, scoriaceous stones, cemented together by a greenish mass, prob-

ably derived from decomposed hornblende. The blue beach is regularly

stratified, and one record of strike and dip is given as S. S. E.-N. N. W.
30° N. E. Strong metamorphism has elsewhere destroyed the stratifica-

tion. It contains veins of quartz, calcite, some epidote and pyrites. On
the high ridge are varieties resembling syenite and diorite, but the fine-

grained rock resembles trap. The blue beach may display spheroidal

weathering, with spheroids from 0.5 to 1.0 meter. It may alter to a

white clay. It is cut by dikes of diabase and f-elsite. The scoriaceous

fragments in the conglomerate prove its volcanic origin, and its lime-

stone nodules with fossils found in one spot and its stratified character

prove it to have been heaped up under the sea. Blue beach makes up the

mountains in the western part of the island, and largely in the eastern,

but there are large masses of felsite also near Donoe. The total thick-

ness is at least 2000 meters. Near Lowenlund are almost vertical strata

of black clay slate, which runs east through Mandal to Coki Point. It

resembles Silurian slate, but has no fossils. It is associated with lime-

stone containing bits of blue beach. In the cliffs at Tatro Bay, north of

the clay slate, is a regularly stratified rock, consisting of small bits of

gray felsite bedded together in a sandstone. It has a strike E.-W., dip

70° F. N^orth of Bucks Bay there is an alternating series of blue beach,

metamorphosed clay, slate, and flagstones. ISTear Coki Point the blue

beach contains large calcareous nodules and marble, sometimes silicified.

The limestones have fossils, of which the most common are Nerinea,

fragments of a large Bulla, or Actaeonella, an ammonite, Trochus,

Pectunculus, Limopsis, Opts, Venus, Astarte and Corhula, Some have

a remarkable affinity with Cretaceous species, so that Dr. Cleve concluded

that the basal strata of the Virgin Islands were of Cretaceous age. He
states that Favodtes dietzii and St. Thomas, of Paleozoic appearance,

had been described by Mich. Duchas (Mem. della Acad. dell. Scien. di

Torino, II Serie, Tome XIX, p. 84, 1860, and XXIII, 199, 1866)'* from

5 With the very kind help of Mr. Herbert F. Schwarz, Editor of the New Yorlc

Academy of Sciences, these two references have been verified as follows. They In-

volve a matter of apparently mistalcen stratigraphy, based on two species of fossil

corals, of locality not definitely given. The stratigraphic determination evidently did

not greatly impress Professor Cleve.

The original description of Favoaitea Dietzi is in the first reference, and Is In French,
in a paper by Duchassaing and Michelotti, "M^molre sur les Coralllalres des Antilles,**

Vol. XIX, pp. 279-365, plates 10, 1861, and is on p. 360, not p. 84, as given by Cleve.

"Gen. FAVOSITBS, Lanlk—
Favosites Dietzi, nobis.

Espfece discoide, sup^rieurement convexe, h. tubes parallftles, 4gaux, planchers aplatls,
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Coki Point, but doubts the report. Dr. Cleve mentions a red felsite at

several points. Near Coculus Bay appears quartz porphyry, and at Coki

Point augite porphyry, which penetrates felsite. The rocks of the small

islands are briefly cited. Most important of these records is that relating

to the smaller islands stretching from That'^h Cay to St. John, which

consist of sedimentary beds such as clay slates and flagstones, E. and W.,

70° jN". On Congo Cay is hard crystalline limestone or marble. On
Hans Lollik is dark green diabase with augite crystals and magnetic

pyrites. Inner Brass Island is blue beach, while Outer Brass Island con-

sists of stratified rocks, E. and W., 70° N.

Culebra is next passed in review and is said to consist of dark gray or

brown labradorite porphyry. On Culebrita is dark green trap with

quartz veins.

St. John is reviewed topographically, and then the green conglomerate,

or blue beach, is described as predominant in the south portion with

some shore cliffs of red felsite. The northern portion consists of strati-

fied metamorphic rocks. The islands to the east, and so on to Virgin

Gorda, are passed in review, with observations on the increasing amount

of diorite and deep-seated rocks, with associated pegmatites. On Beef

Island the pegmatite is said to contain epidote, nodules of prehnite, roek

crystal and magnetic iron.

rapprocMs de trols milUraMres. Ces tubes n'ont qu'iin millimetre et demi de diamMre.

Les tubes sont munis de pores de communication.

^len que la forme g^ndrale de cette esp^ce se rapprociie de celle d« jla Favosites

Gothlandica, elle est cependant plus ^paisse, et les tubes sont parall^les au lieu d'etre

couches les uns sur les autres ; sur cliaque plan de la muraille de la Favosites Dietzi

on observe un seul trou au lieu de deux.' '

Dans la Favosites Ilisingeri les miirailles sont plus 6paisses que celles de la Favo-

sites Dietzi; les calices sont plus t§gtiliferement pol^gonaux, et les plan'chers un pfeu

flexueux. Enfin dans le Favosites Ifi^rpsa les pdlypi^rites sont Irradiants de la base

a la surface, et les planchers sont plus serr^s qpe ceux de notre esp^ce. j

Nous la dMlons k Mr. Dietz, Condhyliologiste distingue, qui demeure k St. Thomas:
elle preuve la pr<5sence de bancs paJ^lsoiqiues 'dans les lies de St, Thomas et de Ste.

Croix, bancs rapport^s erron^ment ft. I'^poque Jprassique par Mr. Knox dans son his-

toire desdites ties.'"

This citation taken by itself leaves u« in somei doubt as to whether the corals came
from St. Thomas or St. Croix.

In the later volume, XXIII, 1866, p. 199, the record is as follows

:

"Genus FAVOSITES.

404, Favosites Dietzi Duch. et Mich. Coral, p. '84 (should be 360).

In stratis siluriis, S. Thomae.

405, Favosites Sancti-Thomae nobis.

Parvula, capitaUi^ tubulis perparvis, cqnfef'tissimis.

Rcperitur cum praecedente."

The last reference would seem to place t;he fossils in supposed Silurian strata on
St. Thomas. As we Icnow of fossiliferous limestone only at Coki Pt. and immediately
to the west and east of it,* apparently the specimens were found there ; but as a
means of stratigraphic Identification, they can hardly contradict the oijerwhelming
testimony of the rather abundant Upper Cretaceous fauna.
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On Virgin Gorda are three kinds of rock—diorite on the south,

quartzite in the jniddle and felsite in the northern part. Spheroidal

weathering is developed on a large scale and, aided by joints, yields

blocks the size of small houses. There are many north and south veins

containing quartz, siderite, native copper, gray, red, yellow, or green

copper ores and molybdena.

Geological observations follow upon the smaller islands around Virgin

Gorda and between it and St. John., Both sediments and intrusive rocks

are involved and some interesting minerals are mentioned, which are

obviously the results of the contact metamorphism of limestone. On
Ginger Island diorite is described as interstratiiied with amphibolite and

as passing into the latter.

Anegada was visited and is depicted as a flat island, of hard, compact

limestone of such recent date that the shells involved in it are of species

still extant in the neighboring sea. A number of species are cited.

Vieques, or Crab Island, now belonging to Porto Eico, is in turn de-

scribed as consisting of a dark green rock, succeeded a short distance from

the coast by a diorite resembling syenite^ which is the chief rock of the

island. A few observations follow on Porto Rico, and a very small map
with a partial representation of the geology is used in illustration. Dr.

Cleve mentions a recent formation of alluvium and shell sand (the San

Juan formation of our Survey^s recent reports) ; a Miocene fossiliferous

limestone (presumably our Arecibo and Ponce limestones), and unfos-

siliferous exposures, like the blue beach and felsit<3 of the Virgin Islands,

of probable Cretaceous age. ,,.

St. Croix, or Santa Cruz, is next taken, up. There are three forma-

tions; the oldest resembles the old series: of ^ the other Virgin Islands and

is probably Cretaceous. These early strata are greatly disturbed and are

folded so as now to have high dips. Unconformably upon them rest flat

beds of coralline limestone. Around the shores is a recent calcareous

sand. The oldest rocks are of igneous and igneo-sedimentary origin, and

include diabase, sometimes variolitic, diorite, blue-beach conglomerate,

felsite, clay, slate and limestone. Much/discordance of strikes is found in

the stratified members. jSTortheast of Christiansted, on the shore, and on

Queen Cay are coarsely crystalline feldspathic rocks, but almost all the

eastern part is clay slate. On Bucks Island are slaty beds with lime-

stones and some obliterated fossils. Dr. Cleve noted also the gray lime-

stones near Judith^s Fancy, with badly preserved fossils, but makes no

mention of those at Watch Ho (Waiters Point), on the South Side. The

Tertiary limestones of the southwest contain casts of fossil shells and

corals. He recognized Conus, Strornhm, Natica, Trochus, Venus, Chcima,
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Cypraea, resembling C. exanthema, and some impressions of Cerithium

like the living C. Utteratum Born. He also foimd extinct Cerithia, one

Bulla, close to B. granosa Sow., of the Santo Domingo Miocene, and one

Turho near T. cookii Chemn. The Tertiary limestones are 200 meters

thick. The recent formations are partly terrestrial, partly marine, and

contain some species now extinct on St. Croix, but still living on Vieques

and Porto Eico. The extinct species are Helix santa cruzensis Pfr.,

Bulimus extinctus Pfr., B. riiseii Pff., Pupa rudis Pfr., Cyclostoma hasi'-

carinatum Pfr. and (7. chordiferum Pfr. The ones extinct on St. Croix

but surviving on Vieques are Helix caracolla L. and H, marginella Gm.
[n the alluvial deposits of Salt Elver at the Glynn and Concordia estates

are Venus flexuosa L. and Lucina jamaicensis Spgl., species still abound-

ing in the Caribbean. In the recent marine solid limestone he noted

Turho pica L., StrorYibus gigas L. and other very common West Indian

shells with their colors still well preserved.

Notes on the Leeward Islands follow, including in the first group,

Saba, St. Eustatius and St. Kitts, but omitting J^evis, Eedonda and

Montserrat; in the second group. Sombrero, Anguilla, St. Martin and

St. Bartholomew, especially the last named, of which a geological map
is given on a later plate. As this matter does not immediately bear on

the Virgin Islands, it is not reviewed here.

A list of fifty minerals which our author observed is given on pages

27-32, with some original analyses. Of the fifty, twenty-seven w^ere ob-

served on the Virgin Islands, viz., native copper, pyrite, molybdenite,

chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite, cuprite, melaconite, specularite, quartz, mag-

netite, talc, wollastonite, augite, hornblende, chrysocoUa, orthoclase,

oligoclase (analysis), labradorite, anorthite (analysis), epidote, garnet,

mica, desmine, prehnite (analysis), siderite, malachite and titanite.

An annotated list of twenty rocks from the islands studied follows the

minerals. Subvarieties are mentioned under some and a number of

chemical analyses are given. Dr. Cleve does all that could be expected

of a student of rocks who did not use thin-sections and the microscope,

but in 1871 this method of study was in its infancy and only a very few

had it at command. In the paper by Prof. A. G. Hogbom, later re-

viewed, many of the rocks collected by Dr. Cleve are described in this

way. Of the twenty rocks listed, twelve are from the Virgin Islands,

viz., limestone, quartzite, granite, with two varieties pegmatite and

granular. Of the granular variety, two analyses are given, one from

Bucks Island, south of St. Thomas (No. 1 below), and one from Georges

Dog, west of Virgin Gorda (No. 2 below). Of the felsites, there are

four analyses, respectively from Adlers Villa, St. Croix (No. 3 below),
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lied Pointy St. Thomas (ISTo. 4 below) ; The Sound, Virgin Gorda (No.

5 below), and Eegis Point, St. Thomas (No. 6 below). Of the diorites,

three analyses, respectively from Marys Point, St. John (No. 7 below)
;

Beef Island, east of Tortola (No. 8 below), and Ginger Island, south-

west of Virgin Gorda (No. 9 below). Some of the diorite was believed

to be a fused clay slate. Of the diabases, there are five •analyses, re-

spectively from Bucks Island, south of St. Thomas (No. 10 below)
;

Coki Point (No. 11 below) (the augite porphyry of later observers)
;

Whistling Cay, northwest of St. John (No. 12 below) ; Coral Bay, in

eastern St. John (No. 13 below), and Red Point, St. Thomas (No. 14

below). Anorthite diorite from Beef Island, east of Tortola, has one

analysis (No. 15 below). The remaining four varieties are mica schist,

clay slate, magnetite iron sand and blue beach.

The list of the rocks is followed by notes on the geology of Cuba,

Jamaica, San Domingo, Bahamas, Barbuda, Antigua, Nevis, Redonda,

Montserrat, Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Vincent,

The Grenadines, Grenada, Tobago, Barbados and Trinidad. The notes

are chiefly compiled from authors whose works are cited in the footnotes.

A quite valuable bibliography is thus given of papers published before

1870.

A summary of the geology of the West Indies, based on the earlier

recorded data of the contribution, concludes the text. Dr. Cleve makes

the following generalizations

:

The oldest rocks occur in Trinidad and are unfossiliferous.

The oldest fossiliferous rocks are Cretaceous. (Notp:: We know now

of richly fossiliferous Jurassic in western Cuba.)

The fact of the rocks of the West Indian Cretaceous formation being mostly

igneous, or igneo-sedimentary, evidently proves them to have been heaped up
in a time of powerful volcanic activity, and, as the Miocene formation in sev-

eral places covers the highly disturbed and metamorphosed Cretaceous roclis,

in almost horizontal and undisturbed beds, one may conclude that, before the

Miocene time, the Cretaceous roclis were raised to a mountain chain having a
common direction from east to west and running parallel with the northern

coast-line of South America.

Fossiliferous Eocene beds are cited from Jamaica, Trinidad and St.

Bartholomew. They are thought to be probably present in St. Martin,

Antigua, Guadeloupe, Barbados, and possibly also in Cuba, San Domingo

and Porto Eico. The Eocene is thought to be equivalent to the lower or

middle Eocene of Europe (the lower '^calcaire grossier"* of Paris and

^'Bracklesham beds'^ of England). (Note: Our recent detailed survey

of Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands has revealed no well-established
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Eocene, but in Porto Rico richly fossiliferous Oligocene and Miocene.)

Dr. Cleve states that ^^the Miocene formation consists mostly of lime-

stones, or marls, and is enormously developed in the West Indies. Lime-

stone strata belonging to the Miocene formation cover large spaxjes in

Cuba, San Domingo, Jamaica and Puerto Rico. They are also found in

Anguilla, Antigua, Barbados and Trinidad. In St. Croix the white marl

also seems to belong to the Miocene time.^^ From the researches of sev-

eral British paleontologists it appears that the fauna has close affinity

with the Miocene of Europe, and with the still living fauna of the Pacific

Ocean and the East Indies. Some Miocene species are still living in the

Caribbean. An open channel in Miocene time has thus been inferred

over Panama to the Pacific Ocean. "The Miocene fauna of the West

Indies does not, however, offer any close affinities with the Miocene fauna

of l^orth America.^^ The thickness and undisturbed character of the

West Indian Miocene indicates a long period of calm, undisturbed by

volcanic phenomena.

Pliocene beds are cited from several of the West Indies, but not from

the Virgin Islands or Porto Rico.

Dr. Cleve concludes his paper with the structural generalization "that

of the two prevailing lines of elevation in the West Indies the one run-

ning from west to east originated before the Miocene time, and that from

the ISF. W. to S. E., commencing with the Bahamas and continuing in

'the same direction down to Trinidad, was formed after Miocene time."

Two plates at the close give first a geological map of the northeastern

West India Islands, from Culebra and Vieques to and including Guade-

loupe, oil a scale 1 : 1,751,000, and a second with a geological map of the

Virgin Islands, except Anegada on the north and St. Croix on the south,

13 inches by 1.5 inches ; also one of St. Croix, 5.5 inches long, on a scale

1 : 232,000, and one of St. Bartholomew 5.5 inches by 3.3 inches.

The work of Per Teodor Cleve is so important that the writer has

obtained from Prof. A. G. Hogbom, of the University of Upsala, the fol-

lo'wing facts of his life: He was born in Stockholm, February 10, 1840,

knd therefore when he made his observations in the Virgin Islands, in

the winter of 1868-69, was in his twenty-ninth year. He had previously

prepared himself primarily as a chemist, but was an all-around naturalist,

and all his life retained his interest in geology and mineralogy. Return-

ing to Sweden in 1870, he taught chemistry for four years in the Tech-

nical High School 6i Stockholm (really of collegiate or university grade,

despite the different meaning of high school in English), and then be-

came professor of chemistry in the University of Upsala, in which posi-

tion he remained until his death, June 18, 1905. He did notable work
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upon the rare earths, and received the Davy Medal of the Royal Society

of London in 1894. He investigated the organic chromium and platinimi

compounds, and also the naphthaline derivatives. He studied the sea-

plancton, and especially the diatoms, and cast much light on world-wide

oceanic circulations. His knowledge of diatoms was of great value in

connection with the Quaternary geology of Fennoscandia. He was an

enthusiastic collector of minerals and mollusks. His gatherings in the

West Indies, which were deposited with the University of Upsala, have

been placed at the service of later investigators, among them Dr. T.

Wayland Vaughan.

1881. Per Teodor Cleve. Ten years after the publication of the

paper reviewed above under 1871, Dr. P. T. Cleve, of Upsala, Sweden,

corresponding member of the New York Academy of Science, forwarded

to the Academy, at the request of Mr. Thomas Bland, a paper entitled

"Outline of the Geology of the Northeastern West India Islands.^' The

paper was read November 7, 1881, and published in the Annals, Vol.

XXI, pp. 185-192, pi. 17. A brief abstract appears in the Transactions

of the xVcademy, Vol. I, 1881, pp. 21-24, with the discussion which fol-

lowed.

Dr. elevens paper is a summary of his longer contribution, but adds

one or two structural features not stated in the earlier contribution.

The northeastern islands embrace Cretaceous, Eocene, Miocene, Pliocene

and post-Pliocene, of which we now know that in the Virgin Islands all

but Eocene and Pliocene are present. Dr. Cleve remarks their axial

coincidence with the strike of the Cretaceous volcanics, of whose frag-

mental nature he had become, if anything, more firmly convinced. The

eruptives he treats under four heads: 1. Diorite, with its distribution;

2. Felsite, in the same way; 3. Blue beach; 4. Diabase. The stratified

and generally metamorphosed rocks are taken up under three heads: 1.

Clay slate: 2. Metamorphic slates, mica schists and hornblende schists;

3. Limestone, hard and crystalline, often with silicates. He remarks the

rounded fossiliferous limestone boulders embedded in the blue beach at

Coki Point, St. Thomas. Special treatment is given to St. Croix on

account of its flat Tertiary limestones and marls, which are regarded as of

Miocene age or perhaps more recent. He reverts to the Cretaceous fossils

of Coki Point, mentioning abundant fragments of large Nminaea, Actaeo-

nella, Pectunetdus, Asfarte, Corbida, Limopsis, Opis and one ammonite.

All are Cretaceous and correspond to the Gosau formation of the Alps.

The most important new contribution is the following : "On studying

in detail the part between Tortola, St. John and St. Thomas, I found
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that there is a synclinal fault Just in the continuation of St. Francis

Drake Channel/^ On Plate 17 he gives a section showing the syncline,

without a fault, leading the reviewer to conclude that '^nclinal fault"

should read "synclinal fold^^ in the text. The similarity of the German
word '^'^Falte," meaning fold, to the English word fault may be respon-

sible for the apparent misnomer. Dr. Cleve shows also in a generalized

section a syncline from St. Croix to St. John, each of the islands in his

view forming the summit of a lofty Alpine chain of mountains with a

valley between, 4000 meters deep. The upheaval came after Turonian

strata had been deposited and was believed to have been still in progress

in the Eocene. In the Miocene it was finished and ready for the depo-

sition of flat Miocene.

In the concluding pages a few notes are given on Porto liieo, Jamaica,

Santo Domingo, Cuba and some of the islands east of the Virgins. He
briefly reviews the Pliocene and post-Pliocene, referring Anegada to the

latter. • »

Dr. elevens mention of the syncline between Tortola and St. John is

the first record of this important structural feature. Its presence has

been confirmed by our later, more detailed work.

1898. Egbert T. Hill. Prof. Kobert T. Hill, in his delightful book

of travel and science, entitled "Cuba^and Porto Pico, with the other

Islands of the West Indies," New York, 1898, devotes his Chapter

XXVIII, pp. 309-317, to the Virgin Islands and St. Croix. The treat-

ment is chiefly on the sociological and economic sides, bnt on page 310

reference is made to the geology, as follows

:

The current impression that these islands, as a whole, are eithfT of volcanic

or coral-reef origin is a mistake. Traces of marine volcanism are less appar-

ent than in New England, while the coral rocks are only an attenuated fringe,

added in recent geologic time. They are all of the same geologic composition

as the Great Antilles, consisting of a foundation of rocks of suspected Paleo-

zoic origin, covered by great masses of Cretaceous and Tertiary conglomerates

and clay, derived from the now vanished, geologic Atlantis, which in turn are

veneered by the mantle of oceanic chalky-white limestones, and these fringed

by a border of coral-reef rock. Penetrating the older rocks are dikes of

ancient volcanic material.

Our later detailed studies have somewhat modified these conclusions

and have tended to show that the oldest rocks are Upper Cretaceous vol-

canics, mostly fragmental, rearranged as sediments and involving minor

limestones.

1905. A. G. IIoGBOM. In 1905, Prof. A. G. Hogbom, of tlie Univer-

sity of Upsala, published the results of an important restudy of the rock
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collections gathered by Dr. Cleve^ and reviewed above, under 1871. Dr.

Hogbom brought to bear upon them the modern methods of microscopic,

petrographic study, and added to the descriptions of Dr. Cleve much of

an accurate mineralogical and petrographical character. His paper is

written in German and is entitled '^'Zur Petrographie der Kleinen An-

tillen" (A Contribution to the Petrography of the Lesser Antilles. Bul-

letin of the Geological Institute of the University of Upsala, Vol. VI,

1905, pp. 214-232, pis. ix and x). From two hundred specimens, fifty-

four were selected and studied in thin-sections with the microscope. They

are serially numbered, 1-54. Of the fifty-four, fifty came from the Virgin

Islands. Dr. Hogbom rightly comments upon the special interest which

attached to Professor Cleve^s record of granites, diorites and gabbros

from strata of at least late Cretaceous age—a relationship scarcely known

in 1870. He also remarks their correspondence with the predominant

|)lagioclase-}3caring igneous rocks which 0. Nordenskjold had emphasized

as characteristic of the extended American zone of folding, stretching

from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego. The rocks are sometimes called Andes

granites and Andes diorites.

St. Thomas and ISrEiGHBORiNG Islets

Fourteen rocks are described from St. Thomas, almost all of which

have suffered severe alteration to secondary minerals. From the blue

l)each were obtained fragments sufficiently large to yield the following

determinations (Nos. 4, 7, and 8). No. 4, amygdaloidal porphyrite,

Charlotte Amalie, is much altered to secondary minerals. The rock is a

basic por])hyrite whose feldspar is labradorite and whose dark silicate,

augite. It would be called in America today an olivine-free basalt. N"o.

7 was either a fragment in blue beach or a dike, cutting it, at Lowenlund.

It is named kersantite and is a porphyritic rock with phenocrysts of

amphibole and zonal plagioclase in a fine-grained groundmass, rich in

epidote, magnetite and apatite, and with a few titanites and undeter-

mined decomposition products. No. 8 consists of fragments from a blue-

beach breccia at Charlotte Amalie, and is named hornblende kersantite,

a porphyritic rock with large phenocrysts of hornblende in well-bounded

prisms a centimeter in diameter, set in a thoroughly decomposed ground-

mass, in which little can be recognized except quartz, epidote, sericite,

magnetite and chlorite. There are inclusions (small xenoliths) of quartz

with strain shadows. No. 10 is a dike in blue beach from Great St.

James, and is a dense plagioclase porphyrite, 80 per cent of it plagioclase
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near oligoclase. The remaining components are epidote, chlorite, calcite,

a little quartz and magnetite.

Two tuffs and breccias are described. Xo. 1 is a lilac-colored porphyry

tuff from' Red Point, a badly decomposed rock with sericitized fragments

of feldspar, grains of quartz and fragments of felsite. Presumably this

rock is a rhyolitic tuff, related to No. 2 mentioned below, and in contrast

with the general andesitic and basaltic characters of the prevailing rocks.

No. 3 is a greenish gray, tuffaceous lava breccia from Magens Bay. The

rock consists of fragments of a dense, feldspathic amygdaloid, sliowing

How structure in its solid part, and quartz and chlorite in the blowholes.

The feldspars are not specifically determined. There is much secondary

chlorite, quartz, epidote and carbonates. The rock also contains little

xenoliths of felsitic and trachytic rocks. Cleve records it as forming-

sheets interstratified with slates. The lack of specific determinations of

feldspars makes the interpretation of tlie rock somewhat difficult today,

but the presence of epidote and carbonates indicates an andesitic or

basaltic original.

No. 2 is a quartz porphyry from Red Point and is a dense white rock,

with very small phenocrysts of bipyramidal, somewhat rounded quartzes,

of albite crystals and a few orthoclases set in a felsitic groundmass. An
interesting feature is a tiny ring of groundmass quartz surrounding the

quartz phenocrysts and of similar orientation with them. An analysis

by P. T. Cleve is quoted earlier, as No. 4, on page 26 of this review.

{Comment: The rock is of special interest because of the high silica

—

80.79 per cent—which is at the upper limits of the rhyolites. Rhyolites

themselves are not common among the predominant andesitic outbreaks

of the West Indies. The high soda—4.22 per cent—of the Red Point

rock as against potash—1.85 per cent—is also worthy of emphasis.)

Another obviously high silica rock, although we have no analysis, is No.^

12, a reddish white,, medium-grained granite, with almost no dark sili-

cates. It appears as a dike, cutting the quartz diorite of Buck Island,

four miles off the south coast of St. Thomas. The rock consists essen-

tially of orthoclase and quartz, both with undulatory extinction. The

former sometimes gives way to perthitic microcline. Oligoclase is a

minor component, and there are small, chloritized micas and grains of

magnetite. The rock has a micropegmatitic texture. This rock pos-

sesses special interest in that it has orthoclase feldspar in excess—a not

common experience in the islands.

No. 6 is a syenite porphyry from Mosquito Bay. It is a dense, green-

ish gray rock, with feldspar phenocrysis, a millimeter across, set in a

groundmass. The automorphic phenocrysts are both orthoclase and soda
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plagioclase. The groiindma,ss is trachytoid in texture, badly decomposed,

and consists of tiny feldspar rods, calcite and small octahedra of mag-

netite.

No. 14 is a quartz diorite and is the chief rock of Buck Island. It is

a light-gray, medium-grained variety. Zonal oligoclase, in short rectan-

gular sections, makes up almost half the rock; quartz and orthoclase,

each about 15 to 20 per cent, the former in slight excess, are next in

abundance and fill in the spaces between the oligoclases. They are xeno-

morphic and show pressure effects, such that the orthoclase passes at

times into microcline. Green hornblende with subordinate, chloritized

biotite are the dark silicates. They are sometimes ophitically intergrowu

with plagioclase. The accessories are titanite, magnetite and rather rare

apatite. An analysis is quoted above in this review on page 26 under

No. 1. (Comment: The writer may add that the rock is reminiscent of

similar ones in Porto Eico and elsewhere in the Greater Antilles. It Is

a natural intrusive companion of extrusive andesitic rocks.)

No. 11 is augite porphyrite from Great Hans Lollik Island. The rock

is porphyritic with augite plienocrysts, up to several millimeters in

length, and others, smaller, of labraclorite. The augite is sometimes so

richly filled with inclusions of feldspar grains and groundmass as to be

itself a mere skeleton. In the groundmass are small augites, labra-

dorites, magnetite, more or less altered to leucoxene, and clilorite whicli

may replace the first-named mineral and may penetrate the first two in

nets. (Conunemt: Tlie writer may add that this rock is apparently the

same as the augite porphyry at Coki Point or is closely related io it. In

the Coki Point rock the inclusions of fossiliferous Cretaceous limestone

are found. Its time of intrusion must, therefore, have been subsequent

to the deppsition and hardening to rock of the Upper (^retaceous lime-

stone. )

Professor Hogboni describes several varieties of diabases. No. 13, from

Buck Island, is a quartz diabase in dikes in the quartz diorite, No. 14.

It is a dense, dark-green rock whose dark silicates are completely changed

to epidote and chlorite. The lath-shaped plagioclase is clouded by the

products of decomposition. Quartz fills interspaces and magnetite is

altered to leucoxene. All these secondary products are the usual results

in altered diabases. No. 5 is a uralite diabase whose exact locality was

not recorded by I)r. Cleve. The uralite ranges up to half a centimeter

and is accompanied by a little biotite, ophitic, with little rods of labra-

dorite. The greater part of the labradorite streams in lath-shaped sec-

tions around the uralites. The magnetite is often surrounded by a

titanite (leucoxene?) rim. No. 9 is an olivine diabase with texture
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much like gabbro. It was collected in the central part of the island and

resembles the well-known Asby diabase of Sweden. The zonal lath-

shaped labradorite shows passages to tabular form, and is automorphic

as against the augite, olivine and magnetite. It forms about half the

rock, leaving half for the dark minerals, viz., olivine, which is next in

abundance ; violet augite, which follows ; then biotite, magnetite and

apatite in the order named. Strange to say, the rock was perfectly fresh.

St. John and Neigheoring Islets

The rocks from these islands closely resemble those of St. Thomas.

Eight slides were studied, numbered from 15 through 22. They are

grouped here from acidic to basic and metamorphic. No. 19 is a felsite

porphyry from Eound Bay and is a platy, porphyritic rock with zonal

phenocrysts, chiefly oligoclase, 2 to 4 millimeters across. There are smaller

ones of bipyramidal quartz, sometimes in groups with parallel orientation.

The groundmass is chiefly rods of plagiocla.se in trachytoidal texture.

Chlorite is abundant in the groundma^ss and in the feldspar phenocrysts.

No. 15, a diorite from Browns Bay, is a dark, finely crystalline rock, re-

sembling diabase. Zonal labradorite appears partly in relatively large

re(itangular sections whose automorphic character is rendered imperfect

by the abutting augite and amphibole. The more abundant small labra-

dorites are irregular in shape and appear in groups or poikilitically in-

cluded in the dark silicates and even in the magnetite. No. 16 is a con-

trasted diorite, also from Browns Bay. It is a finely crystalline, greenish

black rock, predominantly xenomorphie plagioclase and amphibole in

about equal amounts. A few large, somewhat automorphic plagioclases

contain inclusions of amphibole. Magnetite and titanite are the acces-

sories. No. 17, an augite diorite, is a medium-grained, dark rock, some-

what porphyritic from plagioclases. The zonal plagioclase, with cores

approximating anorthite, and the almost entirely uralitized augite are

about equal in amount. The plagio(;lase affords almost automorphic,

tabular sections. Kernels of reddish augite survive in the uralite, and

there is dust of magnetite in goodly quantity. The primary rock was

possibly a diabase of stroug gabbroic affinities. From the blue beach of

Mt. Pleasant came No. 18, a labradorite porphyrite, with phenocrysts

of predominant labradorite and subordinate iiralite in a groundmass of

uralite, epidote and plagioclase. No. 20 is a uralite diabai^e from the

Caroline estate. It is a medium-grained, dark-green rock, strongly de-

composed. Large uralites, still preserving unchanged augite grains, eon-

tain ophitic inclusions of zonal plagioclase. Rosette^s of epidote and
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chlorite are abundant, but quartz is not common. All the above six

eruptive rocks are strongly reminiscent of similar ones on St. Thomas.

ISTo. 21 is a fine-grained amphibole gneiss from the east side of Coral

Bay. The rock consists essentially of quartz, plagioclase, amphibole,

colorless pyroxene, magnetite and granulated titanite. The foliation is

due to the subparallel arrangement of amphibole prisms. Sometimes the

rock has a structure like the granulites and sometimes it resembles the

hornfelses. It may be a blue beach metamorphosed by pressure and con-

tact metamorphism. No. 22 is a garnet rock from Marys Point, and is

a contact product from limestone. It consists of grains of garnet in a

matrix of wollastonite, or of calcite.

TOKTOLA AND NEIGHBORING ISLETS

1'he group lies north of tlie axial line of St. Thomas and St. John, but

the rocks are much the same. The sediments, more or less metamor-

phosed to schists and marbles, appear on the south side of Tortola, but

are on the north side of St. Tliomas and St. John. Fifteen slides were

studied. Four are of closely related quartz diorites from Tortola itself.

No. 23, called syenite by Cleve, is a medium-grained quartz diorite, witli

predominant zonal plagioclase, whicli shows a tendency toward rodlike

cross-sections. Notable quartz and uralite, with about 4 per cent mag-

netite, fill in the spaces between the plagioclases. No. 23, as well as No.

26, came from tlie east point of tlie island. No. 26 consists of about 56

per cent of zonal plagioclase (albite rims) and 40 per cent quartz. The

remaining 4 per cent are magnetite and chloritized biotite. The acidic

outer zone of the plagioclase is intergrown with the quartz. Orthoclase

is very rare. No. 24 is a quartz diorite, which forms a fine to medium-

grained dike ill the blue beach of Little Cappoon Bay. (Comment:

Little Cappoon must be a part of the bay called Canegarden on the pres-

ent-day charts.) The zonal plagioclase ranges from acid oligoclase to

anortliite. The large crystals in their outer zone contain magnetite and

hornblende. The smaller ones have ])oikilitic and micropegmatitic horn-

blende. The hornblende appears in larger prismatic crystals and in the

small inclusions already mentioned. There is a little green augite. Tlie

quartz is richly develo|)ed in the filling between the larger minerals and

with it are orthoclase, magnetite and titanite. No. 25, a quartz diorite

from (^appoon Bay (or Canegarden), is much like No. 23. It manifests

diabasic tendencies and is probably from a dike.

From Great Camanoe Island came No. 27, a plagioclase granite like

No. 21) : and practically identical with it is No. 28, from the same locality
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All three were called felsite by Cleve. A diabasic quartz diorite, No.

29, came from Little Dog Island. The zonal plagioclase is rodlike, and

is poikilitic or ophitic with bits of hornblende, diallage and quartz.

Quartz is localized at times in little areas and is about 15 per cent of the

rock. The hornblende is about 30 per cent; tlie augite, 15 per cent, and

magnetite, 16 per cent. There would thus remain 24 per cent for the

plagioclase.

Four slides were prepared of rocks from Beef Island. No. 32 is a

quartz diorite, whose analysis is given on page 26 above, as No. 8, under

the review of P. T. Cleve's paper. It has zonal plagioclase, hornblende,

biotite, quartz, magnetite, zircon and apatite, and is akin to adamellite.

No. 33 is a more basic diorite, with labradorite and hornblende in about

equal amounts, each over 40 per cent of the rock. Chloritized biotite is

6 per cent and magnetite 8 to 10 per cent. No. 30, the anorthite diorite

of Cleve, is an olivine gabbro. The plagioclase, a variety near anorthite

or anorthite itself, appears in equidimensional components and has the

usual dust and other inclusions. The olivine is smaller and is even some-

times enclosed in the pyroxene. Both orthorhombic pyroxene and diallage

are present. Brownish-green hornblende is sometimes by itself and some-

times in parallel growths with augite. Magnetite is abundant. The rock

is exceptionally fresh, even the olivine grains showing little serpentine.

An analysis is given under No. 15, page 26 above. No. 31 is a very

coarsely crystalline phase 'of No. 30, -witli pyroxenes and hornblendes

several centimeters in length, but otlierwise like No. 30. Both numbers

30 and 31 are reported by Cleve to be masses enclosed in the quartz

diorite described under No. 32. The olivine gabbros contain also peg-

matite dikes or veins, with white ])lagioclase, red orthoclase, epidote,

hornblende, biotite^, prehnite and magnetite. The plagioclase, AbaAn,

contains graphic intergrowths of blades of quartz.

An unnumbered slide is a uralite diabase called trap by Cleve, which

came from Sandy Cay, a small island near the much larger Jost Van

Dyke. No. 34, a felsite porphyry (felsite of Cleve), was collected on

Guano Island, north of Tortola. It is felsitic in texture, with pheno-

erysts of epidote. The microscope reveals others of muscovite (sericite?)

and carbonates, all derived from plagioclase, probably oligoclase. The

groundmass contains scales of chlorite and grains of magnetite in an

otherwise not sharply determined aggregate, which is illustrated by a

photomicrograph on figure 3 of Plate IX, by mistake called figure 2 in

the original text. No. 35 is a labradorite porphyrite from Scrub Island,

east of Great Camanoe. The zonal phenocrysts, 1 to 3 millimeters, have

labradorite cores and oligoclase rims, which abut against and partially
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enclose small hornblendes. There is multiple twinning, according to

both albite and pericline laws. The groundmass is micro-dioritic, whose

components are green hornblende, plagioclase, sparse quartz and abun-

dant magnetite. No. 36, a tuff, contains chiefly fragments of Xo. 35,

but there are bits of other, related porphyritic rocks.

VlllGIN GORDA AND NEIGHBORING ISLETS

Seven slides were prepared, of which four are varieties of granite.

One is called syenite porphyrite by Professor Hogbom, but having no

orthoclase would be called diorite porphyry in American usage. One is

augite diorite and one is andalusite quartzite. No. 39 is merely recorded

as Virgin Gorda and is a granite which consists of badly decomposed,

somewhat zonal oligoclase and crushed and strained quartz in about

equal amounts. There is a micro-pegmatitic tendency. A iew scales of

chloritized biotite may also be recognized. Numbers 37, 38 and 41 are

all plagioclase granites. No. 3T came from Long Bay, Virgin Gorda,

and resembles No. 26, described above, from Tortola. Eather fine-

grained in texture, it was estimated at oligoclase, 53 per cent; quartz,

38 per cent; hornblende and subordinate biotite together, 6 per cent;

magnetite, 2 per cent ; minor accessory minerals, 1 per cent. Its analysis

is given above, on page 26, No. 5. A photomicrograph is figure 1 of

Plate X. Orthoclase and accessories fail. No. 38 and No. 41 are much

the same as the last, and also as Nos. 26, 27 and 28 above. No. 38 is

estimated at zonal oligoclase-labradorite, 58 per cent; quartz, 30 per cent;

hornblende, 3 per cent ; magnetite, 6 per cent ; titanite, 2 per cent ; zircon

and perhaps other accessories, 1 per cent. No. 41 has the following com-

position: zonal oligoclase, 50 per cent; quartz, 27 per cent; orthoclase, 8

per cent ; hornblende, 6 per cent ; biotite, 3 per cent ; apatite and titanite,

1 per cent; the remaining 5 per cent chiefly secondary epidote. Both 38

and 41 are merely recorded as from Virgin Gorda. No. 43, syenite por-

phyrite, came from Necker Island. The phenocrysts are short, rectangu-

lar, acidic, faintly zonal oligoclase. The groundmass has trachytoid tex-

ture and consists of rodlike plagioclase, of quartz and chlorite. Alteration

of the phenocr}''sts has produced epidote and zoisite. The rock is stained

with iron oxide. No. 42, augite diorite, is said by Cleve to lie between

the plagioclase granite just described and the andalusite quartzite, No. 40,

which follows. It would seem to have caused the obvious contact meta-

morphism of No. 40. No. 42 consists of predominant short, rectangular

labradorites, of older crystallization than the augite and hornblende,

which exhibit parallel intergrowths and fill in the spaces between the
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labradorites. There is a little quartz, and there is also notable magne-

tite in coarse bits and dendritic growths. Apatite is rare. No. 40,

andalusite qiiartzite, often resembles a hornfels, but under the micro-

scope is obviously a sandstone which has suffered contact metamorphism.

The andalusite grains exhibit pleochroism, from greenish to rose or

weak blood-red colors. Sericite and sericitized feldspar may also be

recognized.

The Southern Eow of Islands, between Virgin Gorda and

St. John

This group of islands extends in a line from the east point of St. John

to the south point of Virgin Gorda. Between them and Tortola, on the

north, is Sir Francis Drake Channel. They have some of the most inter-

esting rocks of the Virgin Islands. Seven slides were studied by Pro-

fessor Hogbom. 'No. 47, from Salt Island, is orthoclase granite, which

consists essentially of orthoclase and quartz, sometimes in micro-pegma-

titic growths. There is a little albite and there are traces of muscovite,

chloritized biotite, magnetite and tourmaline. Evidences of pressure do

not fail. Another high silica rock is No. 50, a felsite porphyry, from

Peters Island. The abundant phenocrysts are well-bounded oligoclase,

bipyramidal quartz and chloritized biotite. The groundmass is felsitie.

The slide is illustrated by a photomicrograph on Plate X, figure 2. No.

48, from Salt Island, is a very peculiar, apparently schistose plagioclase

porphyrite. It has rounded phenocrysts of a basic labradorite approach-

ing anorthite. They are slightly zonal, with zonally distributed micro-

lites of magnetite and probable amphibole. They exhibit no traces of

pressure or crushing. With the plagioclase must also be mentioned as

phenocrj'sts large grains of magnetite. The phenocrysts are set in a

groundmass, strikingly rich in biotite flakes, in parallel arrangement, so

as to give the impression of schistosity, but really in flow-lines. Musco-

vite and chlorite accompany the biotite and spindle-shaped aggregates

of quartz grains. There are with the quartz larger grains, suggesting

microcline. In the groundmass are also rods of labradorite. No. 46 is

uralite diabase from the south point of Coopers Island. There are broad

rods of zonal plagioclase, stained brown and having the uralite in the

spaces between them, although both minerals sometimes are individually

large enough to suggest phenocrysts. The larger uralites include rem-

nants of unaltered augites and magnetite grains with titanite rims. In

the field the rock is cut by a strongly sericitized felsite porphyry.

No. 45, from Round Eock, forms a dike in quartz diorite. It is de-

scribed as amphibole minette, but it is obviously what would be named
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camptonite in America, minette being restricted to orthoclase-biotite

(likes and sills. The rock consists of phenocrysts of slender amphibole,

prisms 2 to 3 millimeters long, in flow structure, and best studied under

the microscope. The pleochroism is brownish green to brownish yellow

and the extinction angle is 20°. These characters depart from those of

the brown, basaltic hornblende of typical camptonite w^ith low extinc-

tions. The amphiboles, in smaller size, constitute the groundmass, along

with basic labradorite and some other mineral, called "quartz ( ?).^^

Primary quartz would be surprising. One suspects analcite with optical

anomalies—a frequent experience in camptonites. Much carbonatiza-

tion has affected the groundmass. iSTo. 44 is amphibole gneiss, also from

Round Eock. It is a whitish, fine-grained rock, consisting of a granular

aggregate of quartz, orthoclase and albite, containing poikilitic!^ amphi-

bole grains in irregular distribution, small octahedrons of magnetite and

bits of titanite. It must be either a gneissoid amphibole granite or some

metamorphic type. The last rock is No. 49, from Deadmans Ghest, and

i^ called granulite. It is strongly foliated, with leaves of biotite along

the schistosity. • It has a granulitic texture, formed by elongated aggre-

gates of quartz grains in which are lenses of albite, which themselves may
be specked with quartz grains. Some small scales of biotite are also vis-

ible, and veinlets of quartz cut across the rock. These display undulatory

extinction and the same fluid inclusions, with bubbles, which are seen in

the quartz of the rock proper.

No microscopic descriptions of the rocks of St. Croix are given, al-

though mention is made on page 215 of a few specimens in the Cleve

collection. Four additional slides from the Leeward Islands are de-

scribed, embracing andesite from Saba, quartz-augite diorite from St.

Martin and syenite porphyry and porphyritic quartz diorite from St.

Bartholomew. A table of the analyses, made by Professor Cleve, is given

on page 230. The analyses are reproduced in the review of Cleve\s long

paper, above, on page 26.

The paper closes with some general conchisions, in which the relative

scarcity of igneous rocks with potash feldspar is emphasized and also the

relationship, or parallelism, with the prevailing plagioclase rocks of the

Andes. The abundance of tuffs is noted and of the associated volcanic

rocks, all of which seem to be Cretaceous except an Eocene case in St.

Bartholomew. In the subsequent descriptions of rocks by Dr. Meyer-

hoff, it should be noted that andesite will be used for the now more or

less obsolete word porphyrite; granite will be restricted to rocks with

prevailing orthoclase or, at least, alkaline feldspars; diorite to those with

plagioclases of the oligoclase-andesine series ; and gabbro, or diabase, to
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those of the labradorite-aiiorthite series, even though horiibleiule may be

the dark silicate. Although the augite of the hist named may be iirali-

tized, these more basic rocks will be considered gabbroic in their affini-

ties. Professor Hogbom^s contribution is a very valuable one and serves

to define much more sharply and accurately the components of the rocks

macroscopically named by Dr. Cleve.

1907. John T. Quin. "The Building of an Island, being a sketch

of the Geological Structure, of the Danish West Indian Island of St.

Croix, or Santa Cruz/' by John T. Quin, F. E. G. S. Printed in Xew
York by Chauncey Holt and published by the author in St. Croix, tto,

pp. 106, figs. 32, plates 7, and a double-page, colored geological map on

a scale about two miles to the inch.

Mr. Quin was long inspector of scliools.under the Danish government

of the islands and made his home in Christiansted, St. Croix. His many

years of journeying about St. Croix gave him a detailed and exact knowl-

edge of its geology. Upon this experience he drew in preparing what

was primarily meant to be an account of the geology, written in so clear

and intelligible a style as to be understood by those not especially trained

in the science. Mr. Quin carried out this plan very successfully and has

recorded alike an accurate description of the geology, the areal distribu-

tion of the two principal formations, the topography in hachures and the

locations of the principal estates and highways.

There are twelve chapters and additional notes. Cliapter I contains

the introduction, the facts of size and position, an outline of the sub-

marine foundation and of the surface relief, which is naturally divided

into an oblong northwe^stern mountainous portion, an eastern triangular

mountainous or hilly part, aiul an intervening central valley, varied by

minor hills, and continued in a southwestern extension of an altitude

slightly above sea-level. The first two correspond to the blue-beach series

of rocks and the third to the marls and limestones, as we would describe

them today. The two divisions constitute respectively the IT])per Cre-

taceous intrusives and volcanics; with their modified' tuffs and breccias,

and the Tertiary limestones and marls.

In Chapter II the limestone and marl formation is described in detail.

Mr. Quin was well aware of the presence of Foraminifera and illustrated

some twenty-four different kinds, but did not determine the species. He
also noted the presence of corals and of (iastropoda and Pelecypoda. He
recognized that the last two groups were represented by casts, and figured

several of them. They are described in popular language, as a means of

showinar that the limestones and marls had once been the sea bottom.
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Their structural relations in a syncline southeast of Christiansted and

the methods of determining the structure are described and illustrated.

In Chapter III a description is given of the limestones lying south-

west of those of the "central slope/' which were described in Chapter II.

They are believed to form a gentle anticlinal ridge whose axis pitches

downward to the southeast, and in the opposite direction traverses the

Mt. Eagle ridge to the northwest. Some small faults are noted and illus-

trated. The limestones are believed to be over 600 feet thick. The

recent fringing limestones along the shore also receive attention. The

chapter concludes with a summary of ten inferences regarding the geo-

logical history.

In Chapter IV the "blue beach,^ or "indurated clay/' formation is

described. Mr. Quin recalls the name "indurated clay" from the paper

by S. Hovey in 1839, with which he was familiar, and ^Tjlue beach" from

P. T. Cleve's observations made in 1868, with which he was also familiar.

That some of these rocks are sedimentary and stratified is shown by de-

scriptions and by a picture ; that others are igneous is also mentioned :

yet the blue beach is believed to be in largest part sedimentary. That

they have been tilted to high dips is also appreciated. That limestones

are interstratified with them is emphasized. Mr. Quin cites the exposure

on the estate called Judith's Fancy, on the north shore, which wa-s seen

by P. T. Cleve, and the even more fossiliferous one at Waiters Point (or

Watch Ho), on the south shore, of which Cleve makes no record. The

strange, columnar fossils of Waiters Point were collected and figured.

One which looks like a petrified endogenous tree trunk is figured.

While some unnamed naturalist in New York, to whom it was sub-

mitted, pronounced it organic, no more definite determination was made.

Mr. Quin describes conglomerates in the blue beach, as well as breccias.

He notes the travertine which results from calcareous springs. He was

also well aware of the variolite in some of the igneous sheets. The angu-

lar joints and the cleavage fragments of the slaty rocks are described.

In Chapter V the geographical distribution of the blue beach is out-

lined, and then, in the northwestern part of the island, the formation is

structurally interpreted as forming a northwest and southeast trending

and southeast pitching anticline and syncline, the anticline being on the

southwest side. A map, with plotted strikes and dips, is given on page

47. In the eastern blue-beach area a similar series of folds is described,

whose axes are plotted on the colored geological map. The contortions,

which are sometimes observable in both areas and which are best seen at

Hams Bluff, on tlie northw^est, are mentioned. The chapter concludes

with an interpretation of the older series under ten heads.
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Chapter VI treats of the igneous rocks, or the massive forms in the

older series. Dikes are first cited and described. Dther intrusive masses

are mentioned without giving their forms definite names. In designating

the kinds of rocks, Mr. Quin mainly follows Cleve, using felsite, granite,

diorite, trap and basalt.

Chapter YII taJces up the local minerals, mentioning calcite, possibly

aragonite, quartz, flint, felspar, hornblende, mica and magnetic iron sand.

Chapter VIII treats of the sculpturing of the island, and in it the

effects of land and marine erosion and deposition are described. It leads

up to Chapter IX, on the "Connection of the Foregoing with the Physi-

cal Geography of the Island." The more striking of the local physio-

graphic features are explained by the general principles set forth in

Chapter VIII.

Chapter X compares the structure of St. Croix to that of the other

West Indies. Comparisons are run with the known distribution of the

rock formations elsewhere, and especially with the northern Virgin

Islands. Mr. Quin relies on both his own observations and on the records

of Professor Cleve. He had carefully studied the hydrographic charts

and interprets the ups and downs of the islands and sea bottom as indi-

cated in the strata.

Chapter XI is entitled "The Relation of the Geology of St. Croix to

Geolog}' in General,'^ and is thus an endeavor to illustrate and expound

to residents and to readers at a distance the larger principles of the

science as illustrated by the local, phenomena. The igneous rocks, plu-

tonic and volcanic, first receive attention, with a general account of vol-

canic outbreaks as a whole. The sedimentary rocks are then taken up,

as lime rocks and clay rocks. Then the subjects of fossils and of the

geological column, with its subdivisions, from most ancient to modern,

are set forth. At the close, on page 93, Mr. Quin merely cites for local

application the statement of Professor Cleve that the marl and limestone

formation is Miocene, and the blue-beach formation is Cretaceous. This

subject of geological age and the determination of the fossils and their

reference to periods and epochs are the parts of the subject which one

misses most of all in Mr. Quin'^s work. Could he have determined and

classified the fossils which he observed and collected his book would have

been complete. This chapter (XI) closes, first, with a general discussion

of recent geological history, in which the elevations and subsidence of

the land, both in St. Croix and elsewhere in the world, are reviewed, and,

second, with a review of the "Age of the West Indian Volcanic Chain,"

as brought out by Cleve, J. W. Spencer and Schomburgk.
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Chapter XII, entitled ^^Conelusion/^ is the geological story of St.

(Jroix ill the form of a summary and interpretation of the previous rec-

ords. Two series of notes form appendices^ detailing the methods used

in identifying the local anticlinal and synclinal folds and their axes.

Mr. Quin has left us an excellent piece of work and has prepared the

way for the subsequent closer stratigraphical and structural studies of

Dr. Vaughan and Mr. Meyerhoff. The book may be obtained from Mr.

Quin's daughters, the Misses Quin, of Christiansted.

1907. 0, B. BoGGiLD. "Om Dansk-Vestindiens Geologi, Geografisk

1'idsskrift, udgivet af Bestyrelsen for det Kongelige Danske Geograiiske

Selskab, XIX, 6-11, 1907'^ (On the Geology of the Danish West Indies.

Geographical Journal, publishing the Transactions of the Eoyal Danish

(leographical Society, Vol. XIX, 1907, pp. 6-11). After a few words of

general introduction, the author emphasizes the local evidence of mighty

volcanic outbreaks, and of movements of the earth's crust, by which the

islands were elevated above the sea. Little else than volcanic rocks ap-

pear on St. Thomas and St. John, but on the southwestern portion of

St. Croix are later, flat strata, which afford fertile soil.

Beginning with St. Thomas and St. John, the formations are said to

run in belts, east and west. Most abundant is the so-called blue beach,

or blue bit, wliich extends from the west point of St. Thomas to the east

point of St. John, and which is a volcanic breccia and tuff of bluish or

greenish gray color. It has angular fragments sometimes reaching whole

nutters in diameter, but generally only a few centimeters. All are set in

a liiuvgrained matrix. The particles are cemented to a firm, hard rock,

whicli is used as a building stone. Some phases consist of fine volcanic

ash and lapilli, originally deposited where they now lie. xVgain they

suggest mud streams down the sides of a volcano. All are greatly al-

tered or decomposed. Interstratified with the blue beach, especially

toward the nortli side of the two islands, are layers of pure sandstone

and shale (slate) which are devoid of fossils. Farther north, and in

best development on Lovango and Congo cays and on the south side of

Tortola, fine-grained gray limestones begin to mingle with the frag-

nu^ntal rocks, and contain a few poorly preserved fossils. All these three

varieties—blue beach, fragmentals and limestones—are cut by dikes of

fine-grained ign(M)u« rocks running in all directions. The dikes are dia-

base and quartz porphyry with small hornblendes. Many dikes and

irregular masses of deep-seated granular rocks appear on the south sides

of the two islands, suggesting that they are near the source of the out-
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breaks aiid ii)clieatiiig a center of powerful volcanic action. Buck Island

has diorite.

In places the intrusive rocks have cut the limestones and liave pro-

duced contact zones, notably at the east end of Thatch Cay, where excel-

lent crystals of green epidote and brown garnet may be collected. There

is some chalcopyrite with those zones, which has been explored in a small

way for ore. The amount of ore is probably not great. On Mingo Cay

is a small vein with galena. Silver and gold are not important. There

is some kaolin on the south side of St. Thomas and St. John. It may be

mottled with spots of brown rocks in the white ground and is probably

in part due to steam escaping through the open-textured portions from

volcanic sources.

All the above formations are of Cretaceous age, as proved by the few

fossils which show that here, as elsewhere in the West Indies, the Cre-

taceous was a period of strong vulcanism. Following the deposition of

the Cretaceous beds came a time of mountain-making which produced

the Antilles and brought the islands above sealevel. The axial strike is

east and west and the dips are very steep, approximating the vertical.

On Tortola, to the north, the same strike prevails in similar rocks, but

the steep dip is south. A strong synclinal is thus indicated, which the

author believes, from such evidence as he had, runs througli Porto Eico,

Haiti and Cuba. The total section of strata involved is believed to be

over 3000 meters, so that great erosion is assumed to account for the

present outlines. The fragmental and limy sediments probably spread

far over the underlying volcanics, and their extended removal corrobo-

rates the inference of profound erosion. Although in the tropics seasonal

variations of temperature are not great, yet the excessive heat of the sun

falling on exposed rocks, aided by the roots of vigorous vegetation, breaks

up the solid rocks and accelerates the work of wat^r.

The duration of volcanic activity is difficult to determine precisely,

but it and the upheavals must have ceascnl before the Miocene period,

because these strata on St. Croix are flat or very slightly disturbed. Not

until the Pliocene did the chain of volcanoes in the small Antilles ap-

pear, which is now so powerfully active. In the other West Indies there

are now no active vents.

At its eastern end and along its northern side, St. Croix is geologically

much like St. Thomas and St. John. Mountains of the old volcanic rock

abound, but the proportion of stratified varieties is greater and blue

beach is less abundant. The slaty rocks are sometimes very hard and

were used for tools by the Caribs. The gray limestone appears witli
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solitary, poorly preserved fossils. At one locality, Waiters Point/ it eon-

tains many petrified tree trunks, mainly palms. Dikes are found but

rarely. On the north shore is one exposure of diorite and another ap-

pears on Green Cay Island. The kaolin fails. The strata are everywhere

steeply inclined, almost to the vertical. The structure is complicated,

the strikes running in every direction. One infers that when the moun-

tain chain was formed, the island was exposed to a multitude of up-

heavals. It seems impossible now to range the strata in orderly sequence

as we can on the other islands.

The southwestern portion of St. Croix is covered with a white, porous

clialk consisting of coral fragments. It contains many fossils, almost all

Pelecypods and Gastropods. The original shells have been dissolved

away, but molds and casts remain which are beautifully preserved. The

fossils appear to be Miocene, so far as investigated. The strata lie very

flat; the base of the formation is nowhere visible, but the top rises to

about 120 meters above sea-level, so that it is thicker than this. It is a

pure carbonate of lime and is quarried near Frederiksted for use in sugar

refining. It would probably be suitable also for Portland cement, for

which, very likely, the necessary clay could also be found. The low-lying,

flat portion of the island is covered by Quaternary, or Eecent, formations

of two kinds. There is a loosely textured chalk consisting of coral sand

and containing shells of living species, especially of Strombus gigas. It

often appears alon^ the beach, and, when consolidated, is worn into

strange shapes by the waves. The second formation consists of loose

gravel, of perfectly sharp fragments, which are sometimes cemented to-

gether by percolating waters. It has been probably washed off the hills

by cloudbursts and has moved as do mud-flows.

As a source of water for bored wells, the older formations are unfavor-

able, being dense rocks with few joints and cracks. The later chalks and

gravels are more favorable, but the sealevel is regarded as an horizon

below which fresh water may not be expected. In borings in the Miocene

chalk, concealed projections of the old volcanics might be intersected at

unexpectedly high levels.

Dr. Boggild's paper contains much that is suggestive, especially on the

large structural matters and the questions of kind and derivation of

rocks. No petrographical details are given, nor are there maps. Close

studies of the fossil faunas were left to the future.

« Now usuaUy called Watch-Ho, or, as given on the new topographic map, Vagthus

Point. It is on the south coast, almost due south of Christiansted. The fossils re-

ferred to as petrified palms certainly resemble such an original. The reviewer sub

mitted some specimens to Dr, J. J. Galloway, paleontologist, and received the same
verdict.
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1908. 0. B. BoGGiLD. Dr. 0. B. Boggild's second paper appeared

in 1908^ a year later than the one just reviewed, and formed one of the

articles on the Danish West Indies which constitute Part IV in a volume

entitled "The Danske Atlanterhavsoer''' (The Danish Islands in the At-

lantic Ocean). The earlier parts, which began to appear in 1904, cover

in order Iceland, the Faroes and Greenland. All are bound in one vol-

ume, completed in 1911. The copy consulted by the writer was kindly

loaned by the American Geographical Society. Dr. BoggilcFs contribu-

tion is entitled "Jorden, dens Art og Benyttelse'^ (Geological Forma-

tions, Kinds and Uses), pp. 586-597, with nine illustrations, figures 267-

275, from photographs.

The paper covers much the same ground as the one from the Geo-

grailsk Tidsskrift. After remarking the similarity of the Danish Islands

to the other Antilles, and then speaking especially of St. Thomas and

St. John, the *^^blue beach^^ is cited as the most important formation. It

is described as a breccia of larger fragments of fine-grained eruptive

rocks set in a bluish or grayish matrix of fine partiples. It has transi-

tions to well-sorted sandstones and even shaly or slaty beds. All the

components are of much-decomposed eruptive rocks, and quartz is rare

or lacking. There are also transitions to calcareous phases and even to

limestone and marble. Fossils fail in all but the limestone, from which

enough have been obtained to establish the Cretaceous age, making the

beds represent the oldest time division known in the West Indies.

(Note: Two 3^ears later than Dr. Boggild^s paper Jurassic strata in

western Cuba were reported to tlie Geological Congress in Stockholm.

C. de la Torre, ^'^Comprobation de Fexistence d'un horizon jurassique

dans la region occidentale de Cuba." Comptes Rendus, XI, Congres

Geologique International, II, 1021, 1910.) The "blue beach'^ and its

associates are cut by dikes of eruptive rock, which themselves contain^

inclusions of older rocks. The east and west strike and the steep north-

erly dip of the stratified phases are emphasized.

St. Croix is described as having the blue beach on its eastern and

northern portions, but as containing Tertiary fossiliferous limestones on

the southwestern part.

The soils of all the islands are explained as due to the weathering of

the igneous and sedimentary types. Their ability to cling to steep slopes

is remarked. The agricultural advantages of the Tertiary areas of St.

Croix are brought out.

The earth movements which have led to the steep dips of the older

beds are appreciated by Dr. Boggild, and, by contrast, the gentle folding

of the Tertiary limestone is indicated. A brief physiographic resume
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of the elevations or relief, of the irregular and indented coastlines and

of the bays and steep shores, conclude the paper. A bibliography of the

principal earlier papers is recorded. A map of St. Thomas, St. John

and the small islands, on a scale 1 : 120,000, or slightly over two miles to

the inch, is added at the end of the volume, and another, on the same

scale, of St. Croix. Ellevations are shown by hachures, but actual heights

are printed only in the text.

The paper is immediately followed by one from the pen of H. IJ.

Hamsing, captain of engineers, on "Arealet og dets Benyttelse" (The

Area and its Several Uses), pp. 597-599. It may be interesting to record

here the principal figures of interest, as the original is not always acces-

sible. I'otal area of all the larger and smaller islands, 358.9 square kilo-

meters, or 6.52 geographical square miles. St. Thomas and all its small

islands, 86.17 square kilometers, or 1.56 geographical square miles. St.

John and small islands, 54.40 square kilometers, or 0.99 geographical

square miles. St. Croix and small islands, 218.33 square kilometers, or

3.97 geographical square miles. Some agricultural details are also given.

1914 and later. In 1914 Dr. T. Wayland Vaughan, then of the

United States Geological Survey in Washington, began a series of papers

on corals and coral reefs which, in time, embraced contributions on the

geology of the West Indies and Central America. A list of the publica-

tions is appended to the paper reviewed below under 1923. From the

series, four which especially relate to the Virgin Islands are here sum-

marized.

1916. T. Wayland Vaughan. "'Some Littoral and Sublittoral

Physiographic Features of the Virgin and Korthern Leeward Islands,

and Their Bearing on the Coral Reef Problem." Journal of the Wash-

ington Academy of Sciences, Vol. VI, 1916, pp. 53-66.

By plotting a series of profiles based on soundings taken from liydro-

graphic charts, the author endeavors to demonstrate the existence of a

series of two well-marked terraces and of a third not so definitely dis-

cernible. ^Vith the formation of the tx}rraces is involved the growth of

coral reefs and from both lines of evidence the recent depression of the

islands in three subsidences beneath the surface of the sea is inferred.

Only slight reference is made to the geology of the islands, and therefore

only this brief abstract is presented. The subject of tlie submarine

physiography will be discussed at length by Mr. Meyerhoff".
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1910. N. L. Brittox. 'The Vegetation of Anegada.'^ Memoirs,

New York Botanical Garden, Vol. A^I, 1916, pp. 565-580.

The paper is essentially a summary of the plant life, based on a visit

in February^ 1913^ but on pages 565 and 566, after describing Anegada's

relations to the surrounding sea bottom, Dr. Britton states : ''The east-

ern and central portions are a nearly level limestone plain, slightly

eroded, but the western part is a sand plain with large saline areas and

many salt ponds. There are small areas of arable hind, originating, in

part,' from the decay of limestone, more or less mixed with calcareous

sand.'" The contrast presented by the flat limestone and sand ar(*a of

Anegada with the hilly topography and eruptive rocks of the other A^ir-

gin Islands is then noted, as is its simihirity with the Bahamas, Bermuda

and other cTolian islands. "Its soil is, therefore, quite different from that

of the other A^irgin Islands, and some of its plants are not known to grow

upon them.'^

1919. T. Wayland Vaugjian. 'SSome Features of the Virgin

Islands of the United States." Annals ol the Association of American

Geographers, Vol. IX, 1919, pp. 78-82.

Dr. Vaughan remarks at the outset that the Virgin Islands rise in two

distinct parts from a comparatively shallow eastward ])rol()ngation of the

bench on whic^h stands Porto Kico, but that now 8t. Groix is separated

from the rest by a deep trough of 2400 fathoms of comparatively recent

geologic development. He then reviews Die submarine ])lat forms of

Cuba, elamaica, Haiti and Porto Kico, and regards the A^irgin Bank, or

the submarim^ platform of the northern Virgin Ishmds, as only a sliglitly

submerged part of the platform on which stands Porto Pico. "8t. C.Voix

is connected by shallower water witli the St. Gliristopher cbain than any

other islands, and miglit on this ground be considered as naturiilly form-

ing a part of the inner prong of the (Caribbean Arc, but its geological

kinsliip is with St. Thomas and Porto Pico." The innnl)er—about 100

—

of the A^irgin Islands is then mentioned, and their discovery, recent

human history and topography are ])riefly reviewed. The material com-

posing them is stated to be largely andesite and andesitic tuff and ag-

glomerate, but there are some se<liments, and some Cretaceous fossils

were collet^ted by Cleve. The characters of the liarbors of St. Thomas

and St. John are described and the industrial conditions of tlie two are

briefly summarized.

St. Croix is taken up in more detail, and its abrupt rise of 13,656 feet,

on the north side, from the sea bottom in a horizontal distance of 25,800

feet is referred to a fault-line. The island's two geological formations
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are outlined . The sharp contrast is brought out between the older of

Cretaceous sediments and igneous rocks and the later of gently tilted

limestones and marls.

Eemarking again that the abyss which separates St. Croix and St.

Thomas is due to faulting at a time geologically recent, and that it is

continued in Anegada Passage^ the author states that "a continually in-

creasing volume of biogeographic data seems to demand land connections

from Porto Rico to Anguilla and to St. Croix during either Miocene or

Pliocene time, and that St. Croix and the islands of the Virgin Bank

then formed part of one land area, which has been broken into separate

masses by block faulting.^^

1922. A. K. LoBECK. "The Physiography of Porto Rico/^ forming

Part 4 of Vol. I of the Scientific Survey of Porto Rico and the Virgin

Islands, pp. i-vii, 301-384, figs. 41, physiographic map of Porto Rico,

with Culebra and Vieques, on a scale, 16 miles to 5 inches.

The portions on Culebra and Vieques are all that immediately concern

this review. The two are briefly described on pp. 343, 373-374. Both

are regarded as separated from Porto Rico because of submergence.

Vieques consists chiefly of the older volcanic formations which "are

flanked on the east end and south side by remnants of the Tertiary coastal

plain. A well formed cuesta has been developed and the subsequent

drowning of the island has permitted the sea to enter the inner lowland

at several places along the south coast.'^ Alluvial deposits clog the val-

leys. "The low headlands throughout the coast are being cliffed by the

waves.'' Culebra and its islets consist wholly of the older volcanic forma-

tions, which are moderately folded. Its topography is controlled by ero-

sion along strong Joint systems, one, the major, northwest and southeast;

the other almost transverse to it. The bays are drowned valleys, but as

streams are small and intermittent, alluvial deposits have accumulated

but slowly.

1923, Jamks F. Kemp. "Report to H. H. Hough, Captain, U. S. N.,

Governor, Virgin Islands.'^ Printed at the Naval Station, St. Thomas,

April 6, 1923.

Christiansted, St. Croix, Y. T., March 25, 1923.

H. H. Hough,
Captain, U. S. N., Governor, Virgin Islatids.

Sir: In accordance with our conference and your request of March 10, I

have tlie honor to submit the conclusions which I have reached regarding the

water supply of St. Croix from subterranean sources. The problem of under
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ground water supply turns upon the local geology. Therefore, by way of in-

troduction, I summarize the formations and structure.

There are two sharply contrasted geological formations, of different char-

acter and age—an older series, which I will call the Mount Eagle series, and

a later, which I will c^U the Kingshill series.

The Mount Eagle series consists almost entirely of fragmental volcanic

rocks, such as are yielded by explosive outbreaks, and are scattered far and

wide from the vent. The particles are generally small in St. Croix, and where
they have fallen in the sea and have been deposited in beds by the waters,

they present a stratified appearance and resemble ordinary sediments. They
are, however, now compacte<l and hardened to a very dense rock. In a few

places, notably in the Salt River Hills and the Mount Eagle range, coarse

fragments up to several inches in diameter are mingled with the fine volcanic

;ish. In a few places solid rock from la> a flows or intrusive dikes is also

involved.

Obviously there were a few intervals between explosive outbreaks when
animal life in the form of corals and small organisms with calcareous shells

could live on the sea bottom and furnish from their hard parts tlie material

for a relatively small development of limestone which is interstratifi(*d with

the other beds.

These older strata of the Mount Eagle series have experienced great dis-

tur!)ances, such as accompany mountain upheavals, and are now tilted from

their original horizontal position to prevailingly steep inclinations. The incli-

nations range most frequently from sixty degrees with the horizontjil to the

vertical. Rarely they are below forty-five. As a whole, the series consists of

dense rocks, not at all porous or open-textured, and the chief cavities in which

water might gather are fortuitous cracks and joints, which might indwd be

locally more abundant than elsewhere, but which can not be foreseen from

the surface.

The later, or Kingshill, scries rests upon the upturned edges of the oldoi-

Mount Eagle series and was deposited upon them after the tilting and dis-

turbances which the Mount Eagle suffered and long after cessation of volcanic

activities. The Kingshill series consists of white or cream-colored, soft lime-

stones, chalky beds and marls. I have only once seen a bed which was at all

sandjj. The strata are not very permeable to water ; by no means so much so

as beds of sandstone or sandy layers. They are largely formed of minute

organisms and have frequent layers rich in corals, and others in which water-

worn pebbles of the volcanic rocks of the Moinit Eagle series are buried in

tine, chalky sediment. The inclination of the Kingshill series is very flat. The
largest variation from the horizontal which 1 have seen is 12°-15°. Usually

the readings are 3° to 8° and often the beds are practically flat. The Kings-

hill series reaches a maximum altitude above the sea at Riilowsminde, near

its eastern edge, where the summit is 615 feet and the inclination is flat. The
total thickness may therefore reach SOO'-eCKK, i)erhaps even more, but over the

general area covered by these beds a large proportion of this section has been

removed by erosion. There is some evidence that these beds, in the central

belt of the island and, as noted by the late John T. Quin, Esq., in his interest-

ing book on the geology of St. Croix, called "The Making of an Island," lie in

a broad, flat trough or syncline whose axis pitches at a very low angle down-
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ward to the southwest. The iiicUnation of the strata is, however, only a few

degrees, and while the trough or synclinal structure is the one associated w^ith

artesian wells where we have ixirous, water-bearing beds (usually sandstone)

contained between impervious beds, such as clays, and outcropping where they

can gather in and conduct downward, to the hollow of the trough, the rain-

water which falls on their exposed iwrtions, we lack, so far as my observa-

tions go, good porous, permeable beds. I w^ould not therefore look for a copious

flow% even if water were struck in the Kingshill series. Pumping wells, suit-

able for watering stock, seem to me to be the ones which, were water encoun-

tered, would be the most probable expectation. I cannot bring myself to

believe that any supply abundant enough for irrigation would be encountered.

The best and most practical plans for increasing and conserving the water

supply seem to me to be two. In accordance with the first, wells could be dug

to depths of approximately fifty feet or less on the flats which are opposite

valleys and amphitheaters in the mountains and hills. At times of heavy

rains much water falls in these catchment areas, and while a goodly propor-

tion runs off, some seeps into the ground at the mouth of the valleys. The
ground may be expected to be open-textured and porous down to the bedrock

and to consist of stream gravels and sand washed down from the hills. By
selecting relatively low points, as indeed has been already often done, water

supply for stock can be had. In selecting sites, regard should be had for the

catchment basin higher up and for the probable line of flow of underground

water along the general line of surface drainage. There are many such loca-

tions not yet utilized on the island, and the expense involved is not great.

Drive wells would answer far enough away from the hills to avoid the very

coarse rocks which might have been washed down from the hill country at

times of torrential floods.

The second plan would be the storage of water by dams. One such plan

which seems to me feasible is already being studie<l by Mr. Folmer Andersen,

the Manager of the Bethlehem Sugar Works. Two hills of the Kingshill lime-

stones are sufficiently near each other just north of the South Road to give

good reason to study the practicability of an earth-w^ork dam with a tight

core wall. Enough w^ater in rainy times could apparently be impounded to

furnish a supply for irrigation during drought, so as to carry the sugar crop

through the worst stages of dryness.

Study of the local conditions along other w-atercourses might reveal addi-

tional opportunities for similar structures.

In conclusion, I may summarize as follows:

1st. I think it highly improbable that any deep boring will furnish sufficient

water for irrigation.

2nd. The most that can be expected is a supply for stock.

3rd. Additional supplies for stock over present sources may be found in

wells on the flats opposite catchment valleys in the mountains.

4th. In a few specially favored localities along the larger streams, dams
for water storage of sufl^clent magnitude for irrigation in times of drought

are apparently feasilile and are worthy of careful study, as regards tight

foundation strata, resistant spillways, and the other engineering features of

earthw^ork dams, so as to prevent disastrous floods from the collapse of the

dams mider unusual rainfall.
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5tli. While I realize the hardships involved in the recent protracted dry

times, I am hopeful that the worst is now past and that the country will ex-

perience a gradual increase in the rainfall for several years to come. Dry

times and wet times come in recurrent cycles.

In reaching these conclusions, I wish to acknowledge the great assistance

I have received from my colleague and companion, Dr. N. L. Britton, Director

of the New York Botanical Garden.

Respectfully,

(Signed) James F. Kemp.

1923. T. Wx\YLAND YArGiiAN. "Stratigraphy of the Virgin Islands

of the United States and of Culebra and Vieques Islands, and Notes on

Eastern Porto Eico/^ by T. Wayland Vanghan. Journal of the Washing-

ton (D. C.) Academy of Sciences, Vol. XIII, pp. 303-317.

From May 21 to Jime 24, 1919, Dr. Vaughan spent a little over a

month in geological reconnaissance of St. Croix, St. John, St. Thomas,

Culebra, Vieques and the eastern end of Porto Rico for the Navy Depart-

ment. The above paper gives tlie results, and in its preparation Dr.

Vaughan was aided by the following: C. P. Ross, in connection with

igneous rocks; T. W. Stanton, Cretaceous mollusks; J. A. Cushman, Ter-

tiary Foraminifera; R. S. Bassler, Bryozoa, and C. W. Cooke, Tertiary

mollusks. The corals were identified by Dr. Vaughan.

The paper begins with a list of the principal Virgin Islands, and cites

their altitudes above sea-level and their relations to the submarine plat-

form. Three major sets of rocks may be recognized, as follows: *^(1)

Up}>er Cretaceous sediments and interbedded volcanic tuffs, breccias and

lava flows; (2) post-Cretaceous, probably early Tertiary, intrusive gab-

bro, dolerite, diorite and quartz diorite, and perhaps also volcanic extru-

sions: (3) Oligocene and Miocene marls and limestones." Based on this

threefold division, Dr. Vaughan briefly outlines the characters of the

exposures of each in tlie six islands or areas visited during his recon-

naissance.

St. Croix

Upper Cretaceous strata are found on St. Croix in the eastern atid

northwestern area of older rocks, already reviewed above under P. T.

Cleve, 0. B. Boggild and J. T. Quin. They comprise sandstone, shale and

limestone, with interbedded volcanic tuffs. Dr. Vaughan studied the in-

structive exposures at Waiters Point (or Watch-Ho), which are first

mentioned by J. T. Quin and Dr. Boggild in 1907, and not only collected

the fossils on the ground but was given the selection of the collections

of Mr. Quin by the Misses Quin. The ones not taken by Dr. Vaughan

for the United States National Museum were subsequently presented, in
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1923, to the writer by the Misses Qiiin and will be deposited in the

American Museum of Natural History, New York, along with additional

ones collected by the writer and others obtained by Mr. Meyerhoff in

1924. Dr. T. W. Stanton identified for Dr. Vaughan Inoceramus sp.

related to J. proxirnus Tuoniey, BarreUia rnonilifera Woodward, B.

sparcilirata Whitfield?, RadioUtes nicholasi Whitfield, Caprinula gigan-

tea Whitfield?, Caprinella occidentalis Whitfield. As Dr. Yanghan re-

marks, ^^There is no room for doubt as to the geologic age of the deposits

from which these fossils come; it is Upper Cretaceous."

St. Thomas

Dr. Vaughan refers to the recognition of Upper Cretaceous sediments

(t. e., the Coki Point exposures) by P. T. Cleve in 1869, who compared

the fossils with those of the Gosau beds in Austria. The Cleve collection

was loaned to Dr. Vaughan by Professor Hogbom, and the following

genera were identified: Glycimeris: Lirnopsis; Astarte, several species;

Opis; Cyprinaf; Corhula; Ceriilimni, two or more species; Nerinea, sev-

eral species; Actaeonella; Phyllocerasf immature, septa not well shown.

Dr. Vaughan collected in person A starte, Glauconia, Cerithium and

Actaeonella. He remarks that the limestone near Coki Point contained

volcanic material and was associated w^ith and was probably interbedded

with shaly rocks which have been metamorphosed to schists.

"The principal country rock of St. Tbomas comprises andesitic breccia

and latite, which in places shows rude bedding.^' Although not observed

in definite relations with the Cretaceous limestone, yet, following the

t/cstimony of Cleve, Dr. Vaughan eonehides that the older volcanic rocks

seem to be of Upper Cretaceous age.

St. John

. Although no fossiliferous beds have been found on the island, yet,

from his own observations of the similarity which is shown by the igne-

ous and metamorphic rocks to those of St. Thomas, and aided by the

records of Cleve, Dr. Vaughan concludes that Cretaceous sediments and

volcanics are present, but that there may be rocks of pre-Cretaceous age.

The notes on Culebra, Vieques and eastern Porto Eico do not come

under this review of the Virgin Islands and will be omitted here.

Early Tertiary Events

Dr. Vaughan corroborates the observations of Cleve and Boggild of

the mountain-making upheaval which followed the deposition of the
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Upper Cretaceous and which has been so fully demonstrated by our Sur-

vey in Porto Eico. He finds some of the older igneous rocks so crushed

as to be now chlorite or sericite schists, and suggests that they may be

older than the Cretaceous. He noted the northwest and east-and-west

trends and speaks of them as ^'intersecting.'^ There were extensive in-

trusions of diorite, dolerite and quartz diorite and probably the extrusion

of lavas and tuffs. The older series of rocks were subjected to subaerial

erosion, so that they were practically base-leveled. The younger sedi-

ments were then laid down on a nearly plane surface of the older ones,

whose strata in the southwestern part of St. Croix dip as steeply as 80°.

These observations fall in closely with the earlier ones of our Survey, as

recorded for Porto Rico, and bring out the close parallelism between the

two areas.

TEKTiARY Sediments

St. Croix alone of the Virgin Islands visited by Dr. A^aughan contains

these strata, but upon the St. Croix exposures his visit has shed much
important stratigraphic light. After outlining their distribution and

remarking their flat dips of 8° to 15°, he states that three horizons seem

to be represented: (1) Middle Oligocene, (2) probably Upper Oligocene,

(3) Lower Miocene. The Middle Oligocene was found at his Station

8649, two-tenths of a mile southwest of Wheel of Fortune estate house,

which is a short distance east of Frederiksted. The Foraminifera were

Rotalia sp., abundant; AmpJiistegina sp. ; LepidocycUna morgani Le-

moine and R. Douville (also reported from Cuba) ; Carpenteria ameri-

(ana Cushman (also in Cuba). The Madreporaria were Astrocoenia

decaturensis Vaughan (also reported from Antigua and Bainbridge,

Georgia) ; Gomiasirea reussi (Duncan), also in Antigua; Cyathomorpha

tenuis (Duncan), also in Antigua, m the Pepino formation of Porto

Rico (now called the Arecibo limestone by our Survey) and in other

])laces; Goniopora microscopica (Duncan) (also in Antigua).

The fossils correspond so closely with those of the Antigua formation

of the island of Antigua that no doubt is felt by Dr. Vaughan regarding

their Middle Oligocene age.

The Upper Oligocene was found at three stations, all near the north-

ern edge of the Tertiary in the central part of the island, west of Chris-

tiansted. Station 8647 is 1.4 sea miles west of Christiansted lighthouse,

at Evening Hill, where J. T. Quin, on page 17 of his book, recorded

large Foraminifera. Dr. Vaughan mentions the following three species

:

Amphistigina sp. ; Heterostegina antillea Cushman (also known in An-

tigua and northeastern Mexico) : Heferostegifioides sp., cf. H. Antillea

Cushman (also in Anguilla).
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Station 8648 is farther west^ on the north shore road, at Montpellier

East. Three Foraminifera were found: Amphistegina sp. (compare

above Station 8647) ; Peneroplis sp.; Gypsina glohulis (Eeuss) (also re-

ported from Anguilla, Eecent). There seemed no reasonable donbt that

the formation was the same as at 8647. The age is either Middle or

Tipper Oligocene;, more probably the latter.

Station 6850, also at Montpellier East, is of interest because Mr. Qnin

gathered and figured a gastropod, or volute shell, which with its adher-

ing matrix passed to Dr. Vaughan in the gift of specimens from the

Misses Quin. The fossil proves to belong to the genus Orihaulax, and is

regarded by Dr. Vaughan as probably identical with 0. aguadiUensis,

originally described by Dr. Carlotta J. Maury from the collections made

by Dr. Eeeds, of our Survey, in northwestern Porto Eico. [See Natural

History Survey of Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands, Vol. Ill, Paleon-

tology, Part I, page 58, Plate IX, figure 4. As will be seen from the

paper of Dr. Bela Hubbard (idem, Vol. II, Part I, pages 72-73, ''The

Geology of the Lares District''' ) , much hinges in the way of stratigraphic

determination on the age of this fossil, whether Upper Oligocene or

Lower Miocene.]

In the sections prepared by Dr. Vaughan from the matrix of the speci-

men of Orthaulax, Dr. Cushman identified the following Foraminifera:

Alveolina sp. (also reported from St. Martin) ; Orhitolites duplex Car-

penter? (also from St. Martin); Spirolocidina sp. (also from St. Mar-

tin) ; indeterminable species of the genera QuinquelocuUna, Triloculma,

Glohigerina and Am^phistegina. Dr. Vaughan remarks that the species of

Orthaulax suggests Upper Oligocene, about the horizon of the Anguilla

formation, and that Dr. Cushman considers the Foraminifera to be pre-

cisely the same as those collected by Dr. Vaughan in the yellowish lime-

stone of St. Martin. The horizon, therefore, may be very low Miocene

instead of topmost Oligocene. The question of the stratigraphy of the

lower beds of the Tertiary limestones and marls seems to offer a field

for further investigation, and we hope that Mr. Meyerhoff may throw

additional light on it. All the four stations cited by Dr. Vaughan ap-

pear to be in the lower portion of the series. Along the north shore. Dr.

N. L. Britton and the writer have collected a number of fossils, both

Mollusca and corals, which have been entrusted to Mr. Meyerhoff and

will amplify those gathered in his own more detailed study.

Miocene

From Station 6851, Anna's Hope estate, along the road, Dr. Vaughan

records a quite rich fauna in Foraminifera and two corals, viz., Clavidina
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sp., ef. C. parisiensis d'Orbigny (also reported from the Culebra forma-

tion) ; Clavulina sp., cf. C. communis d^Orbigny (also in the Culebra

formation) ; Nodosaria sp., cf. N. insecta Schwager (also in the Culebra

formation) ; Uvigerina sp. ( ?) ; Orhulina sp. ; Glohigerina sp. ; Trunca-

tulina ivuellerstorfi Schwager (also in Cnlebra formation, and Eecent)
;

Siphonina sp., cf . species from Oligocene of U. S. ; Osterigerinu sp., ef

.

species from Oligocene of U. S.; Amphisiegina sp. ; ElUpsoidina sp.

There are thus twelve species of eleven genera, but of the twelve only

one is sharply named specifically. Of corals, or Madreporaria, two unde-

termined species from two genera were collected, viz., ObicelJa sp., cf. a

species from the Lower Miocene of Trinidad and Vieques Island; Psam-

mocora sp., cf. a species from the Miocene of Trinidad. Other species

of this genus are known from the Lower Miocene of Trinidad^ Vieques

Island and the Dominican Republic.

Dr. Vaughan concludes that the basis for correlating this deposit is

not definite, but the horizon seems to be very low Miocene.

The Anna's Hope estate was one of the localities considered important

by Mr. Quin ; so that, unaware that Dr. A'aughan had collected at it, the

writer gathered a series of specimens from each contrasted horizon from

the lowest at the highway to the topmost, probably fifty feet higher at the

summit of the hill. These have been entriisted to Mr. Meyerhoff.

Dr. Vaughan gives some notes on Vieques, with the record of a quite

rich fauna, believed to be certainly Miocene. Some further notes are

also given on eastern Porto Eico, where, at Station 8653, five kilometers

east of Eio Piedras, on the north side of the Pajardo road, fossils were

found which were regarded as uppermost Oligocene or very low Miocene.

In summary of the Tertiary, Dr. Vaughan states that "deposits of

middle Oligocene (Rupelian) and probably upper Oligocene (Aqui-

tanian) age occur in St. Croix, and that deposits of lower Miwene
(Burdigalian) age occur probably in St. Croix, certainly in Vieques?!^

and probably on the north side of Porto Rico, east of San Juan.*'

Pleistocene Deposits

No records of deposits on the Virgin Islands were made.

Summary

An important summary of the geologic history under nine heads con-

cludes the paper. Practically the same summary will be found forming

the abstract of an oral communication to the Paleontological Society of

America, in session as an affiliated society with the Geological Society of
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America (Bulletin of the Geological Society of ximerica, Vol. XXXI,

1920, pp. 216-217). The nine points are here reproduced and some com-

ments are added by the writer, based on his experience in Porto Eico^ the

Virgin Islands, Cuba and the Panama Canal.

1. The presence of shoal water deposits of Upper Cretaceous age in Saint

Croix and in tlie islands on the Mrgin Bank from Saint John to Porto Rico

and in I*orto Rico shows that the major tectonic axis of this part of the West

Indies antedates Upper Cretaceous time, l)ecause there was an antecedent

basement on which these deposits were laid down. I have suggested that

these major trends may be even as old as late Paleozoic.

(Comment: All we know positively is that volcanoes were active in

lJ[)per Cretaceous time, and there seems no good evidence contradicting

the assumption that they broke out on the ocean floor in this period and

built up the islands and banks. The rocks embrace water-sorted and

unstratitied fragmental and massive igneous products along with very

minor limestones, which in a few cases carry the fossils which furnish

the deterrnining evidence of the Upper Cretaceous geological age. Some

cones may have been raised above the ocean surface.)

2. I>ariiig Upper Cretaceous time it is probable that most ^f, perhaps all of,

the areas now occupied by land were under water; and that there was con-

siderable volcanic activity is proved by the water-laid tuffs and lava flows

which are interbedded with the shoal-water calcareous sediments.

{Cohiinent: These points are covered, in part at least, by the comment

nnder JXo. 1.)

3. In eai'ly Tertiary, probably Eocene, time there was mountain-making by

folding which in places was so intense that the stratified rocks were left in an

almost vertical position and both the sediments and the older igneous rocks

were metamorphosed. There were also intrusions of diorite, dolerite and

(piartz diorite, and probably the extrusion of some volcanic rocks. West of

tlie Virgin Islands, there was during later Eocene time extensive submergence

in the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Cuba, as is attested by the Eocene for-

nnitions now above sealevel in those areas.

4. The episode of mountain-making was followed in the Virgin Islands by

one of prolonged subaerlal erosion, and the production of the Virgin Bank ap-

parently may in large part be assigned to this period of the history of the

region. It seems that the axial islands on the Virgin Bank and the Central

Sierras of Porto Rico, from its east to its west end, have continuously stood

above the water since the close of Cretaceous deposition. In Saint Croix by

middle Oligocene time erosion had proceeded far enough to reduce almost to

baselevel the tightly, steeply folded strata of the mountains.

5. In middle Oligocene time a large part of Saint Croix was submerged and,

witli slight fluctuations, remained under water until some time during the

Miocene. Although both the northern and southern, but not the axial, parts
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of western I'orto Rico were submerged in middle Oligocene, and probably in

lower Oligocene time, the eastern end of Porto Rico and the axial islands of

the Virgin Bank west of Anegada Island were not submerged. The age of the

limestone on Anegada Island is not known. These facts mean that there w^as

differential movement, the movement being greater toward the west than in

tlie central part of the bank. In lower Miocene time the northern shore of

Porto Kico east of San Juan w^as submerged, as were also the southern shore

and eastern end of Vieques Island ; both the northern and the southern edges

of the bank were submerged probably by marginal down flexing. Although

there are corals in the exposed sediments of Oligocene and Miocene age, and
corals w^ere therefore constructional agents during those epochs, their work
as compared with that of other agents was of minor importance. If the work
of these organisms in forming deposits concealed under water can be evalu-

ated by their work in deposits exposed to view, the conclusion would be drawn
that they played only a minor role in the formation of the Virgin Bank. There

is as yet no evidence showing intense deformation during later Oligocene time

in the Virgin Islands and Porto Rico, such as is known to have taken place in

the Dominican Republic.

6. Subsequent to early Miocene time there has been uplift, greater along the

axis of I'orto.Rico and the Virgin Bank than on the flanks, l)ringing Miocene

and older Tertiary sediments, in places where they are present, above sea-

level. The Tertiary sediments are tilted and gently flexed, but they have not

been so much deformed as the Upper Cretaceous deposits. It is about this

time that the land connections permitting migration of land animals from
Anguilla to Porto Rico, Haiti and Cuba seem to have existed. Sahit Croix

seems to have been connected with Anguilla, Saint Martin and Saint Bar-

tholomew.

7. The period of high stand of land was followed by faulting, such as I have
several times described recently; but, as pointed out by Woodring, the fault-

ing was concomitant with folding. By these processes Anegada Passage, be-

tween the Virgin Bank and Anguilla, was produced and the Islands assumed
very nearly the outlines and arrangements of today.

8. Subsequent to the episode of faulting, there was emergence of land, and
terracing of the margins of the Virgin Bank, followed by submergence. In

places in Porto Rico and along the Cordilleras reef, which extends eastward
from the northeast corner of Porto Rico, there has been local emergence due
to differential crustal movement.

9. The living coral reefs on the Virgin Banks are growing on an extensive

flat in a period of geologically Recent submergence. This flat is geologically

an old feature. Its origin, in large part at least, may reasonably be attributed

to the long period of erosion following early Tertiary mountain-making.

1924. W. M. Davis. During October and ISTovember, 1923, the au-

thor made a voyage throughout the Lesser Antilles for the purpose of

studying their physiographic development. The islands Culebra and

Vieqnes, off the east coast of Porto Eico, are included. A condensed

statement of the results of the investigation was communicated to the
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National Academy of Sciences^ May 5, 1924, and was published the fol-

lowing June under the title, "The Formation of the Lesser Antilles/^'^

The paper was greatly expanded subsequently and published as a separate

volume by the American Geographical Society. In the summary of this

fuller work, in so far as it affects the Virgin Islands, which is given

below under 1926, the earlier paper of 1924 is included.

1924. K. W. EAiiLE. "The Geology of the British Virgin Islands.'^

With one plate, a geological map of the islands on a scale of two miles to

the inch and one text figure. The Geological Magazine, Vol. LXI, Au-

gust, 1924, pp. 339-351.

Introduction

After citing the papers of P. T. Cleve and A. G. Hogbom as those of

the only two writers who had given more than passing attention to the

British Virgin Islands, the writer almost too modestly, considering the

excellence of his work, offers his contribution as a preliminary guide to

more detailed future study.

TOPOGTUPIIICAL

The geographical position in latitude and longitude is defined. The

British Virgin Islands are then divided into three groups, with the re-

mote Anegada really making a fourth. The first group consists of Tor-

tola, the largest of the* islands, and of its satellites, at tile east end. Great

and Little Camenoe, Scrub, Guano and Beef Islands; at the west end,

Frenchmans Key and Great and Little Tliatch Islands. The second

group, lying farther northwest, comprises Jost Van Dyke, Little Jost Van
Dyke, Tobago and Little Tobago. The third group curves around in an

iuc to the south and east of the first group, and comprises the islands of

\^irgin Gorda, with the adjoining islets, Necker, Prickly Pear and Mos-

(juito, and the islands, Fallen Jerusalem, Bound Rock, Ginger, Cooper,

Halt, Norman, I^ead Chest, or Dead Man^s Chest (the one immortalized

by R. L. Stevenson in *^*^Treasure Island^'), and Peter. The Three Dogs

form a connecting link between the first and third group, and xAnegada,

thirty miles north of Virgin Gorda, is a unit by itself.

All the islands but Anegada are hilly or even mountainous. Tortola,

the largest, culminates in Sage Mountain, 1780 feet above sea-level. The

lowest cross pass is 1200 feet. Anegada, the second in size, is a flat coral

island of thirteen square miles, and is said to be nowhere more than ten

"^ Proceedings of tbe National Academy of Sciences, Vol. X, pp. 205-211, June, 1924.
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to fifteen feet above tide. We may note that Schomburgk, a careful ob-

server^ in 1832 recorded an elevation of sixty feet; so that erosion mnst

have been severe in the interval of ninety-two years. Virgin Gorda cul-

minates at 1370 feet and is third in size. Jost Van Dyke, the fourth in

size, resembles Tortola, on a smaller scale. All the remaining islands

are relatively small, precipitous, rugged and covered with brush, which

features make exploration difficult. Coral reefs add an element of danger

to landings. On the islands, trails are the best means of communication.

Only seven islands are inhabited.

Geological

The British Virgin Islands, with the exception of Anegada (and Som-

brero), form, with the Greater Antilles, the eastern end of a geological

unit and are essentially a continuation of the American islands of St.

John and St. Thomas, from which they are separated by a channel less

than a mile wide and not less than fifteen to twenty fathoms deep. They

trend with the geological structure generally east and west. They are

entirely igneous and metamorphic and include accumulations of pyro-

clastic rocks, volcanic breccias and agglomerates. There are no signs

anywhere of unaltered sedimentary rocks,* and only by analogy with the

neighboring American islands and Jamaica can a reliable estimate of

their age be obtained. The igneous rocks are of all three typet?—plu-

tonic, hypabyssal and volcanic. The plutonic are diorites, granodiorites

and gabbros; the dike rocks, pegmatites, felsites, hornblende porphyrites

and dolerites; the lavas, augite andesites and basalis.

The metamorphic rocks are of various types, and for the most part are

metamorphosed sediments. They embrace hornblende-, quartz- and mica-

schists, phyllites and spotted schists, together with marbles, garnet-

wollastonite rocks, granulites and other types resulting from the altera-

tion of impure limestones or lime-bearing sediments. These rocks are

often interbedded with volcanic breccias and agglomerates, and it ap-

pears that the sediments were originally largely of the nature of strati-

fied tuffs. Where intrusives fail, the mineralogy of the rocks is but little

changed; hence the metamorphism is believed to be largely dynamic,

perhaps accompanied by a rise in temperature, rather than to be due to

contact effects from intrusives. The dynamic forces have served to tilt

the beds to high angles without destroying stratification, and there is

little evidence of crushing, faulting and deformation.

' This statement seems rather sweeping, in view of the subsequent description of

Xecker Island.
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The stratified metamorphics cover the larger part of the islands and

strike invariably east and west. They dip from 45° to 90°^ averaging

70°. A steeply dipping bed may form an abrupt sea wall nearly 200,

feet high, as at Dead Chest and Ginger islands. If not duplicated by

faulting, the section from Peters Island to the north coast of Tortola is

at least six miles in thickness.

Only on Necker Island, at the extreme northeast, do the strata escape

metamorphism. They are blue-gray or yellow clays, tuffs and gritty con-

glomerates, with opposing dips from the north side to the south side of

only 10° to 15°. Epidote nodules, however, appear in the tuifs and may
be bombs. Tlie only evidence of the age of the beds rests, it is said, on

Cleve's record of the fossils at Coki Point, St. Thomas, as earlier men-

tioned in this review of the literature. Mr. Earle quotes the list of fos-

sils and this sentence from Cleve : "Some of them have a remarkable

affinity to Cretaceous species, and I have no doubt that the rocks of St.

Thomas and the other Virgin Islands are of Cretaceous age.^^ The writer

may call attention at this point to the earlier mention of the fossils by

Professor Hornbeck, to the record of the Rev. John P. Knox, and to the

present determination of Upper Cretaceous age as recorded by T. Way-

land Yaughan ; also to the determinations of Upper Cretaceous strata by

Dr. Vaughan on St. Croix.

Mr. Earle's appreciation of the pyroclastic nature of most of the ap-

parent sediments marks a decided advance on earlier observers, and his

corroboration of his field observations by his own microscopic studies

adds certainty and clearness to his determinations. The pyroclastics are

cut by later dikes, but the locations of actual vents he finds impossible

to establish.

The plutonic rocks form bosses of comparatively small extent in the

metamorphic series, and our author concludes that they entered after the

dynamic metamorphism. Their banding, when developed, is attributed

to flowage. The diorites are said to send "veins'^ into the metamorphics

and to have caught up many xenoliths, sometimes in such quantity as to

make a "diorite breccia,''^ which is not to be "confused with a sort of

'^patchwork' diorite due to abnormal concentration of the basic or

*^heathen' parts of the magma.^^ The reviewer may remark, however, that

thoroughly digested xenoliths and basic segregations are hard problems

to differentiate. Mr. Earle mentions the beautiful orbicular diorite near

Colison Point, Virgin Gorda, and the radially crystallized nests of epi-

dote ; also the garnet-epidote veins in the diorite of Salt Island and the

spheroidal weathering which has impressed nearly all the observers who

luive visited the Virgin group. The remarkable blocks of Fallen Jeru-
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salem are mentioned, as well as similar phenomena on parts of Beef

Island and Virgin Gorda. To contact metamorphism of the diorite our

author is inclined to attribute the black amphibolites which pass insen-

sibly into slaty rocks and hornblende schists; also the garnet-epidote-

^woUastonite rocks and the garnet-bearing hornfelses close to the intru-

sions at Cooper Island and Frenchmans Key. The large bosses of diorite

at both ends of Tortola and on ten of the other islands are listed. They

all show clearly in the geological map which constitutes the plate facing

page 344.

The dike rocks are of numerous kinds and are the last product of

igneous activity. Quartz veins and pegmatites radiate from the diorite

and follow along stratification planes. One series of quartz veins with

copper pyrites, malachite, native copper, hematite, pyrites and molyb-

denite has been mined quite extensively in former years at Copper Mine

Point, Virgin Gorda. A rather perplexing group are the felsites, which

appear alike as dikes, sills and bosses. More basic dikes are also re-

corded.

The volcanic rocks embrace both pyroclasties and definite flows, but

the latter are not always easy to distinguish with the eye from metamor-

phosed or hardened tuffs.

Mr. Earle next takes up for brief microscopic description the several

rock types—plutonic, metamorphic, dikes, lavas and tuffs—which have

just been reviewed in their physical forms in the field. Under plutonic,

he remarks with Hogbom the lack of potash rocks and the rarity of bio-

tite. The diorites are found "to be exceedingly variable. The normal

variety is holocrystalline, with white or pink feldspar, quartz and ferro-

magnesian minerals, but without porphyritic feldspars. Under the

microscope the rock may be predominantly quartz and orthoelase, or oli-

goclase, w^ith few dark silicates, approaching thus a hornblende granite,

as at Josias Bay, Tortola; again, quartz and orthoelase are subordinate

to plagioclase, as at Cappoons Bay, Tortola. Biotite is inconspicuous

except on Virgin Gorda. Muscovite is rare. Sphene and apatite are

constant accessories; iron ores are common, but augite is rare or wanting.

On Salt Island, large, elongated crystals of hornblende give a porphy-

ritic appearance to the diorite. Included in the hornblende is epidote,

which is also a primary constituent elsewhere. Biotite and apatite are

abimdant in this locality. The so-called ^^heathen" patches are local

enrichments with ferromagnesian minerals,

Gabbros were collected from Beef Island and the neighboring end of

Tortola, and from ISTorth Sound and Savannah Bay, A^irgin Gorda. They

appear to be local variations of the diorite. They are the most coarsely
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erystalliiie rocks of the island and have angites up to three-quarters of

an inch in length. They consist of anorthite, olivine, augite hornblende

and iron ores. On Beef Island hypersthene is sparingly present. At

Savannah Bay the olivine and angite fail.

Under the metamorphic rocks, true mica schists are mentioned from

Dead Chest, Great Harbor Point, Peter Island, and from Xorman

Island. Under the microscope, they reveal a grannlar quartz and pale-

brown biotite mosaic, with sparing larger crystals of quartz and feldspar.

Hornblende schists, quartzites, etc., are the commonest meml3ers of the

metamorphic series. They vary from a mosaic of quartz and hornblende

of granulitic texture, with accessory iron ores and biotite and sometimes

(as at (irassy Point, Tortola) with large crystals of plagioclase, to

amphibolites produced by the increase of hornblende to the exclusion of

the other components and with the loss of foliation. At the other ex-

treme, decrease of hornblende gives rise to quartz schists and quartzites.

The grain may be so fine that the rock resembles the halleflintas. Gran-

ulites are even more common than the hornblende schists and quartzites.

They are quartz-diopside rocks in one variety, with subsidiary feldspar,

and are referred to calcareous tuffs as an original. One variety from

Salt Island has large so-called phenocrysts of composite crystals of

broadly twinned labradorite often containing abundant zonally-arranged

grains of magnetite, so that in the hand specimen they look like leucites.

The history of this rock is, as yet, obscure. Another variety of granulite

consists of quartz and epidote and is referred to argillaceous tuffs. The

rocks are pale green and very hard. There is no constant micro-structure

and granular feldspar crystals are accessory only. Epidote is said to be

a very widespread mineral in the Virgin Islands, and to be a primary

constituent 'of the diorites as well as a component of the metamorphics.

Under the ^'Altered Limestones,'^ ^tc, true marbles are briefly mentioned.

They often crumble badly on weathering. The metamorphism of less

pure varieties has given rise to new minerals, such as garnet, wollastonitiC

and epidote, of which Cooper Island furnishes a beautiful example. An-

otlier interesting rock is found at West End, Tortola, and has fine, sheaf-

like crystals of wollastonite, with garnet and colorless idocrase. ^

Under "*Carbonaceous Kocks, etc.,'' a graphite schist is citt^l from a

locality beyond the West End office, Tortola. It contains about 5 per

(umt carbon and varies from a soft, powdery rock to a hard, gritty va-

riety. Slates and phyllites are also in the sedimentary series, and spotted

slates occur, but no andalusite, sillimanite, or kyanite were found in the

slides. Reference is, however, made to Hogbom's note on andalusite

quartzite from Virgin Gorda.
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Under the ^^Dike Rocks/' pure quartz veins furnish the siliceous ex-

treme. Micropegmatites are described as common, with traces of biotite,

hornblende, iron ores, sphene, and, in one pegmatite from Coo])er Isknd,

minute pink garnets. Under the microscope the felsites of (leve prove

to be highly decomposed aggregates of quartz, kaolin and calcite, with

relics of plagioclase, hornblende and biotite phenocrvsts. The plagio-

clase favors albite or andesine. Apatite and magnetite are accessories

and the groundmass is felsitic. The felsites appear botli.as dikes in the

diorite and schists, and as large bosses on Norman and Peter Islands.

Dikes cut the diorite on Fallen Jerusalem and Peter Island and con-

sist of long, lath-shaped crystals of hornblende in a groundmass of felted

oligoclase. At Savannah Bay, on Virgin Gorda, is one more holocrys-

ta.lline, Avhich has macroscopic phenocrvsts of hornblende and feldspar

irregularly distributed in a trachytic groundmass. Tliese dikes are re-

ferred to hornblende porphyrites. Again, at Pond Bay, Virgin Gorda,

is a dike with some large phenocrysts at least as basic as labradorite or

bytownite, and others of granular hornblende set in a fairly coarse

groundmass of plagioclase. The rock is called diorit<3 por])hyrite. An-

other dike, from Crook Bay, Virgin Gorda, consists of sparing feldspar

plienocrysts, decomposed to calcite and kaolin, in a groundmass of feld-

spars with distinctly parallel arrangement. The rock is somewhat ques-

tionably compared with bostonites, but as bostonites are high soda-potash,

low lime rocks, their feldspar phenocrysts could hardly yield so much

calcite on alteration. Mr. Earle did iiot chance to colhx^t tlie amphibole

minette described by Hogbom from Round Rock, nor did any of his slides

reveal dolerites (diabases) among the dikes.

Under "Lavas and Tuffs^' the slides were mostly cut from bombs and

reveal andesites rather than basalts. The phenocrysts are andesine or

labradorite and hornblende in a trachytic groundmass. Augite is some-

times present as phenocryst or in the groundmass and, it is stated, occurs

with quartz as a secondary mineral lining cavities. The last is a very

unusual occurrence for augite. A rock near Road Town, Tortola, re-

vealed large twinned labradorite phenocrysts in a groundmass of small

labradorites without dark silicates. The tuffs were andesitic in charac-

ter. Some were pyrikms and, even under the microscope, spheroidal,

llie andesitic character of the bombs and tuffs coincides with the re-

viewer's microscopic determinations of the similar rocks from St. Thomas

and St. Croix.

Under ^^Summary aiid Conclusions,^^ Mr. Earle emphasizes the close

geological and structural connection of the British Virgin Islands with

the Greater Antilles rather than Avith the Lesser. He brieflv summarizes
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the observations of previous workers in the Greater Antilles as throwing

light on the geological times of the upheavals and the igneous outbreaks.

Of nine of their papers he gives a bibliography at the close. His last

sentence may be quoted entire : ^^There appears^ however, to the writer

to be nothing either in the geological or faunal evidence necessarily indi-

cating previous land connection at any time between the Virgin Islands

and the Lesser Antilles, and on this matter it is hoped to furnish further

evidence at a later date.'^

192(>. Wii.LiAM MoiiRis Davis. "The Lesser Antilles," Publication

Ko. 2, in the series entitled "Map of Hispanic America/^ of the Amer-

ican Geographical Society of New York, small 8vo., pp. 207; figs. 66;

plates IG. This very interesting discussion embraces and greatly ampli-

fies the condensed summary cited above under 1924. Professor Davis

observes and writes from the standpoint of a very discerning and experi-

enced physiographer. The stage of physiographic development which

]ias been readied in the still unsubmerged land areas has, therefore, great

significance for him; and the extent and character of the submarine

banks, from which the actual, mountainous islands rise, call for interpre-

tation in no less degree. He does not overlook the light which may be

thrown upon the existing outlines of the banks by the inferred presence

of former barrier and fringing coral reefs which may go back into the

Tertiary |)eriod. The carving of projecting headlands in cliffs, implying

therel)y subsidence and wave-cutting, often where now the waves do not

break wit!) the necessary violence, is a form of evidence repeatedly used.

Keferencx^ is often made to the author^s earlier expressed views on the

cluiracter of coral growth according to the situation of the reefs in mar-

ginal areas where the sufficiently warm seas are near waters or currents

prohibitively cool: or, by contrast, in areas which are so far within warm

wat(\rs as to be reasonably assured of stable temperatures. Finally the

very important and suggestive hypothesis of R. A. Daly regarding the

influence of the Pleistocene glacial ice-sheets, and the* interglacial,

warmer climatic conditions upon the lowering or raising of the ocean

waters in tropical and temperate latitudes, is always before Dr. Davis

when he traces the probable physiographic conditions of the Lesser

Antilles during these times. He tests the hypothesis itself by the ob-

served outlines of the islands and their associated submerged banks.

Professor Davis classifies the islands into "First Cycle''' and "Second

Gycle*' groups. The former group embraces those built up by volcanic

ejections on a subsiding foundation, so that we have today islands con-

sisting of one or more volcanic mountains of geologically recent date, of
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youthful topographic outline, and of position upon submerged banks of

relatively limited size. The Second Cycle group is older in time of vol-

canic upbuilding. The islands of this group exhibit deformation of their

original, constituent lavas and pyroclastics ; and now present topographic

forms of physiographic maturity. Undoubtedly they have passed through

a much more varied history than have the members of the first group.

Following one or two of the older writers on the geology of the Virgin

lslan(]s, Professor Davis believes that the volcanic rocks, whether massive

or clastic, rest upon older strata which are of sedimentary character and

nu)re or less metamorphosed into slates and related varieties.

Culebra, Vieques and all the Virgin Islands, except St. Croix, are

])hu^ed in the First Cycle group, although described as involving a more

complicated sequence than that of some of the Lesser Antilles to the east

and southeast. St. Croix is placed with the Second Cycle com])osite

islands. The Virgin Islands, except St. Croix, are described on p]). 109-

127. On p. 109 the following quotation will be found: "The islands of

this group are largely or wholfy of volcanic origin and are now in a late,

mature stage of dissection ; but sonu* of them include also larger or

smaller areas of deformed and greatly eroded stratified rocks, chiefly

slates, which appear to underlie tlie volcanic rocks." On p. 110 this

statement appears : "All the islands, including Culebra on the west, but

not Vieques, still farther west—these two l)eing of Spanish settlenumt

and associated with Porto Rico—nor Anegada, a low limestone island

far to the east, are rather compactly grouped in an area much smaller

than that of the Great Bank, which m.ust, nevertheless, be taken as indi-

cating, perhaps with moderate enlargement, the original extent of a sub-

sided landmass. The reduction of the composite landmass from its orig-

inal mountainous continuity to its present submountainous discontinuity

must be ascribed in part to erosion, whereby much of even the most re-

sistant features were degraded to subdued forms (Fig. 39), and whereby

the less resistant structures must have been reduced to lowlands of small

n^lief; but the reduction of the original area of the composite mass from

almost as great an extent as that of the present bank to the small frac-

tion of that extent seen in the existing islands must be due chiefly to

submergence, whereby all the w^orn-down lowlands have been drowned

and only the subdued eminences now survive. The larger islands give

abuiulant evidence of this submergence in their embayments ; and the

submergence must here, as in the case of other islands already described,

l)e due to subsidence, because the valleys now entered by embayments are

so manifestly more maturely broadened—and also because thoy are in
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some eases of greater rock-bottom depth—than can be accounted for by

low-level erosion during the Glacial epochs."

The bays of St. Thomas, with their delta flats, are next discussed in

some detail, with outline sketches of the island, showing the mature

nature of the topography. That the flats indicate submergence and

drowning of erosional valleys is urged with sound and correct reasoning,

'llie same inference for Culebra is set forth likewise in detail. The in-

terpretations of both Culebra and St. Thomas are founded on personal

observations while visiting them. On the basis of the marine charts,

Xorman Island, with its skeletal outline, and several others are treated

with illustrative figures. The cliffs of St. Thomas and those of some of

its smaller satellites are next described and illustrated. Their cutting

is explained by emergence during the relatively short-lived Glacial epochs.

In discussing the Great Bank around the Virgin Islands, Professor

Davis concludes that a considerable part of the area represents worn-

down lowlands of relatively weak continental rocks ; and that the subsid-

ence is less than that in tlie more caster^ Lesser x\ntilles. He infers

that tlie old relief, liowever, has been softened and masked by aggrada-

tion and by low-level abrasion during the Glacial epochs.

The limestone island of Anegada is believed to consist of strata of

older age tlian the Glacial period, and to be a remnant left by low-level

abrasion during the Glacial epochs. Its surrounding submarine bank is,

therefore, a bank of secoiul generation.

The Post-glacial coral reefs are briefly reviewed and none, not even

the Horseshoe, wliicli runs south from the east end of Anegada, exhibit

all the characters of true barrier reefs. The smaller ones well back from

the edge of the bank are discontinuous fringing or bank reefs.

In liis concluding page upon the \ irgin Islands, Professor Davis ad-

mits the hypothetical nature of his \ iews of the physiographic develop-

nu^nt, but he believes, nevertheless, that they give an acceptable interpre-

tation of the observed facts.

On pp. 138-110, under the bead of *SSecond-Cycle Composite Islands,''

Professor Davis takes up St. Croix, on the basis of observations made

during a day and a half, with tlie aid of automobiles. Undoubtedly a

\ery good idea of tlie general relief of all but the eastern end of the

island could be obtained in this way. Bidief in the presence of old,

fundamental slates, as distinct from the later volcanics, colors somewhat

the interpretations. The extensive area of slightly tilted Tertiary lime-

stones constitutes for the Virgin Islands proper a new and virtually

unique feature requiring explanation. The only similar occurrence is
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tlie relatively small area of them on A^ieqiies Island, which is not nsuallj^

considered a member of the Virgin group. The Tertiary limestones are

interpreted as lagoon deposits, presumably laid down inside of an encir-

cling coral reef^ '^'^which might have been almost or truly an atoll/' Sub-

sequent uplift with faulting, as suggested by other observers in order to

account for the great, precipitous cliff along the northwestern front,

receives rather casual approval, although this great cliff might justly be

considered the outstanding topographic feature of the island. The

greater former extent of the Tertiary limestones ; the rather weak cuesta

now shown along their northern edge ; the slight embayments along the

coast ; and, except for the great precipitous cliff just mentioned, the in-

conspicuous cliffing, are all observed and recorded. The difficulties which

they present to some of the conclusions, based on succeeding emergences

and subsidences during Glacial and Tnterglacial epochs, are mentioned.

Comments: The reviewer may record the great interest which attaches

to Professor Davis'' studies. The studies are all too briefly recorded here

and shonld be read in full, with the aid of the accompanying illustra-

tions. They are of especial interest when taken in connection with the

studies of Mr. Meyerhoff Avhich follow, and which Avere received for pub-

lication before the issue of Professor Davis^ book. The large points of

view are in some respects sympathetic, as miglit be expected from two

observers familiar with present-day physiographic principles and methods.

Professor Davis several times in his book emphasizes the physiographic

nature of his studies, and the fact that he had given but passing attention

to the geological work which had been done on the islands specially under

investigation. Much less did he feel the necessity of considering the

work done on Porto Eico, the nearest of the Greater Antilles. And yet

the Virgin Islands cannot be properly studied either geologically or

physiographically, except in connectiori with Porto Rico. Past conditions

could not ])e very different in two areas so closely related, and now only

'separated because of a relatively slight submergence. Professor Davis

does not refer to the essay of Professor A. K. Lobeck on the "Physiog-

raphy of Porto Eico,'' 1922, which forms Part 4 of Vol. I of this Sur-

\ey's Ee])orts; and in which some treatment, though brief, of Culebra

and Vieques is given. This study by a well-prepared physiographer con-

tains muqh of interest and of immediate bearing on the Virgin Islands,

l)ecause, as K. W. Earle correctly states, the Virgin Islands are geolog-

ically much more closely connected with Porto Eico than with the other

Lesser Antilles lying to the eastward.^

» Geological Magazine, Vol. LI, pp. 341 and 350, August, 1924.
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The geological results in Porto Kico, accumulated to date^ especially

by our Survey^ corroborate the early iui'ereiice of Dr. Charles P. Berkey.

that the series of strata, called by him the "Older Series/' is of volcanic

origin, and that its shales and other elastics are water-sorted volcanic

tuffs and related fragmentals. There are a few interbedded limestones.

All the later stratigraphic and paleontologic determinations corroborate

Iris early inferenc^e that they were deposited during tlie (Cetaceous

[)eriod/*^

(loing to the Virgin Islands in March, 1923, after an extended tour

of Porto Iiico, the writer was impressed with the recurrence of the same

formations on St. Thomas and St. Croix, and that the oldest strata, v»^ith

the exeception of the very subordinate limestones, were all of volcanic or

intrusive origin, although at times water-sorted and well-stratified. Of

tlie minor interstratified limestones of St. Thomas, St. John and sev-

eral of the British Virgin Islands, we now know that some are greatly

affected by contact metamorphism. On St. Thomas there is the often-

mentioned exposure of fossil iferous limestone at Coki Point, now recog-

nized as Upper Cretaceous. On St. C^roix are the two other localities of

the older limestones with Upper Cretaceous fossils, respectively, at the

estate of Judith^s Fancy on the nortli coast and at Waiters or Watch Ho
or Vagthus Point on the south, these three names all referring to the

same locality. All these strata were violently folded in the mountain-

making upheaval, following the deposition of the volcanics and their

interstratified limestones.

It is evident that along the lines of our best geological knowledge tht;

ru)rthern American Virgin Islands and the British Islands would, there-

fore, come under Professor Davis' Second Cycle group, and not in tlic

First Cycle group, where he places them ; and also that we have no good

reason to believe that any fuiuiamental strata are exposed in these islands,

, which are older than the volcanics with which their upl)uilding began.

From personal knowledge of the liills and mountains on St. Thomas

and St. (Voix, consisting of the older or Upper Cretaceous strata, as con-

trasted with the later, almost flat Oligocene-Miocene limestones, the

writer feels that the smooth and sweeping outlines of sketches made

from a distance gi^e a somewdiat incorrect impression of their actual

roughness, and their local stee]) and precipitous slopes. To a geologist

on the ground they constantly suggest faulting, which has been a potent

factor in the topography, perhaps once smoother or more mature than it

^•' "Geological Reconnaissance of Forto Hieo." Annals of the New York Academy of

Sciences, Vol. XXVI, pp. .IH-CU. 101.5.
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seems to be toda}^ Mt. ISagle, on St. Croix, has a very steep slo|>e, espe-

cially on the west and north, and the ascent of the main ridge of St.

Thomas involves a decided scramble.

Possibly because of the rather recent retreat of the last continental ice-

sheet and the comparatively few thousand years which, as Baron De Geer

and his pupils have shown, have elapsed since it shrank aw^ay from its

terminal moraine, almost all geologists still habitually think of the lapse

of time represented by the Glacial period as quite short when compared

with periods represented by the stratified rocks. But the recent studies

of Professor George F. Kay, of Iowa, upon the relatively great depth of

weathering of the older drift, as compared with the very slight depth of

weathering of the last drift, of whose time of exposure we have some

knowledge, lead us to the conclusion that the Glacial period as a whole

was many times longer than we have hitherto supposed. Perhaps, there-

fore, a much longer time interval was available for physiographic changes

in the West Indies than we have generally realized.

In concluding the above review, the writer can only express again the

hope mentioned at the outset, that it will afford the reader a fairly com-

plete and just statement of what had been done by earlier observers and

writers. There are several additional papers on the West Indies as a

whole, notably those of the late J. W. Spencer and one by Persifor

Frazer, wliich liave not been reviewed, as the areas under discussion are

l)ut a minor feature of these pajK^rs. The citations, however, follow

:

181)4. J. W. Spexcer. "Recoiistruetioii of the Antillean Continent." Bulletin

of tlie Geological Society of America, Vol. VI, pp. 103-140.

1808. J. W. Spencer. "Tlie West Indian Bridge." Popular Sciences Monthly,

Vol. LIII, pp. 577-59.3.

11H)8. Peksifor Frazek. "History of the Caribbean Islands from a IVtro-

graphic Point of View (Abstract)." Proceedings of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. LV, pp. 39(^-400.

1903. J. W. Spencer. "On the Geological Relationships of the Volcanics of

the West Indies." Transactions of the Victoria Institute, Vol. XXXA%
pp. 189-207.
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FOEEWORD

In 1913 the Council of the New York Academy of Sciences approved

a proposal to undertake a scientific survey of Porto Eico. At the end of

1913 Dr. H. E. Crampton inaugurated the work with a zoological recon-

naissance; in 1914 this beginning was followed by botanical investiga-

tions under the leadership of Dr. IST. L. Britton, and by a geological

reconnaissance under Dr. C, P. Berkey and Dr. C. N". Penner; and in

1915 Dr. Franz Boas began a series of anthropological and archaeological

studies. Field studies in these four lihes have been prosecuted almost

continuously; and at th<3 present time the geological investigations are

(71)
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almost complete, and the results of the work have been printed as parts

of the first, second and third volumes of the Academy's series on the

Scientific Survey of Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands.

In 1917 the Danish West Indies became attached, by purchase, to the

Caribbean insular possessions of the United States, and it was deemed

desirable to extend the scope of the survey to include these islands, which

geologically constitute an eastern extension of Porto Eico.^ In conse-

quence, volume four of the series was set aside for the geology of the

Virgin Islands. Early in 1923 Prof. James F. Kemp, accompanied by

Dr. N. L. Britton and Mrs. Britton, began the study of the geology of

the American Virgin Islands with a reconnaissance of Saint Thomas and

Saint Croix.

In November of 1923 the writer was given the opportunity to con-

tinue the survey in greater detail. As the geology of the British Virgin

Islands is so intimately related to that of the American islands, political

boundaries could not wisely be observed, and it was suggested that a

brief study also be made of the British islands in the group. From Feb-

ruary to June, 1924, the writer, in company with Mrs. Meyerhoff and

Mr. James Lee, made as detailed a study of the American islands as

time permitted, and in addition visited about twenty-five of the Britisli

islands, spending several days on Tortola and Virgin Gorda and making

shorter visits to the others. The survey was concluded with a ten-day

study of Vieques and a five-day study of Culebra, and with shorter visits

to Icacos Cay and the other island members of the Cordilleras E^efs

northeast of Playa de Fajardo (Fig. 1). Finally, three days were em-

ployed in an examination of the rock types of Porto Eico, in order that

all phases of the Virgin Islands work might be correlated more intelli-

gently with the geolog}^ of Porto Eico. The work of 1924 was supple-

mented during June, July and August, 1925, when a study of the geology

of the Fajardo district of Porto Eico was made by the writer and Mrs.

Meyerhoff. A second visit was paid to the island of Vieques, and on the

mainland considerable attention was given to the correlation of the

phj'siographic forms with those of the islands to the east. The results

of these field investigations will be published according to the original

plan, the present section on the physiography of the Virgin Islands,

Culebra and Vieques, constituting Parts I and II of Volume IV. The

succeeding parts of Volume IV will be devoted to the geology and pale-

ontology of the group, and the geology of the Fajardo district of Porto

Eico will form a part of Volume II.

"^ Britton, N. L.. "History of the 8urvey," Seientitic Survey of Porto Hicq and the

virgin Islands, Volume I, Part I, 1010, pp. 0-10.
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The thoroughness with which geological field investigations were con-

ducted varied directly with the degree of culture, especially the road

and trail development, afforded on each island. Permanent headquarters

were established at Saint Thomas; but Christiansted, Saint Croix;

Cruz Bay, Saint John; Road Town and Belmont, Tortola; Esperanza,

Vieques; Great Harbor, Culebra; and Fajardo, Porto Rico, were used as

temporary bases during progressive stages of the w^ork. It was thus

possible to examine in fair detail all of the larger and better populated

islands, but even on these some rugged, unsettled areas proved quite in-

accessible. Most of the smaller islands were reached by sloop, and upon

them considerable variety in working conditions was found. A majority

of them are so overgrown with cactus that examination had to be re-

stricted to portions of the shoreline. Others possessed such rugged coasts

that landing was either impossible or hazardous. A few, including Sail

Rock, Dutchman Cap, Cockroach Island, Cricket Rock and Little Hans

Lollik, were so unfavorably situated that they could have been visited

only at an expenditure of time and money, which their geological possi-

bilities and the scope of the survey did not justify. Because most of the

unvisited islands were seen at close range, or because they are in struc-

tural alignment with known rocks, their geology may be inferred with

reasonable safety. Comparatively few localities, wiiose geology is entirely

unknown, were by force of circumstances left unexamined.

Maps and Chakts

Field and laboratory work and navigation among the cays were greatly

facilitated by excellent maps and charts, many of which were supplied

by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. Because the accuracy

of the field-work hinged in a measure upon the correctness and scale of

the charts, those employed merit mention and annotation.

Chart No. 2318, Hydrographic Office, United States Xavy, shows in

small scale the West India Islands from Haiti to Saint Lucia.

Chart N^o. 3904, Hydrographic Office, United States Navy, scale one

mile to an inch, includes most of the British Virgin Islands from Tor-

tola to Anegada and shows the depths of the underlying platform.

Sketch contours have been drawn in from hachures on the British maps

;

but neither the hachures nor the contours are correct, and they give an

inadequate and, in some localities, an erroneous impression of the topog-

raphy of the islands.

('hart No. 920, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1923, scale

ajjproximately 41^ miles to an inch, embraces Porto Rico and the Amer-

ican A'irgin Islands, extending from Mona Island west of Porto Hico to
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Virgin Gorcla on the east. It does not extenci to the eastern extremity

of the Virgin Islands bank, for it omits Anegada and most of Virgin

Gorda. The islands are shown in outline^ with locations of coastal towns

and a few inland elevations.

Chart Xo. 904, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1924, scale

one mile to .7 inch, embraces the western coast of Porto Eico and the

islands eastward to Saint Thomas. The topography is shown by

hachures.

Chart Xo. 905, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1921, scale

one mile to .7 inch, includes the islands from Saint Thomas to Virgin

Gorda, and the island of Saint Croix. Surface relief is indicated by

contours spaced at intervals of 200 feet. The contouring is accurate for

the American islands, but in the British islands sketch contours from

hachures are again employed and are not correct, although they show

considerable improvement over other maps.

Maps of varying grade and kind are available for most of the indi-

vidual islands. Charts Nos. 3240 (1922), 3241 (1922) and 3242 (1923),

])ublished by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, show respec-

tively Saint Thomas, Saint John and Saint Croix—scale, 1 : 40,000

;

contour interval, 50 feet. These excellent and accurate maps proved

invaluable in the detailed survey of the American Virgin Islands. The

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey very kindly furnished bromide

copies of the original topographic sheets of these three islands—scale,

1:10,000; contour interval, 20 feet. These sheets are Justly regarded

as one of the most accurate and detailed pieces of cartography ever done.

A large-scale Jiachure map of Tortola was purchased at the govern-

ment building at lioad Town. The island was surveyed and the map
issued in 1826. Although the outlines of the island are essentially ac-

curate, most of the culture shown is no longer in existence. The main

roads still exist, but many trails and estates have disappeared. The ele-

vations given do not correspond to those on later maps, and the hachures

appear to be the originals upon which later inaccuracies are based.

A chart (No. 2019), reprinted in 1917 by the Hydrographic Office of

the Britisli Government, from a survey of 1848, shows the eastern three-

quarters of Tortola, V'irgin Gorda and the islands south of Sir Francis

Drake (liannel. Kelief is shown by inaccurate hachuring. Cliart No.

2008, also issued by the Hydrographic Office of the British Government,

reedited in 1914, gives the island of Anegada, the outlying reefs and the

depth soundings southward to Virgin Gorda.

No separate map of Vieques has been printed, but the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey kindly supplied photographic copies of the
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original topographic sheets of the island, based on a survey made in

1901; scale, 1:20,000; contour interval, 10 meters.

Chart Xo. 914 (from surveys of 1900 to 1904), printed by the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey, offers a partial topographic survey of

Culebra. The shoreline, peninsulas and outlying islands are shown with

a ten-meter contour interval; the interior is unsurveyed. The scale is

1 : 20,000.
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by Mrs. Meyerhoff in the preparation of manuscript, diagrams, maps and
plates than by his own efforts.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Location

The Virgin Islands are situated due east of the mainland of Porto

Rico, beginning with Savana Island, thirty-three miles^ east of Cape
San Juan (Fig. 1). They extend to Anegada, in the British group,

eighty-five miles slightly north of east of Cape San Juan. Their wevst

to east extent is, therefore, approximately fifty miles. They are sepa-

rated from Culebra (which is attached politically to Porto Rico) by

Virgin Passage, a channel of seventeen fathoms depth. To the east they

are separated from the Lesser Antilles by Anegada Passage, over one

thousand fathoms deep immediately off the Virgin Bank. North and

south their extent is greater; it is sixty-seven miles from Anegada on the

north to Saint Croix on the south. On the north they are bounded by

the Atlantic Ocean ; on the south by the Caribbean Sea. Saint Croix

and its three dependent islands, however, constitute a separate group,

detached from the northern islands by thirty-two miles of open water

and by a deep of 1000 to 2400 fathoms.

The northern group of islands rests upon a bank less than 35 fathoms

deep, extending westward to Porto Rico. It represents, therefore, the

eastern extremity of the Greater Antilles, with which it has a continuous

submarine connection, and is separated sharply from the Lesser Antilles

by the gi'eat depth of Anegada Passage. Saint Croix, in spite of its

present isolation, indicates from its geologic relations a former attach-

ment to the northern group and to Porto Rico, but an equja.lly sharp

detachment from the I^esser Antilles.

The islands of Vieques and Culebra and the members of the Cordil-

leras Reefs lie betwec^n the Virgin Islands and Porto Rico, upon the sub-

marine bank connecting Porto Rico and the northern Virgin group (Fig.

1 ) . Culebra, the most easterly, is separated by Virgin Passage from

3 Throughout the ensuing report measurements of distance wiU he given in nautical

miles, equivalent to 1.15 English statute miles.
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Savaiiii IslaiKl, seven miles (iistcinl. It is situated seventeen miles dne
east of Playa de Fajardo. ,Port:«» liico. (kirdilleras T^eefc eon«tirnt4' n

eliaiii of mmll eajs'' and roeks extending' in an east-soutlieiL^teiiy dir»H-

lion from a point one mile oil" Cape San Juan to the islands off Ciilebra.

a distajiee (4 seventeen miles. They J'onn tli»' nortliern honjidary of

\"ieqne.'^ Honnd, south of whieh lie.-; \'ie(|r!eH, seoarated fmni the nearest

point on the east eoast of Porto Rieo hy \''ieques Passage, six miles wide.

Its eastern extremity lies seven, and one4nilJ" niili-s south of fulehra, and
it; is tlins tiie most sontherly island, on the submarine plalhuiu.

Political Iii„sToHY

Sff?f Rirer rnllen (inil e.'^timrff, finint Crnht.

smaller heats explored the ,northeru islands, C'ninndms hinded at the

Carih villa«''e situated at the ,inonth of Salt Piver, on 8aiot C'rcmx (Fig.

'i). Several attempts were nuule by the Spaniards, French, Ihit^h.

'The nanw -ca.v." fli-rh-wl from tlic Spanish

«'tT ffir rofk.r i«i:iinls of i^maU fIzc. In ronvi.r:

^ word "kt-}\- <« wliidi. iKiwvvr.r, it is not «(iil\

-iin.nvh.Tt iiKlis
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Danes and British to colonize the islands, but until 1666 they were little

more than a rendezvous for buccaneers. In 1666 Tortola, Virgin Gorda,

Anegada and the adjacent islands passed permanently into British hands.

In 1672 the Danes settled Saint Thomas and Saint John, and, except

for two short periods of British occupation, held them until 1917. The

Dutch settled Saint Croix in 1643; but until 1733 the island went

through a stormy and uncertain career, and was occupied successively by

British, Spaniards and French. In 1733 the French sold it to the Danes,

and it remained under Danish rule imtil 1917. In that year, after some

fifty years of indecision, the United States purchased the islands from

Denmark, probably as a precautionary pre-war measure. The govern-

ment of the islands is administered by the N^avy Department, whose

representative has the title of governor. By the terms of the treaty the

local form of government established by the Danes has been retained,

aiul many of the old customs and regulations remain in force, even to

the use of Danish A\"est Indian currency as legal tender. Gulebra and

V^ieques were early settled by Spaniards, and since their settlement have

remained under tbe political jurisdiction of Porto Eico.

Climate and Kainfall

The Virgin Islands (American and British) lie between latitude 17°

40' and 18° 51' north and longitude 64° 7' and 6*5° 6' west. They lie

witliin the belt of the trade winds, which afford them a mild, uniform

climate and a moderate well-distributed rainfall.

The temperature is exceedingly equable, with an annual range of less

tban thirty degrees and with a mean range of less than eight degrees

(76.3° F. in February to 84° F. in October). During the year the range

is from 67° F., as a minimum in winter months, to 97° F., as a maxi-

mum in the hottest months. Daily temperatures normally fluctuate less

than ten degrees between these limits. The climate is, therefore, sub-

tropical. Except in sheltered valleys, the highest temperature is always

tempered by the trade winds.

The average annual rainfall for the entire group of islands is forty-

five to forty-eight inches, but the variation from year to year is consid-

erable, ranging from thirty-two inches in dry years to more than sixty

inebes in wet years. The smaller islands of the group are poorly watered

and are commonly characterized by extreme aridity. The larger islands,

whicb rise to higher altitudes, receive a regular supply of rain, which

varies locally in amount with topography, elevation and situation with

resi)ect to the trade winds. Detailed measurements of rainfall have not

bcH'u made areally, but the vegetation indicates heavier precipitation on
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the northern slopes. Saint Croix and Vieques exhibit the anomaly of

being extremely arid on their attenuated eastern or windward ends.

During the year the rainfall shows a somewhat erratic monthly dis-

tribution^ varying from a fraction of an inch in a dry month to as much

as eighteen inches. There is no rainy season, and a monthly average for

twenty years shoAvs moderate differences from month to month. From
May to December, ^particularly during September and October, precipi-

tation is slightly heavier; and the heaviest single showers of the year are

expected during the latter two months. Precipitation during the first

four months of the year is characteristically low (one to three inches per

month). Four of the past five years have been exceptionally dry; and

although all of the islands have suffered somewhat, the partial drought

has been felt most acutely on Saint Croix and Vieques, where the prin-

cipal industries, sugar- and cattle-raising, are dependent upon rainfall.

The islands lie within the hurricane belt and are visited spasmodically

by destructive hurricanes. For years at a time they escape these devas-

tating storms, but during the months of August, September and October

hurricanes may be expected.

P 11 YSI CAL G 1]()G1{A Pll

Y

The Virgin gi'oup includes about one hundred islands, cays and rocks.

The x\merican islands, about forty in number (not including rocks), lie

southwest of an irregular line of demarcation drawn from tlie north be-

tween Little Hans Lollik and Little Tobago ; thenc(» tlirough the Nar-

rows between Saint John and Great Thatcli islands; thence around the

eastern end of Saint John, between Flanagan Island and Pelican Island

(Fig. 1). To the north and east of tliis tortuous boundary lie the Brit-

ish islands, also about forty in number. The total area of the American

group is 132.42 square miles;* of the British group, approximately GO

square miles.

The American islaiuls contain three major members, on whicli more

than 99 per cent, of the population lives. Saint Croix, the largest, situ-

ated in tlie southern group,'* is nineteen miles long and has a uniform

width of ii\e miles from its western end to Salt Eiver Point; eastward

it narrows. Its area is 84 square miles. Its northern side is an upland,

rising to a maximum elevation of 1165 feet in Mount Eagle. The north-

ern coast of tlie western half of the island is rugged and rises sharply

from the water's edge (Fig. 3). The southern side of the ishmd is a

broad, rolling coastal plain, the center of Saint Croix's sugar industry

^ Liglitbourn, A. (i. : "Lightbourn's annual and commerctlal dfrt'ctory of llie Virgin

Islands of the T'nilod States." St. Thomas, 1I>2.?, p. 15.
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Fi.L 4. Thr rmiMUH pinin «/ m>un,,i:

(Vip:. 4). Tlic riiHf cml Imh-uihI (1iri>tiiin.st(HJ is a mii.yli. liillv tra.-t.

whit-li iHn-uirieH |vrooTt.SHiY»»Iy iiion» tirid tnwarcl ¥rA<\ l*o\n\.

Saint TlKtnins i> tliirtwii miles loim; from cant to w»<st, mn'l i< unr to

tliTt'i' mih's wide, witli irii si|»]>rt>xiimit(> area of fJt sqiuiro mih's. It ri>('<

iihruprlv from soivlevol iiit(t a high ri(l<i'C' altaitiing an oWvatiofi of lo5(i

foot ill Crowii Mouotaiii ami loOl^ iVei in Saint Fetor (Signal HillL

Butli tlieM> |Hiint8 \w w.\st of tho oitv ol' Saint ThomHS. 1\. tho oast tin-

islan.l wi<lons and tb.' rid^re fans out into a broad dissoetxMl nphmd. b»ss

than a ibuiisaml foot bigh, wbi<'h beoonms rn-ngTe-ssiwIy biwor fowanl tbr
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vaMvvn cn.l of tln" island. TJic; shorcliin- is niL-'u^Hl aiul k <1<m.|»!v oinhiive,!

|Fii(. ^).

Knirii Jolm is i-iu^hf iiiiics I.jd^-. jdnI «-rtst\vari] lo Coral P»ay in livi- iiiili-s

wiilo, toiMiiiiiiitiiiu- on tin; (!iis! in a narrow, mrving neck, wliidi ciirloHr-s

a .yroH|) of small i)avs iVi'^, r,). It ris<'^ ahrupily In an nplam! abont

HHHi foot hid), tho lii^lH>:^t^ .•l.'varion. llordoanx ' .\l(ainrain<, standiii-

l^T? foot rthovo (V)ral P>av.

Throo othor islands, Wab-r and llttn< Lollik island- sind Thatvli Tay.

aro ovor a nulo lonif an. I lliins I.fdlil^ loaolios an tdovalir.n of Ul', Un'-h
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uf rlw riivs m: ihnn tiirw luiiHlrcil IV

hiLrh.

I'lie iM)j!ul«t:icm of tlic Amoricun isliiiH,].- in 101T wan 26,051, It is

cKiitirHHl tri till' tliiw lara-<'>t i>l«in1> «it' the pTou]), hut a Hiiial]. .sliifiiti<>:

|N>}m1;itioii of i''[uiH'l!fj (or Fr^'iich) tishtTinei} livos mi Tliateh C'ay ; ii

>!uall }M'iiiiii!H>iit si'tllt'iiU'iH \vre~t> :i liviiiy^ frnin Loviuivo Criv : am! n
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iVw people livp .'.ii irasi?d Ishiiiil in Sj,iiit ThoinHH llarlKir. ^'It,. i^^land

uf Haiiit Tln)nia< hiis ,10,191 inbabitaiits. of whom "747 live iu the cilv

«if Saint Thuiii.i>., tomierlj r-alhj-rl Charlotte Amalie (Wiv. I'). Of the

14,901 inhabitiiiits of Saint Croix, 45: I re.^ide in ChristiaiiHted (Ficr. 8)

ami :ri4t jij FreilerikstxMi The balaiK-e of the population lives in seat-
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tei'ed villages, clustered around the sugar estates of the southern and

western half of the island. Saint John has a dwindling population of

900 to 950 people, concentrated around the embayments at the eastern

end of the island and at Cruz Bay. A few small settlements are found

along the southern and northern shores, but the interior is at present

unsettled.

The British Virgin Islands include four large and thirty odd smaller

members. Tortola, the largest, is ten miles in length east and west and

has a maximum breadth of three and one-half miles. Its outline is ir-

regular, and it possesses the most rugged form of all the Virgin Islands,

rising to an elevation of 1780 feet in Sage Mountain. Much of the in-

terior is more than one thousand feet high. Jost Van Dyke, three miles

northwest of Tortola, is three and one-third miles long by one and one-

quarter broad. It is rugged and attains a height of 1070 feet. Virgin

Gorda consists of a central block two miles square, rising 1370 feet in

the rounded summit of Virgin Peak, from which a low, rolling, irregular

peninsula extends to the southwest and a rugged neck stretches to the

east. Anegada, the most nortlierly of the Virgin Islands, is a low lime-

stone island, nowhere more than thirty feet high in its nine miles of

length and one to two miles of breadth.

The lesser islands of the group are notable for their diversity in size,

elevation, ruggedness and irregularity. The most important of them

extend in a chain from the southern extremity of Virgin Gorda, south

of Sir Francis Drake Channel, to a point near the east end of Saint John

(Pig. 6).

In 1911 the population of the British islands was 5562, but at present

it is believed to be even less. The bulk of it is located on Tortola, where

it is congregated into settlements at West End, Seacow Ba}'^, Eoad Town
(Fig. 9), Fat Hog Bay and Cane Garden Bay. J^early every part of the

island is inhabited, however, except the northeastern corner. A scattered

population lives on Virgin Gorda and a small settlement finds a pre-

carious existence on Anegada (Fig. 10). Jost Van Dyke also supports a

small population, well distributed along the southern and eastern shores.

Families live on many of the smaller islands, even though they are de-

pendent upon Tortola for a water supply. Great Camanoe, Cooper, Salt
.

and Peter islands are inhabited, and abandoned dwellings were found on

several others.

Vieques and Culebra, situated west of the northern Virgin Islands and

east of Porto Rico, have the same subtropical climate and about the same

amount and distribution of rainfall as the Virgin group. Vieques is

situated between latitude 18° 5' and 18° 10' north and between longitude
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tS5° IC and 6,V' :]5' west. It U c-ighteoii io!lt'< loug and lias a greatest

bi'eiidtli of tlireu and oiie-lialf iiiilos near tlie iiricldle. Low hills, attain-

uig a maxhniiiii of 981 fcot in Moimt Piruta, extend through iU entire

k'ngtli, sonic i:on,t:rast being afferded bj itie ronnded topography of the

western half ot' the island and the more rngged hrtrr<:n hills of the emt-
vvn lialf. The population, a,.s given bv the lyfO eensiis, h 11,(J5I, of

whieb ol3l are CDnecntrated in^ Isabel Segnnda (Fig. 11), tlie priiieipal

town. Praetieally all of tlie inJiabitiint.s are Spanish-speaking.

thilebra, with its small outlying isbmds. lies between latitude 18° IT
and ItS" 2J' north and longitude bo'' IM' and 65° :IV west. It is six

miles long and three n,iilfs wide, bnt is made very irregular In shape by

I be deep enibaynient faein,g southeast, ealled Great Harbor, and by the

1<uig nortliwest-southeast ridge terminating in p»'-iiit)sulas forming its

southwestern uuirgin. In ]!)20 it supported a Spanish-speaking popula-

tion of IDi. There is but on.;, ^luidl yiJIagc, nnnied Ihiwey, whieh is

lot;atcd between Seirn:- llw and (in-iit Harhtu". am] a seattered settb-ment,

called Koosevelt (formerly 8an Ibb^'fonso), on (ircat Harbor.

The eays of CordiUeras Keels ai'i; low, barrcni, Toeky and arid. Only
one of Ibem. Icacos, is peopled hv a small eolony of men, wdio are em-
ployed in the limestone (pwrry of the Fajardo ^ugar C'(unpany.

1* fi YsiiM iRA V ! 1 1 r; l)i VI smsH

The pbysiograplvic history iA tbe Virgin Islands presents several prob-

lems in addition to those of unra\^»djiig tbe elironological dcvelopmewt cd'

land-forms and the forees wliicli produeed tliera. Tlie added problems
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are those of correlation of the land-forms, first, among the islands within

the group; second, with those of Vieques and Culebra between the Virgin

group and Porto Kico ; and, third, with those of Porto Eico. The physi-

ography of Porto Eico, with brief notes on Vieques and Culebra, has

been well presented by Lobeck,^ and an attempt will be made to compare

the physiographic development of the parent island as he has outlined it

with its smaller eastern outliers.

Three methods of approach are possible. Each major island of the

Virgin group may be treated separately and its history worked out and

compared with the history of Porto Eico. Such a course avouM obviously

cause unnecessary repetition. Or the land-forms of the entire Virgin

group may be discussed as a whole. But in such a method divergence

from the norm in any of the parts would cause confusion in presenta-

tion. Or the islands may be divided into groups whose members have

apparently undergone a similar history, and each group may be consid-

ered independently. As only three such divisions are necessary, the

last-mentioned method seems preferable.

Vieques and Culebra were visited by Lobeck in the winter of 1916-

1917, and they receive brief treatment in his description of the physi-

ography of Porto Eico.^ They constitute a connecting link in physio-

graphic and geologic history between Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands,

and it will be profitable to consider these two islands in more detail than

was possible in Lobeck's report. They will form one of the three divi-

sions whose physiography will be discussed.

Virgin Passage, a channel less than eight miles wide and thirty fath-

oms deep, separates Culebra and the Virgin Islands. Beginning with

the most westerly of the Virgin group, Saint Thomas, Saint John, Jost

Van Dyke, Tortola, Virgin Gorda and all of the lesser islands are clus-

tered, no one of them being separated from another by so much as three

miles of open water (Fig. 1). From this assemblage only Anegada on the

north and Saint Croix on the south are absent. Anegada, a flat limestone

island of the British group, lies thirteen to fourteen miles north of Vir-

gin Gorda, from which it is separated by shallow water, uniformly less

than twelve fathoms deep. Situated at the brink of the submarine bank

from which the nearest islands rise, with depths of several hundrerl

fathoms immediately to the north and east, it is geographically a mem-
ber of the northern group. With Saint Croix, on the other hand, the

case is different. It is located nearlv thirtv-flve miles soutli of Saint

'^ Lobeck, A. K. : "The Physiography of Porto Rico." New York Academy of Sciences,

Scientiflc Survey of Porto Rico and the Virprin Islands, Vol. I, Pt. 4, 1U112. pp. 301-381.
« Lobeck, A. K. : Op. cit., pp. 314, 320, 324, 350. 373-374.
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Thomas and Saint John. Not only is it separated from the northern

islands by the greatest inter-island distance in the Virgin group, but it

is isolated from them by minimum depths of 1600 fathoms and a maxi-

mum of more than 2400; from Vieques on the northwest by minimum
soundings of 1900 fathoms and a maximum of 2500. Eastward the

depths between Saint Croix and Saba Bank are less, but here 750 fath-

oms is the minimum sounding. Geographically, then, Saint Croix is

isolated from all of the surrounding islands, in spite of its close geologic

relationship, particularly with Vieques. And as its isolation, accom-

plished after the major features of its geology had taken shape, must

have been wrought by profound block-faulting, it is to be expected that

its physiographic development was not entirely similar to the more

closely knit islands of the northern group. Although' the differences in

physiographic history are not as striking as might be expected, and many
parallel stages are common to both groups, there have been a few events

in Saint Croix^s history which are not recorded elsewhere. The island is

entitled, therefore, to independent consideration.

The physiography of the Virgin Islands and the islands east of Porto

Eico will be treated, in consequence, under three areal divisions

:

I. Northern Virgin Islands.

II. Saint Croix.

III. Vieques and Culebra.

Under these heads the land-forms will be studied in the chronologic

order of their development.

CHAPTER II

PHYSIOGEAPHIC HISTOKY OF THE NORTHERN VIRGIN
ISLANDS

Geographic Factors

The northern Virgin Islands include six major islands : Saint Thomas

and Saint John, under American jurisdiction; Tortola, Jost Van Dyke,

Virgin Gorda and Anegada, under British jurisdiction. In addition to

the larger members, there are about seventy smaller islands and cays,

varying in length from a few rods to a mile and a half, besides countless

rocks.

All of the islands except Anegada are closely spaced and are aligned

crudely into two parallel groups trending east-west, whose combined

length is more than two and one-half times their north-south breadth.

The southern group includes all of the American islands south of a line
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drawn through Leeward Passage between Saint Thomas and Hans Lol-

lik, through The Karrows and Sir Francis Drake Channel, and south of

Spanish Town peninsula, Virgin Gorda (see Plate I). It thus includes

all the American islands except Hans Lollik ; embraces Pelican, Norman,

Peter, Dead Man^s Chest (Dead Chest on the charts), Salt, Cooper and

Ginger among the lesser British islands. The northern division includes

Hans Lollik, Tobago, Jost Van Dyke, Great Thatch, Tortola, Virgin

Gorda and all the lesser asvsociated islands. The parallel alignment of

. islands and channels is the expression of the structure of the underlying

stratified rocks. Anegada, outside the two divisions, is sui generis geo-

logically and geographically.

The submarine platform upon which the northern Virgin Islands rest

is uniformly less than thirty-five fathoms deep and only locally does it

exceed thirty. Its surface is relatively smooth, but is broken by a few

widely separated banks, the principal of which are Barracouta Bank, ten

miles north of Saint Thomas; Kingfish and Whale banks, respectively

Hxe and thirteen miles north of Jost Van Dyke and Tortola. Northeast-

ward the platform shallows, and between Virgin Gorda and Anegada the

iTiaximum depth is twelve fathoms. Anegada is protected to the south

by a broad margin, to the north by a narrow margin, of reefs and coral

heads that continue southeastward for eight miles in Horseshoe Eeef.

I'he latter lies ujider so little wat^r that it breaks heavily in all weather

except the most perfect calms; in fact, at "Tlie White Horse'^ a small

pile of dead coral has been heaped up some three feet above the water

level. The reefs surrounding Anegada and extending into Horseshoe

Eeef are living and in active grow^th. There are also marginal ridges

along both the northern and southern edges of the platform at depths of

ten to twenty fathoms. The ridges on the southern side are very nearly

continuous and have the characteristics of drowned and partly dissected

coral reefs. The broader ridges on the north are more widely spaced and

appear to be of different origin : but they, too, rise distinctly above the

level of the platform and serve with the living and submerged reefs to

give it an upturned rim whose origin oifers one of the problems of the

present study. Beyond the rim depths increase abruptly from the aver-

age of thirty fathoms within it, and in relatively short distances sound-

ings of several hundred to a thousand or more fathoms are the rule on

every side. The outer edge of the Virgin Islands bank is thus a steep

escarpment, in most localities more than 6000 feet high.

All of the islands except Anegada are situated considerably south of a

median line drawn through the submarine platform from Porto Eieo to

its eastern termination. If tlie history of the subnuirine platform were
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that of simple marine erosion, the location of the islands might be ex-

plained as a normal one, brought about by more active erosion of the At-

lantic Ocean from the north and northeast. Such an explanation would

readily account for the fact that the platform north of the islands ranges

from twelve to twenty-three miles in width, while on the south the plat-

form ranges from one mile to a maximum of eight. If, on the other hand,

the platform level was developed chiefly by the subaerial processes of

weathering, rain-wash and stream erosion, the heavier precipitation upon

the northern slopes of the islands would cause more rapid erosion upon

the northern side of the bank, and so develop a broader and more perfect

lowland or peneplane. On Porto Rico, for example, a broad lowland

developed along the northern coast prior to deposition of the coastal

plain, while the contemporaneous erosion level on the southern coast is

rugged and narrow. It is not to be supposed that the development of

the platform was as simple as either of these cases postulates, and it will

be part of the purpose of this paper to determine the factors involved in

its genesis and their relative importance. It has been a failing of many
physiographic studies of submarine platforms in tropical s^eas to treat

them as simple results of marine plaiiation in Pleistocene time, and to

ignore plain evidences of the activity of subaerial forces. Study of tlie

Virgin Islands bank aifords convincing proof of the dominance of fluvial

forces in its formation, and it is one of the aims of the present report to

establish this view.

Summary of Physioghaphic Developmkxt

The physiographic history of the northern Virgin Islands begins with

an oldland composed of a complex mass of folded stratified surface vol-

canics, thin sediments and hypabyssal volcanic intrusions, cut by massive

dioritic intrusives, which are especially prominent in the eastern islands.

These rocks record a period of extensive vulcanism, many of whose ex-

plosive products were redistributed and stratified in a shallow sea. Dur-

ing lulls in volcanic activity thin, fossiliferous limestones were deposited.

Accumulation was terminated by uplift and folding, with intrusion of

stocks of molten material, and the result was a range of complex moun-
tains.

Subsequently fluvial erosion reduced the mountainous oldland to an

imperfect peneplane, best seen on the relatively level siynmits of the

upland of Saint John, 1000 feet above sea-level. On the steep single-

ridged islands of Saint Thomas, Tortola, Jost Van Dyke and Virgin

Clorda suggestions of the upper peneplane can be sometimes caught, but

for the most part must be divined. The central ridge of Saint Thomas
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Hinil rillIK of mint Thmnm

between VvTH-wrmm' Ka.y aiul a point due north of SaiiU: Thomas town
oonstituteb a. inonadnoek gmiip of hills rising to 1550 feot in Crown
M'ouritjiin (Vi». \t). On Tortola the central rirlge iiorlliwest of Seaecw
Bav {vnrl l^oa.d U'arhor to liTem'ers and (iiriegaTdcn bays eonstitiites aii-

otbiiT iTNUUMhuMrk group, which includes Sage jM(nTntidn, 1780 feet tuVdi,

the highest poijit in the Virgin Islands (Fig. 1;>). Virgin Feak, on
\'irffin (Hjrda, KiTO feet high^ rises slightly ai)ove the iuiperfcet uplaiHl.

The first: eyelft of crusioji was ijil:ercn})te(l by 700 m toO feel: of npliff,

iind ii seeond eyde reduced all bnt the central eores of tlie present larger

islands to a surface in a late mature or old sta,ge of ilisseetion. Dnly a

ti^w remuauts of this surface have been preserved, and they are to|K:^^^

grapldeally nneoirfornnible with the flnvial crosirui surfaces of the pre-

<*t»tling and Hueeecrling cycles of denndatioin

Again, uplift approximating hm feet rejnvciuiterl the streams, whitdi

w<irke<l heachvard from tlui m-w si-a-level, eulifng into the second erosion

level, with the resnlt that in nuiny of tlu} larger valleys there i? a marked
discordance of gradient at clevalions ranging from 300 to 4s10 feet. Th.>

eliiel' drainage system c(smpri.sed two siiftsccpicnt rivers, one flowing i;>ast-

ward fri>ui The Narrows, the other son thwest ward through .Sir hh'ancis

Ih-ake rbannch tributary to a mainstrwnn which appears to have flowtnl
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•,<)inh tliroiigli FlajiagHii I'lissage. Tlic yall^n-s of tliese streams were

pi'oiiiinerit ill successive iiplii't.s, and with later subiiKsrgi'iiee made det'i)

4'Hsr-\vet;t ehaiiiiels, wliieh divide the ishiiids into the two .ymups described.

Xo direct ih:dd evidw)C(! eaii he offered for the eiisniiiL' stage of physio-

graphic liistorv, because the areas involved are now part of tlie snb-

merged platform. Yet ample data from ^deques. l\)rto Bico and 8aiid.

Ooix, combined with^ the character of the surface o£ the sul>riiariric plat-

form, indicate that tlic third cycle of erosion just described was foHowcd
by slow snbrnergence and the deposition of a coafcital plain. The latter

m-as deposited on the lowland areas that were fonned during tlie preced-

ing erosion cychi. Coastal phiin ac(;umulatix»n ended with emergence and
11 vial erosion, which proccedi>d so far tJiht onl)' a few lidges and cuestas

remained as testimony of the coastal deposits.

A second submergence brought the water-line within five or six fath-

oms of its present position, drown;ing tlie dissected coa.stal plain and leav-

ing only a few Tertiary iddges and cuestas above sea-level. These were
rapidly planed by wa\x»-action. t'onn.cctiMi witli the rise of tli(» stxand-

linc was the growth of ba.rritn- reets a,r<>iind portions of the platform's

margin, development of local fringing reefs. an,d irrcgrdar actumnlation
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of clastic material on other parts of the bank. These deposits have partly

modified and obscured the forms produced by fluvial erosion in the pre-

vious stage of emergence. There has been further submergence to an

extent of five or six fathoms, bringing the water-level approximately to

its present position. The features of drowning now exhibited in the

shorelines of the*islands are primarily the direct outcome of the latest

upward movement of the strandline. Concomitant with the rise of the

water were vigorous reef growth along the northeastern edge of the bank

and accumulation of detritus elsewhere, particularly in the embayments.

Finally, in very recent time, there has been slight emergence of not more

than two or three feet.

• The land-forms produced in the sequence of events outlined above will

be considered in detail in the order of their development, which may be

summarized as follows

:

1. The oldland.

2. Erosional history of the oldland.

a. First cycle.

b. Second cycle.

c. Third cycle—the submarine platform.

3. Submergence of the submarine platform.

a. Initial submergence.

b. Maximum submergence.

c. Recent slight emergence.

The Oldland

Presumably the oldland was once not only as extensive as the sub-

marine platform upon which the northern islands rest, but extended

without break southward to Saint Croix and westward to Porto Rico.

In rock types it is complex ; in structure it is composed of closely folded

rocks, complicated in places by normal faulting. Much of the topog-

raphy has developed with singular disregard both of rock types and of

rock structures ; but in some areas the lithology and geologic structures

have played such important roles in governing dissection that each re-

quires brief consideration.

ROCK TYPES

The rocks composing the oldland comprise a series of reworked pyro-

clastics, extrusive flows, shallow intrusives and deeper-seated granitoid

intrusives on the one hand; and thin limestones, shales and tuffaeeous

shales on the other. All are Upper Cretaceous in age, as are the related

rocks of Porto Rico. Clastic material other than that derived from vol-

canic eruption is absent, and true sediments are found in much smaller
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quantity than materials of igneous or explosive volcanic origin. Topo-

graphically, however, the sediments have produced important results.

In a consideration of the physiography, description of rock types may be

appropriately restricted to groups which produce similar topographic

forms. Three such groups may be distinguished

:

1. Massive eruptives and shallow intrusives.

2. Deep-seated intrusives.

3. Thinly stratified volcanics and sedimentary rocks.

1. Massive eruptives and shallow intrusives.—This division includes

unstratified, or crudely stratified, coarse agglomerates, which are promi-

nently developed in parts of southern Saint Thomas and Saint John and

which make up considerable portions of Hans Lollik, Tobago, Jost Van
Dyke and northern Tortola and smaller areas elsewhere. Within this

division, also, are included a few volcanic flows^ several shallow intrusive

porphyries of different thicknesses, and considerable amounts of indu-

• rated tuff, all of andesitic composition. These types are characteris-

tically massive and have weathered alike, irrespective of their various

structures and attitudes. Like the similar kinds of materials on Porto

Rico, they are free from quartz and weather rapidly by chemical decora-

position rather than by disintegration. Soils are everywhere existent,

on the steepest of valley walls and on the mountain tops ; but only locally

are they developed to depths greater than five or six feet. The soi]-

covering in the Virgin Islands, on the whole, is thin, and rock ledges

commonly come to view even on gentle hillsides. The tenacity with

which soils cling to the steepest slopes is described by Berkey^ as a feature

of the valleys of Porto Eico. The same characteristic is observable

in the Virgin Islands. Yet thick soils do not exist except on the island

of Saint John, where the vegetation has not been destroyed, and where

it still holds the underlying soils in place. On the other islands the

thinness of the soil mantle is plainly the outcome of wanton destruction

of vegetation, principally for charcoal burning.

The topographic forms produced by erosion in all of tlie rocks in this

division are alike. They bevel the structure indiscriminately. The

young valleys cut into the upland are deep and V-shaped, and in the

more mature valleys, of which there are few, the forms are normally

well rounded.

2. Deep-seated intrusives.—Eocks of the second group are also massive

in character and include a structureless aggregate of plutonic types, with

wide range in composition and in texture. They occur widely as sporadic

^ Berke\ ; C. P. : "Geological Reconnaissance of Porto Rico." Annals N. Y. Acad. Sci-

ences, Vol. XXVI, 1015, pp. 34-35.
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iiijcctioiif i>n. Buck Jslaml soutli ot: Saint Tlioinas_, on iiortluTii Saint

.foliii, on souUiwestftru Tortdla and on the lesser islands near by, Tlie

mmt ('xtfMisive areas ooicrop a^t the <Mist end of Tortola, on Beef Island,

imniediiiloly adjaeent, and on 'Virgin Oorda, which is eonijiosed alnM)3t

wlM)lly of a granitoid intnij^ive extending poutliward tlirough Falleu

.fernsaleni to IfxmnrJ Kock.

Tho rrofiional iorm^ assumed by this type of rook are strikingly dis-

tinctive! wi)Frtn'er the? ty[H' is fonnd in bo<lies large enough to exert an

intbi'Mtet' A,, iK,. f.»n--nn>lp;. \'irdn Hnrrln v^ fbr- lu-^t rvnutnlr. Thr

lirt^

P»ritish ha.-hnj'e inaj) re|»resi>iirs the ceutral bhnrk nt the islanil, whieh

rises into \1rgin Peak with the n|)warfi roiieave proiih^' typieal of a vol-

canie eono. Hie Anierifan chart, following the Briiinli original, attrib-

nles by skotcli eoiitorirs a similar loriri to the island. Xothiiio: eonld be

I'nrrlier Crom the fact. The fornt of the island is e<)n,vex upward (Fig.

14d. \'irgin Peak is a smooth, roinided dcnne, strongly eontrasted in

shape with any of tlie otlier islands of the gronp. The charts eorreelly

suggest, radial (Iraiiiago. but it is n,ot the radial drainage of the voleanie

r-oiie, bur rather of the la<'<Milith. with fringing peninsulas and islands of

flanking stratified roeks. A^ niore special kitn1 of topograjdiic forin^ [)ro-

dueed bv the <-oarser-i,n'ained inlrnsives oecurs on tlie Spanish Toivu
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peninsula of Virgin Gorda and attains the acme of its development in

Fallen Jerusalem. The diorite has decomposed by spheroidal weathering

along joints^ and a tumbled mass of gigantic boulders, some of them 60

to 70 feet square, has produced natural baths along the shore. The en-

tire surface of the peninsula and of Fallen Jerusalem is strewn with

blocks, and from the fancied resemblance to a ruined city Fallen Jeru-

salem takes its name. The feature is found again in milder form on

Beef Island, ^yq miles west, across Sir Francis Drake Channel, where

the same type of rock is at the surface. In general the igneous rocks

usually offer weak resistance to weathering and in some instances under-

lie lowland areas.

3. Thinly stratified volcanics and sedimentary rod's.—Beginning at

Outer Brass Island and extending eastward in a narrow belt through

The Narrows and across Sir Francis Drake Channel as far as Ginger

Island, there is a zone of rocks composed in large part of stratified sedi-

ments and water-deposited pyroclastic rocks which have a distinctive

topographic expression. The sediments include thinly stratified tufl's

and shales which are probably tuffaceous in origin. These two kinds of

rock make up the bulk of the bedded materials; but interstratified with

them are at least three limestone members of two different varieties : one

a thinly bedded, dense lime mud not unlike the shales ; the other a

massive crystalline limestone. The topographic forms produced by these

sediments conform with their structure, and discussion of their surface

expression will be reserved for the next section, in which tlie structures

important to the physiography will be considered. They constitute the

weakest division of the rock groups, and upon one of the slialy members

Lovenlund Valley of northeastern Saint Thomas has been excavated.

The crystalline limestones sometimes form ridges rising above the sur-

rounding levels, as on Congo Cay, which is composed wholly of marble

(Fig. 15), and on West End Peninsula, Tortola, where one of the cliief

members of the central ridge is crystalline limestone.

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

The rocks making up the northern Virgin Islands are complex in

structure. The bedded formations are folded, with dips ranging from

20° to 90°. The strike varies, being west-northwest in central Saint

Thomas, about 10° south of west in western Saint Thomas, and due east-

west throughout all of the eastern islands. On Virgin Gorda, composed

mostly of a massive granitoid intrusive, no structure could t)e deter-

mined. The natural division of the islands into two parallel groups

separated by a series of east-west channels is a direct expression of the
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imilvvlyhv^ nnivtuvv. From imrth to sontli aerosH the p'hitt'urm the rocks

uutero|ii,.iii_u: on tlw. ishiiKk possej^.s a belted eharaetHr. On the north

fik'Tc i> !i hi'diMi strip (if strung, nui.-s^ivo pyroclasties rtiKl s^hiillow iiitrn-

>iv('.s !!i wiiii-Ii sfrudriraJ irontrol ol' surftico I'oriiiH. is hicking; in the

i-vnU:i\ thiii-hothh-d .<edinN'fits hihI (ult, jndilTercjiily ;resistind: tu ei'o-

sion, priMiuniiiiiitc. whilo on ilw s^onth u<;r'nrs anotlior l)road band of

niiissivc r(«k^ sirnihir to those (»!i th(> north. Thero h thus n strip or

Wi'iik >ti-.-ititi..d rorks o.'niriillv hx-nted hotwi'cn two hronder hehs of

strong, nuissivr rooks. 11ir; hitror <'<instituti! tho two iskjnd gronps: the

foTOHT. the s.-rii>s nf chimnds soprtrating them. Mnst of the foriuatioiis,
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i]iereasiiig to 80° and 90° northward to Little Tobago Island. The

structure is open to two interpretations : either it is monoclinal and the

sediments constitute a middle member in the Upper Cretaceous series,

deposited between stages of active A^olcanic eruption, or the structure is

an overturned closed fold in which the structurally weak strata have

served as the axis of folding. The intermediate position of the thinly

bedded rocks renders either interpretation permissible, but several lines

of evidence favor the conclusion that the sediments lie upon the axis of a

fold. The evidence is not physiographic and must be reserved for a later

section of the volume, in which the structural geology will be dealt with.

Physiographically, the weakness of the sediments is most significant.

An easy prey to fluvial erosion, they have been readily excavated into

aligned subsequent valleys, which by submergence have formed the line

of channels separating the northern and southern island groups.

Within and bordering the channel area the surface forms, shorelines

and arrangements of the islands are completely dominated by the geo-

logic structure. They are composed of steeply dipping sediments, and

many of their shorelines present steep dip-slopes, in some cases vertical,

in others dipping 60° to 80° north toward the Atlantic. Cays and penin-

sulas are elongated from east to west in the direction of the strike, and

structural alignment of small islands is a common feature. Thatch,

Grass, Mingo and Lovango cays form the most striking series, a chain

five miles in length, three of the members of which are separated from

each other only by narrow wave-beaten gaps less than one hundred yards

in width. Other less striking cases of structural alignment are foand in

Great Thatch Island and West End Peninsula (Tortola), Little Thatch

Island and Frenchman Cay, and Whistling Cay and Mary Point (Saint

John). The Narrows, a deep, east-west channel not three-quarters of a

mile in width, is eroded out along the strike. In contrast, most of the

topography on the islands north and south of the central channel system

displays no dependence whatever upon structural control, whose only

effect is seen in their grouping.

That faulting plays some part in the geologic structure is to be ex-

pected from the block-fault boundaries of the submarine platform to the

north, south and east. Yet nowhere east of Saint Thomas is there de-

cisive evidence of faulting expressed, either in the topography or in the

rocks; but westward from Magens Bay 8nd Saint Thomas Harbor sev-

eral striking structural and topographic features indicate the importance

of faulting. Among them the following are most suggestive

:

(1) At the base of Picara Point, bounding Magens Bay, measure-

ments of the strike show that the peninsula is not determined by the
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btru!;Uirf:, but truiKiites the structuro (Fig*. 16). 'Tiie strike is approxi-

fiuitelj ?S'. "iQ" W., but Pieura Point trends X. ,50° W. On tlie strength

<tI' tlie (Uncord fill ce ot structure' and t:()]iography, tlie valley c»xt(inding

iulivnd froiii MiigunH ,r>aT and the* ba}' it-self are eonsidfrcd tf) owe Pieir

origin tf> erusiou along a fault zone.

(3) The I'oel^H from '['utu P»ay westward to Santa. Maria 'Bay, rtn tlie

nortlierri shore of Baint Tlionias, huve a eonstaiit strike of S. eS^-TO^
W.. but from Santa Maria liay westward the strike is nuifonnly S. ](>°-

l.y^' W, Between Santa M'siria Buy on the north antl Perseverance Bay
CHI the south, there is a h)W pass whieli strongly suggests a fault valley,

and the abrnnt rhsmgi. in strikt- at Huh pninr .<fn.ii.rt1i<'n« Hif rt.r>fli?-irvn.

Fin. Kl Pienra Point ami If/tf/ens 1h.

(.J) Th«' .shoreline at the wi«st end of Saint Thomas is reetilinear,

trnneating ttie strnetnre at an anghj of m'\ zkgain, the trond of the

'•oast is X. TiO'' 'W., a> in tin- rase of Magens Bay, where;rs the slrikf t»f

tln' roi-ks is S. W W.

(4) if ohservaJions are oxt!>nth>d uutside the lindts of the northern

Virgin Islands, it is I'oiind that the long douhle peninsula of XortlnvesI

Point-Point Sohtado on fulehra has a trend X. W W .. and it is pa,raP

Ich'd by the trreat II arbor-Flamingo P»ay depression. The low, nnd elat-

ing dips of the strata on the nin-theasl >;-ide of Flamingo Point mdioate

that the tupographie tVatures are independent of the strudnral trend of

the rijcks.

Loherk considers that the depression has been formed hy drowning of
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valleys developed along a major joint.^ The interpretation seems justi-

fied by the fact that the kind of rock on both sides of Great Harbor is

the same, but minor faulting seems a preferable hypothesis. The paral-

lelism of the several topographic features between Magens Bay and west-

ern Culebra, their development in different types of rocks with otherwise

unrelated structures, and their wide and irregular spacing favor a belief

that they owe their origin to something more than jointing. The ex-

planation may lie in minor diagonal torsional faulting across the Virgin

Island-Porto Rico platform, perhaps in response to differential move-

ment during block-faulting. The trend of the diagonal faulting and

fracturing suggests eastward lateral movement of the northern block in

the Atlantic, or westward lateral movement of the southern block in the

Caribbean. Other proof of the existence of a strong northwest-southeast

fracture sytsem is found in the drainage pattern in the central block of

Saint Thomas, where most of the ravines dissecting the upland have a

trend parallel to the more prominent features described above. The en

echelon arrangement of fractures appears closely analogous to the en

echelon faulting in northeastern Oklahoma described by several authors

and summarized by Fath.^ The Oklahoma case affects a larger area, the

belts of en echelon faulting extending 65 miles north and south, 20 miles

east and west. Minor normal faulting is clearly shown by displacements

in the Pennsylvania strata, but none of the faults has a throw greater

than 130 feet. Cause for the faulting is believed to exist in differential

lateral movement, which caused torsional strain and fracturing. The
Oklahoma case fits so exactly the features found in the Saint Thomas-

Culebra area that minor faulting from a like cause seems the logical

conclusion. Further discussion of the subject must be deferred to the

section on structural geology.

One other important fault requires mention, for it strongly affects the

physiography of southern Saint Thomas. A persistent series of lowlands

and low passes reaches from Brew-er Bay on the west through the north-

ern expansion of Saint Thomas Harbor, eastward beyond Charlotte

Amalie village. Their independence of structure and rock types and the

discordance of the structures on opposite sides of the aligned lowlands

offer strong evidence of faulting.

' Lobeck. A. K. : "The Physiography of Porto Rico." New York Academy of Sci-

ences, Scientific Survey of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands, Vol. I, Pt. 4, 1922, p. 374.
» Fath, A. E. : "Origin of the faults, anticlines and buried granite ridge of the north-

ern part of the Mid-Continent oil and gas field.'* U. S. G. S., Professional Paper 128,

1921, pp. 75-84.
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE OLDLAXD

The rocks composing the oldland were formed in Upp^r Cretaceous

time, like the corresponding formations on Porto Eico. Fossils found in

the limestone at Coki Point, Saint Thomas, leave no doubt of the age of

the formations in which they are embedded. The intimate association

of limestones, fragmental volcanics, flows and shallow intrusives indi-

cates that slow accumulation of limestone and thin tuffaceous shales

under shallow marine conditions alternated with rapid accumulation of

coarse agglomerates during explosive volcanic activity, which was also

accompanied by extrusion of flows and intrusion of sills and dikes. Most

of the agglomerates were reworked and crudely stratified by wave action

;

but the absence of clastic materials of non-volcanic origin suggests that

the deposits were assembled from a region of volcanics which could not

have supplied clastic material of any other type. Accumulation of ma-

terial was ultimately terminated at the close of Cretaceous time by plu-

tonic intrusion, folding and uplift. Apparently most of the rocks were

not greatly indurated, for in early Tertiary time they suffered rapid

denudation during three partial erosion cycles. On Porto Eico most of

the erosional history of the oldland was accomplished before Middle Oli-

gocene time, when coastal plain deposits were formed upon the lower

erosion level.^^ There is every reason to believe that the early Tertiary

history of Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands was alike. The early de-

velopment may, therefore, be summarized as follows

:

(1) Accumulation of eruptives, shallow intrusives and sediments

(Upper Cretaceous).

(2) Intrusion and orogeny (close of Upper Cretaceous).

(3) Subaerial erosion, with the development of an imperfect

peneplane (first cycle—Paleocene-Eocene?).

(4) Uplift, partial peneplanation (second cycle—Eocene).

(5) Uplift, partial peneplanation (third cycle—Lower Oligo-

cene).

Erosional Histoky of the Oldland

FIRST cycle

It is doubtful whether the word "peneplane" would suggest itself as

being applicable to the northern Virgin Islands, from a casual inspection

of their form. Certainly, the irregular, angular ridges of Saint Thomas

(Fig. 12) and Tortola, and the gently convex mass of Virgin Gorda, offer

" Hubbard, Bela : 'The tieology of the T^ares District, Porto Rico." Scientific Survey

of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands N. Y. Acad. Sciences. Vol. II, Pt. I, 1923, Table 8.
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siirliciiillv little hope of iiiterj)retiii_of their iiiKnxni i^kylines ai* a simple

crosioual surface thai might bv leriiifd a pciicplane. Viewed from the

island of Saint Croix, the iri'egiilar eret?ts wre _aTeatly smoothed out: and

it was Jiot until tlie nortlierii islamls wore s^eeii from this di.statiee that,

the possibility of identif^ying* an elevated pent'phrne, developed hy sub^

aerial erosion, was seriinisly considered. Didy the island of Saint J(>liii

offers ininiedirtte ttoiivietion thiit tlie oldhmd was early redueed tt) no

imperfeet poneplane (see Plate Tla). From I'eiiterline Koad, north id'

(^ameli)erg Peak, ami aji-ain^ from the road a half mile west of Bordeaux,

one sees a gently undidatiri.u" skyline with .•^earcely iriore than one Imndred

feet of r(

find a sin

<ifliinpsi' 1 )f

Yet the eve

lorn' f)ass( :'S

From tli<:' 1

of cenfra'1 F

sight (Fiig.

gently i in<

Fm. 17, Went flmi pcnlmula, Tortola

The Saint John peripplane In the background

;f, Tlie dissection is deep, it is true; for it is impossible to

?, point from wliich a d«ip V-sbaped valley does not ojjen up a

a small emhaynient in the shoreline a thousand feet below,

n-topped skyline is wides]:>read, tliongli if is breached by a few

between streams erodin<r head^ward from north and south,

lisrber elevations oi' wx>st.r!ro, Tortola tlie leveFerested nplaiid

mint .Tolin is more impressive, for there the entire island is in

17). '^^<»t an eminence rises above the eonnnon level; it is a

Inlatiriir surface, verv fvriieallv a peneitlaiH«, 1000 to 12 IT feet
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high. West of Camelberg Peak it is represented by isolated knobs which

are only 820 to 975 feet high and which decrease in height and number

toward Cruz Bay.

With the upland of Saint John as a datum-plane, study of the other

islands of the group reveals numerous but less perfect levels and knobs

developed approximately at the same elevation. On Tortola the spurs of

Sage Mountain have long, gently sloping crests 900 to 1200 feet high,

and the central ridge of the island maintains a minimum elevation of

900 feet, on which such eminences as Sage Mountain, 1780 feet high,

rise as a monadnock cluster (Fig. 13). Few of the other peaks attain a

height greater than 1400 feet. The near-by islands aspire to the common
level : the ridge of Jost Van Dyke reaches a comparatively even top over

1000 feet high in the eastern two-thirds of its length; Guano Island rises

810 feet above sea-level. On Virgin Gorda the central area is domed into

a rounded crest slightly above the requisite level (Fig. 14), but there are

no planed upland areas 'and the spurs on its southeastern and northeast-

ern flanks and the peninsulas to the east and south fall 300 feet short of

the mark. Saint Thomas presents a more complex case. The ridges

north, east and southeast of Saint Thomas town ascend abruptly to alti-

tudes ranging from 875 to 983 feet. These elevations are maintained in

two parallel east-west ridges, separated by a valley which broadens into a

basin at the small settlement of Charlotte xlmalie. The basin is drained

to the southeast through a valley which terminates the southern ridge,

wliile the northern ridge is terminated by a low pass. Eastward the

island rises less than 600 feet above sea-level. The main ridge of Saint

Tliomas west of the town (Fig. 12) has an uneven crest, undulating be-

tween 1100 and 1550 feet. There are no flats, and there is no suggestion

of planation at the thousand-foot contour, for all of the ridge ascends

steeply above it. It appears to be one of the two principal low monad-

nock groups in the northern Virgin Islands. The small block west of

Perseverance Bay attains a height of 910 feet in Fortuna Hill, but there

is little convincing evidence of an upland. ISTorth of Saint Thomas,

TIans Lollik protrudes its 713 feet prominently above the water, but falls

short of attaining the upland level.

Although fragmentary, the evidence favoring the existence of an up-

land erosion surface is widespread and is most conclusive at the following

places

:

(1) On Saint John, whose even skyline serves as a datum-plane for

the first cycle peneplane.

(2) On Tortola, where the main ridge and the spurs of monadnocks

maintain elevations between 900 and 1200 feet.
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(3) On Jost Van Dyke, whose backbone is 1000 feet high.

(4) On eastern Saint Thomas, where the two ridges of a forked up-

land have subequal heights above 875 feet.

(5) In the isolated residuals of islands, which rise to elevations but

little below the peneplane.

SECOND CYCLE

Early in the course of field-work there came to notice a series of gently

sloping spurs along the southern coast of Saint Thomas (Fig. 18).

Northward they terminate abruptly against the sharply rising central

ridge; southward they are inclined toward the Caribbean at an angle of

2° to 4°, where most perfectly developed, terminating in cliffs. If the

profile of the Constant Mill-Haypiece Hill slope is projected across West

Gregorie Channel, it continues less perfectly in the hill summits of

Water Island (see Plate Ila). The profile of Hassel Island shows a

similar relationship to the mainland. The recurrence of flats at eleva-

tions of 225 to 375 feet throughout this portion of the southern coast of

Saint Thomas demanded explanation as a separate cycle in physiographic

development.

Because of the gentle southward inclination and the abrupt termina-

tion of these rock benches against the main ridge of the island, it was at

first postulated that they were elevated wave-cut benches. Examination

was made for evidence of wave-cutting, but none was found. There is

no trace of a wave-cut cliff at the base of the main ridge slope, and ma-

rine deposits are absent. Further study was immediately begun to find

a corresponding level of marine or subaerial erosion at the same elevation

elsewhere, particularly on the islands facing the Atlantic, wliere, if the

feature were of marine origin, more extensive development was to be

expected. Field and map studies hav^ been rewarded by tlie following

examples

:

West of Saint Thomas, Dutchman Cap, Salt Cay and Savana Island

reach the approximate elevation of the Saint Thomas benches, ranging

between 242 and 278 feet. The crest of Savana Island is noticeably

level. Along the north coast. Inner Brass, Little Hans Ijollik and tlie

southern end of Big Hans Lollik islands, Tropaco and Mandal points,

and the hills northwest and south of Water Bay, all maintain persistent

levels slightly above and below the 250-foot contour; but the most ex-

tensive development of the level is found in the central and southern

part of eastern Saint Thomas. Beginning at the low pass (400 feet

high) on the road extending east from Saint Thomas town to the New
Herrnhut Mission, it expands and fills the broad basin from Charlotte
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in the interior of Saint Thomas (Fig. 20) ; and the well-established

gradients of several valleys above the 400-foot contour in Saint John,

sharply discordant with the valleys of recent development, all point to

the former existence of a baselevel, with the sea 225 or 250 feet above its

present position. Sufficient erosion occurred at this level to form a dis-

sected surface as extensive, at least, as the inter-island areas of today and

presumably reaching northward and southward to the margins of the

platform. The remnants which still exist represent only its innermost

edge. From the protected positions of many of them, their origin must

be considered fluvial, but marine planation of the marginal areas, since

removed, may be assumed. The first cycle of peneplanation seems, there-

fore, to have been terminated by uplift of 700 feet or more. Dissection

of the upper peneplane proceeded until but a few remnants of it re-

mained, while a country of late mature topography was developed toward

the new baselevel.

TIIIED CYCLE THE SUBMARINE PLATFORM

The submarine platform surrounding the northern Virgin Islands,

Culebra and Vieques has been studied briefly by Vaughan, whose article

on its physiographic features^^ gives the impression that its origin was

entirely a phase of marine planation during the Pleistocene. The outer

portion of the platform, particularly on its northern side, has an average

depth of 30 fathoms, which, according to Daly,^^ corresponds to the level

of wave-cutting during the time of maximum glaciation. Vaughan as-

sumes that a graded wave-cut terrace can be rapidly formed to depths of

10 fathoms in soft materials, and concludes from the present depth of

the outer margins of the Virgin Islands' platform, that sea-level was

lowered some 20 fathoms, presumably from a position approximating its

present level, and that the areas now below 20 fathoms were wave-cut

during the maximum glaciation of Pleistocene time. The profiles which

he has selected for interpretation show not only the lower bench at 26 to

34 fathoms, but an intermediate one at 14 to 20 fathoms and an upper

one at 6 to 10 fathoms. Each of these he considers to have been cut in-

dependently during temporary stands of the shifting water-line of Pleis-

tocene time. The depth of the lower bench corresponds closely to the

depths of the platforms surrounding oceanic islands the world over,

whose origin is ascribed by Daly to marine planation when the ice-caps

" Vaughan, T. W. : "Some littoral and subllttoral physiographic features of the Vir-

gin and northern I^eeward Islands and their bearing on the coral-reef problem." Jour.

Wash. Acad. Sci., Vol. VI, 1916, pp. 53-66.

" Daly, R. A. : "The glacial control theory of coral reefs." Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

and Sciences. Vol. LI, 1915.
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of Europe and America had withdrawn a maximum of water from the

ocean. Lobeck passed over the subject by citing Yaughan and Daly/^

but not without addition of a vital idea^ which carries back the initial

origin of the submarine platform to the Tertiary, and which affects any

explanation offered to account for the redevelopment of the platform in

more recent time. He concludes that Tertiary limestones underlie the

Cordilleras Eeefs, although there are no Tertiary outcrops above the reef,

on Culebra or on the mainland near by. His considerations were re-

stricted to that portion of the platform immediately east of Porto Eico

and will, therefore, be given further consideration in Chapter IV.

Vaughan's interpretations, it is true, do not preclude this probability,

and perhaps he had it in mind in describing the banks or ridges north of

Saint Thomas.^* But the probable existence of Tertiary ridges upon the

platform necessitates a consideration of the initial origin of a platform

on which a Tertiary coastal plain was deposited, and of the means by

which the coastal plain sediments were partly stripped to form the sur-

face of the present platform.

Solution of the Tertiary coastal-plain problem thus raised made a

careful study of the platform necessary. In the field, efforts were made

to locate Tertiary limestone outcrops ; in the laboratory the platform was

contoured at five- and ultimately at two-fathom intervals, and a series of

north-south profiles were plotted at intervals of five miles from Porto

Hieo to xlnegada (Plate II). The study has shown that remnants of

horizontal coastal-plain deposits, presumably Tertiary, are common; that

their dissection can not be interpreted as the result of marine planation,

but must be considered fluvial; that the re-excavation of the platform

antedated the Pleistocene and was thus in no way related to Pleistocene

wave-cutting. The latter was effectual, if at all, only in modifying the

pre-Pleistocene surface. The evidence on which these conclusions are

based will be set forth at length.

Lobeck has described a lower peneplane on Porto Eico over 1000 feet

below the upper peneplane, whose irregular surface can be explained only

as the result of fluvial erosion.^^ It is marked by a gradual descent in

elevation from west to east, and its meager representations in eastern

Porto Eico are in many places submerged. Lobeck identifies it again on

southern and eastern Vieques and in the larger valleys of Culebra. In

Porto Eico much of the lower peneplane is overlapped by a Tertiary

coastal plain which completely buries it west of Morovis on the northern

i» Lobeck, A. K. : Op. cit, pp. 346-348.
»* Vaughaii. T. W. : Op. cit., p. 59.

15 rebeck. A. K. : Op. cit., pp. 315-320.
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side of the island, and which exists only in fragments between Morovis

and Loiza, disappearing completely a short distance west of Eio Grande.

On eastern Porto Eico the coastal plain is absent, and the lower peneplane

is poorly represented, chiefly in alluvium-covered valleys. Along the

south side of the island the lower peneplane is a rough, mature erosion

surface, and the coastal plain is restricted and fragmentary. Both re-

appear in Vieques.^**

To assume that either the lower peneplane of Porto Eico or the Ter-

tiary coastal plain comes to an abrupt termination at the present coast-

line would be, to say the least, illogical. The failure of both in eastern

Porto Eico is an outcome of the limited dissection of the Luquillo and

Sierra de Cayey monadnock groups, in which denudation has been so

slow that comparatively high hills approach the coast and locally consti-

tute sections of the shoreline ; but in the Culebra-Vieques-Yirgin Islands

area there are no comparable resistant monadnock groups, and dissection

during the formation of the lower peneplane of Porto Eico attained its

niaximum development by formation of the extensive lowlands which

now constitute the submarine platform. The islands are the small unre-

duced remnants still standing above the third-cycle level, or ^'lower pene-

plane.'^ The nature of its surface is conjectural, because only its inner-

most edges are now unsubmerged and because the surface of the platform

has been considerably modified by deposition. On the islands themselves

its inner edges constitute a fluvial surface, meagerly represented in the

larger stream valleys and in their drowned mouths. The fact that it is

submerged from Porto Eico to the eastern end of the Virgin Islands bank

is by no means an indication that its surface was formed by marine

planation. Its submergence is the result of differential depression, later

in origin than deposition of the coastal plain and without bearing upon

its genesis. Thus, the surface on which the Tertiary beds rest is 500

feet higher at Lares than at Corozal and at least 250 feet higher at

Corozal than at Loiza, where it is below sea-level. Eastward tilting has

brought the lower peneplane nearly 1000 feet lower in the Virgin Islands

region than it is at Lares. The steep, rocky shorelines of the Virgin

Islands from Saint Thomas to Tortola, in strong contrast to the low or

subdued shorelines of Vieques and Porto Eico, are attributable to the

greater amount of depression, which has brought the level of the sea to

the steep erosion slopes between the lower peneplane and the second cycle

erosion level. It is not unlikely that the gradual decrease in deptlis

toward the northeastern corner of the platform is due to upwarping in

»« Lobeck. A. K. : Op. cit, pp. 320 and 324.
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this direction, but less dissection prior to submergence is an alternate

and equally admissible hypothesis.

Although the marginal portions of the platform north and south of

the two island groups offer little means of interpreting the nature of the

lower peneplane surface^ the inter-island areas present features which

have direct bearing on the problem. The Sir Francis Drake Channel

area is the most striking and will be considered in detail. Other locali-

ties, although equally typical, will be used for supplementary illustra-

tion. Sir Francis Drake Channel (Fig. 21) extends from The Narrows,

between Saint John and Great Thatch Island, to the Dog Islands^ which

partly enclose its northeastern exit between Tortola and Virgin Gorda.

It is shut in on the north by Tortola ; on the south its enclosure is only

partly effected by Saint John, ISTorman, Peter, Salt, Cooper and Ginger

islands; on the east it is bounded by Virgin Gorda. It is 20 miles long;

in width it varies from three-fourths of a mile at The Narrows to slightly

less than five miles. Although it has numerous openings between islands

into the Caribbean, it opens toward the Atlantic only at its northeastern

extremity and in two very narrow gaps at its western end. None of the

openings is more than a mile in width, but their depths are usually con-

siderable (60 to 120 feet). The broken island barrier on the south and

the bulk of Tortola on the north completely protect the channel from

any important amount of wave erosion and have similarly protected it

throughout its history. Its excavation can not, therefore, be interpreted

as a phase of marine planation, but is clearly the outcome of fluvial ero-

sion. The complexities of its surface require further analysis.

Study of the submarine contours serves to throw the relief of the

channel into two distinct levels whose areal extents are subequal. The

upper consists of a group of mesa-like ridges and flat-topped terraces

which even in small isolated occurrences attain a strikingly persistent

level of six to eight fathoms. The deeper is less regular in elevation and

varies between 14 and 28 fathoms. The latter is not a unified area, but

is considerably broken into irregular, semi-basinal depressions bounded by

steep walls. One of the simplest of these depressions extends westward

from Frenchman Cay through Thatch Island Cut. It is 13 to 16 fath-

oms in depth, and its trend, together with the trend of its ramifications,

such as Sopers Hole, parallels the geological structure. The elongate

outline of the depression, its relation to the structure, its protection

from the sea, and the character of its outlets, now partly choked by de-

posits, permit but a single interpretation of its initial origin ; it is a sub-

sequent valley, formed by normal fluvial processes, modified by later

deposits.
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The western depression just described is separated b}' a slender ridge

from a similar narrow trough extending from a point a half mile east of

Frenchman Cay to Seacow Bay, a distance of four miles (Fig. 21). It

parallels the coast of Tortola, lying within a mile of the shoreline, and

ranges in depth from 14 to 19 fathoms. It is separated from a deeper

depression three-fourths of a mile to the south by a ridge which lies 6V2

to 8 fathoms beneath sea-level, but it joins the deeper trough through a

narrow channel 1% miles south of Seacow Bay. It also is flanked by

steeply sloping walls, but the southern wall against the submerged ridge

is uniformly steeper than the northern against Tortola. Both escarp-

ments are somewhat irregular, and the southern is varied by two deep

re-entrants, one of which is over one mile long and one-fifth of a mile

wide, with a depth of 19 fathoms. The flat floor of the depression is

broken by two isolated ridges and several "noses," or terraces, over 60

feet high, protruding from the northern escarpment. The flatness of the

surface is only in small part the result of later deposition, because wliere

deposits can be definitely identified upon its surface, they appear to in-

crease rather than diminish the relief. The deepest areas are fouiul in

the re-entrants and in the outlet channel, farthest removed from the Tor-

tolan coast. It may be concluded from their location that the material

accumulating in the trough is derived entirely from Tortola, and that

none of it has come from the submerged ridge south of the trough. I'lie

depression is narrow and follows closely the shoreline, which ])a8ses from

thin-bedded volcanics into massive agglomerates a short distance east of

Fort Eecovery, where structural control ceases to play any part in the

coastal outline. The trend and shape of the trough and of the sul)-

merged ridge paralleling it show that the structure of the Cretaceous

rocks is an unimportant factor in determining their outlines. Southeast

of Eoad Harbor another smaller depression, forked by Denmark Banks,

grades southward from 12 ^o 20 fathoms, and also maintains a deep,

slender channel connection ^^dth the southerly basin. It is separated

from the trough to the east by a drowned, flat-topped spur which broad-

ens into an irregular, mesa-like eminence four to seven fatboms beneatli

the surface.

The largest depression is the southerly one, with which the two just

described are connected. Although irregular in outline, it has an east-

west elongation of seven miles and a width which varies up to one mile.

Its depth begins where the inner ones leave off, ranging from 20 to 28

fathoms. A very narrow, tortuous, partly filled channel leads from it

toward the south through Flanagan Passage, between Flanagan and

Pelican islands, where the channel is lost in shallower water of 18 to 20
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fathoms. Except for the two channels leading into it and the one lead-

ing out, the depression is rimmed by an escarpment whose slopes rise

from 100 to 130 feet at an angle usually greater than 5°. In places they

may be nearly vertical, but chart soundings do not give adequate infor-

mation for an unqualified assertion. All the levels surrounding it are

five to seven fathoms deep and consist of terraces from the adjacent

islands, ridges and isolated knobs, which locally rise abruptly above its

otherwise flat floor.

In the entire eastern half of Sir Francis Drake Channel the character

of the bottom is in strong contrast to the features in the western half.

It is at a higher elevation—13 to 15 fathoms, with one depression of 18

fathoms between Beef Island and Virgin Gorda. Escarpments, ridges

and channels are conspicuously absent.

The fundamental elements involved in the submarine features in Sir

Francis Drake Channel appear to be the following: (1) its location (in

the western half, at least) upon the highly folded, thinly stratified Cre-

taceous rocks, which, from the amount of excavation they have suffered

wherever they are found, must be comparatively non-resistant to erosion

;

(2) its protected position between islands which have made extensive

marine planation impossible within it; (3) the occurrence within its

central portion of a series of flat-topped ridges, spurs and knobs w^hich

rise above the deeper areas to an almost constant level at five to seven

fathoms; (4) the existence of four types of basinal depressions at two

different levels below the upper submerged terraces (one at the west,

conforming strictly with Cretaceous structure, 13 to 16 fathoms deep;

one at similar depths immediately off the Tortolan coast^ flat-floored,

within the GO-foot escarpment of a submerged ridge; a deeper one, like

the last, but 20 to 28 fathoms deep, outside the ridge which encloses the

inner trough ; the last, a reliefless surface, largely veneered by deposits,

underlying the western half of the channel 13 to 15 fathoms below sea-

level)
; (5) tlie presence of traceable outlets from all of the submerged

troughs. Any theory of origin proposed to explain the features of Sir

Francis Drake Channel must be built upon these five points. The Pleis-

tocene marine planation theory of Vaughan is plainly inapplicable. The

14-to 19-fathom basins recall the 14-to 20-fathom terrace he describes,

but, enclosed as they are, they can not be of marine origin. The deeper

l)asin suggests his 28-to 34-fathom marginal terrace, but it, too, is com-

pletely circumscribed by higlier ridges and possesses but a narrow outlet,

through which weaves could not work. Marine planation can not, there-

fore, explain the two lower levels, although it does explain in part the
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six-to eight-fathom bench. Another explanation must be songlit for the

basins.

The formation of the depressions may be interpreted as the result of

flnvial erosion and yet conform with the A^aughan hypothesis, if they are

thought of as interior lowlands carved on soft rocks while marine plana-

tion was in process on the coastal borders of the oldland. Even this

supposition fails, however, if the baselevels necessitated by A^aughan's

hypothesis be accepted. He infers that the 14-to 2()-fathom bench was

cut first ;^' that uplift occurred to the 2()-fathom level (or sliglitly more),

and tlien wave-cutting formed that portion of tlie bench now below 26

fatlioms ; that submergence to the six-fathom level w{us followed by

planation of the upper series of terraces. The d(^pressions ol' interme-

diate depth in the Sir Francis Drake Chan m\l area could not have been

formed with sea-level at 14 fatlioms, because their (k^pths are regularly

lower than 14 fathoms. That their depth resulted from fluvial dissec-

tion while the sea was Avorking at a 20- or 25-fathom baselevel is admis-

sible, but the interpretation is unnecessary. Depths greater tlian 20

fathoms occur only in one of the basins, where they are sufficiently close

to the 30-fatliom deptli, four miles southw(»st of Flanagan Passage, to

justify the assumption that both areas were initially eroded to the same

baselevel and Avere continuous. The inner troughs are connected with the

deeper depression by channels whose slope is gentle and almost graded.

Wliere discordance of slo})e exists, it appears to be due to recent (kjposi-

tion of material in the submerged channels. There is, in brief, no con-

clusive and indisputable evidence which makes it necessary to consider

the two trough levels the results of two erosion cycles. It is a funda-

mental principle in fluvial erosion that a lowland formed on soft rocks

wears downward only as fast as its outlet cuts downward. Tlie inner

depressions are soft rock lowlands ; their narrow outlets have cut through

a ridge which presumably is resistant ; hence their higher (devation is the

result of retarded erosion.

The flatness of the floor of the inner trougli and the independence of

Cretaceous rock structures exhibited by its outline strongly impel one to

conclude that it is an inner lowland in a southward-sloping coastal plain.

If the coastal plain and inner lowland of A'ieques were completely

drowned, an inner trougli with narrow channels to the deeper platform

beyond would be produced, much as we find them south of Tortola. Per-

haps a more striking resemblance would be produced by complete sub-

mergence of the coastfil plain in the vicinity of Guanica, in southern

»" Vaiighan, T. W. : Op. cit., p. 60.
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Porto EicOj where two partly drowned lowlands, separated by flat-topped

Tertiary strata, would produce a submarine surface analogous to the

inner and outer troughs in Sir Francis Drake Channel. There would,

however, be little difference in the depths of the two lowlands in the case

of the Guanica region. A dissected coastal plain cut to different but

contemporaneous levels by differential fluvial erosion is adequate to ex-

plain the troughs, channels, ridges and spurs in the west-central area of

Sir Francis Drake Channel.

The narrow depression at the western end of the channel is constantly

scoured by strong currents, and little deposition is in process within it

at the present time. It may be, therefore, that coastal-plain material

was never deposited there ; or, if deposited, that it has been removed by

later fluvial dissection. That the depth of this trough is the same as

that of the inner troughs immediately east appears to be the result of

fluvial grading which accidentally attained similar elevations in adjacent

but independent lowlands. The eastern half of Sir Francis Drake Chan-

nel affords no evidence for belief or disbelief in the presence of a coastal

jflaiu. The strong contrast which it affords to the western section seems

due to the termination of the weak folded Cretaceous sediments against

the dioritic intrusion which outcrops in large areas of eastern Tortola,

Beef Island, Virgin Gorda and Fallen Jerusalem and in smaller areas in

(linger and Cooper islands. The diorite weathers rather evenly into

smooth, rounded forms of low relief and would not offer the same oppor-

tunities for deep differential dissection as in the folded sediments west-

ward. The surface has been smoothed by recent deposition, but whether

or not the area is underlain by the coastal plain is not indicated by its

form.

Sir Francis Drake Channel, as a local inter-island section of the sub-

marine platform, reveals, therefore, a complex history. Originally dis-

sected during the third erosion cycle by subsequent rivers, which formed

an elongate lowland upon the soft layers of folded, thinly bedded Creta-

ceous tuffs and limestones, it was filled during the period of Tertiary

submergence by coastal-plain nuiterial. Dissection of the latter during

uplift and ultimate resubmergenee are responsible for the characteristics

of its present surface.

With Sir Francis Drake Channel as a type area, the development of

the balance of the northern Virgin Islands platform is more easily under-

stood. The second cycle of erosion was ended by uplift which initiated

a third cycle corresponding to that during which the lower peneplane of

Lobeck wa.s formed in Porto Rico. The amount of uplift can not be

determined with precision, but was not less than 350 feet and appears to
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have been between 400 and 450 feet. As in Porta Eico, the denudation

which followed was fluvial, as may be seen wherever its results have not

been buried beneath later deposits. The channels and sounds between

the larger cays and islands were excavated during this stage of develop-

ment. Some of them follow structural lines of weakness; others, geo-

logical contacts and boundaries; others, areas of easily excavated rock.

For many no geological raison d'etre can be proposed. Thus, Sir Francis

Drake Channel is a subsequent valley, eroded on thin-bedded limestones

and tuffs in its western half ; its eastern half appears to have been formed

on an area of easily denuded diorite, which outcrops on the adjacent

islands. The unnamed sound between Jost Van Dyke and Saint John

accords with the structural trend of the tuffs and limestones on the south

and the massive agglomerates on the north. It is thus a subsequent low-

land. Leeward, Salt Cay and Dutchcap passages and Southwest Eoad

are similarly explained. The Magens Bay-Outer Brass drowned valley,

Savana Passage and possibly Pillsbury Sound are excavated on fracture

lines.

The inter-island channels, however, represent only the inner fringes of

dissection ; more thorough peneplanation was accomplished along the

seaward margins. Thus the broad shelf to the north of the islands and

the narrower one on the south were reduced to a peneplane of very low

relief. Whether or not wave-cutting played a prominent part around the

margins of the platform during this third erosion cycle, there seems no

direct means of telling. The importance of the sea as an agent of de-

' struction in the tropics has been considerably exaggerated by many

authors. It notches the coa**^tline and constructs a narrow wave-cut and

wave-built platform; but before it carries its work of wave-cutting very

far—in fact, as soon as a shallow platform is constructed upon which

marine organisms can thrive—the waves expend their force against

vigorously growing coral reefs, and wave-cutting of the shoreline stops.

Except in those localities where a terrace is not yet formed, the coasts of

the islands today are largely protected by fringing and barrier reefs.

Subaerial weathering, on the other hand, has no checks. Climatic factors

enable it to work quickly. It has been the dominant destructive force in

the denudation of Porto Eico and the Virgin Islands, while the ocean,

hampered in its destructive work, ha,s afforded every opportunity for the

constructive work of organisms. Xot only, therefore, does the concrete

evidence of subsurface forms indicate that the ocean played a small part

in the planation of the Virgin Islands platform, but the limited effec-

tiveness of waves in eroding the shoreline at the present time indicates
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that subaerial erosion must be regarded as the chief factor in peneplana-

tion in the past as well as in the present.

Following the dissection of the third cycle, the peneplane which had

been formed was submerged, supposedly in Oligocene time as in Porto

Rico, and a coastal plain was deposited. The coastal plain, now resub-

merged, has no expression above sea-level, but must be inferred from the

character of the platform surface. In the Sir Francis Drake Channel

area, mesa-like ridges and terraces whose horizontal bases and irregular

forms are characteristic of unfolded strata are undoubtedly Tertiary

limestones. The flat tops of these submarine hills, measuring a mile in

width and three or four miles in length without ten feet of relief, are

their most significant feature. They are invariably leveled off five to

eight, and usually six or seven, fathoms beneath the surface—a depth

that accords with the upper wave-cut terrace which Vaughan has identi-

fied around the margins of so many of the islands. It seems probable

that their broad, horizontal tops must have formed by moderate wave-

action working on soft material w^ith flat structure. These ridges and

terraces in no way resemble recent growths of fringing and barrier reefs.

They are not benches cut on Cretaceous rocks, because they are inde-

peudent of structural trend and could not have developed in this situa-

tion on rocks as diverse in resistauce as the oldland volcanics. jSTo sim-

ilar flats formed on oldland rocks anywhere in the islands at this level,

even where exposed to vigorous wave-cutting. Subaerially dissected

coastal-plain deposits alone could develop the form which they exhibit,

but their flat tops must have been perfected by some wave planation

which beveled their irregularities at a five-fathom baselevel. Adequate

evidence, which will be considered on later pages, indicates that the sea

worked about ^ve fathoms lower before it reached its present level; so

this stage in the physiographic history may be accepted in anticipation

to explain the flat mesa tops. The depressions cut below the ridges rep-

resent the dissection which followed deposition and emergence of the

coastal plain.

The assumption that a dissected coastal plain overlies the rocks of the

oldland upon the submarine platform serves to explain many of its hills,

ridges and escarpments which w^ould otherwise be inexplicable. The

banks north of Tortola and Saint Thomas, including Kingfish, Barra-

couta and Whale, bear no resemblance to coral reefs, as Vaughan has

recognized.^^ The east-west elongation of Kingfish Bank might lead to

the hasty conclusion that it is a structural ridge, dependent on the strike

of the Cretaceous strata ; but its elongation and the nature of its dissec-

ts Vaughan, T. W. : Op. clt., p. 59.
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tion are equally cliaracteristic of an eroded coastal plain. Adjacent sub-

sidiary eminences lying southeast of the main bank can be more readily

comprehended as coastal-plain remnants than as oldland remnants.

Vaughan interprets the banks as wave-cut terraces formed during a first

stage of marine planation^ but he has missed the fact that perfect flats

occur on the ridges at 8 to 9, at 11 to 13 and at 19 to 20 fathoms—

a

variation impossible in normal wave-cutting, but common in the fluvial

dissection of horizontal rocks. Other small elongate ridges are common
on the platform, a strong one lying between Outer Brass and Hans TjoI-

lik islands. South of Saint Tht>mas and Saint John there are six or

more between Frenchman Cap and Flanagan Passage, most of which

attain a depth of 13 fathoms.

Marginal to the maximum depths of 26 to 35 fathoms at the southern

border of the platform (but within the submerged fringing coral reef),

there is a persistent, but breached, ridge that rises over 100 feet. It ex-

tends from a point southwest of Gorman Island northeastward beyond

Virgin Gorda. It resembles the outer drowned reef in its relationships,

but is uniformly broader and is thoroughly dissected by young valleys

which cut through it and expand within it into typical inner lowlands.

The relationships of this ridge to an inner lowland within and to a deeper

level of dissection and the fringing reef without, as well as its dissection,

can be explained only on the assumption that it is a remnant of the

coastal plain. At the northern margin of the bank, similar ridges occur

and the drowned fringing reef is absent, Anegada being a striking exam-

ple of a ridge that has been built up above the surface. As large-scale

charts showing the northern edge of the bank are available only for th'^

Culebra region, description of the northern drowned ridges will be de-

ferred to Chapter IV, on Vieques and Culebra. It can not be proved, nor

is it necessary to assume, that all of the small prominences rising above

the surface of the submarine platform are coastal-plain remnants. Not

a few of the isolated knobs are undoubtedly oldland rocks, which, like

Frenchman Cap or Sail Eock, stand out above fringing Tertiary lime-

stones; but the major ridges of the platform have every feature of a

dissected coastal plain.

That the dissection of the coastal plain was fluvial, not marine, needs

little further demonstration. The inner lowlands protected from wave-

cutting, the deep valleys cutting through the ridges, the monadnocks

rising above the level of dissection, and the divergent levels to which

denudation lias proceeded in various portions of the platform afford

ample proof that marine planation, if it played any part at all, worked

only in a limited way around the margins of the bank. Vaughan, how-
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ever, is convinced that the formation of the platform as a whole is the

result of wave-cutting at three levels. The validity of the upper and

latest marine terrace seems assured, as will be further developed in the

next section. His evidence for the lower terraces, at 16 to 20 and 26 to

34 fathoms, demands consideration. From the absence of the interme-

diate terrace off the Atlantic islands he assumes it was removed during

the formation of the lower one, which it antedated. On the platform

north of the islands, according to his view, the intermediate terrace,

bounded seaward by a distinct wave-cut cliff, is found on Kingiish, Bar-

racouta and Whale banks. The diversity of elevations found on these

banks, however, is not characteristic of wave-cutting, and their seaward-

facing escarpments may be explained as subaerially developed bluffs,

while their southward-facing scarps and the valleys within them must be

so explained. South of Jost Van Dyke and Tobago his intermediate ter-

race, protected by islands, could not have been wave-formed. Further-

more, the escarpment is not clear-cut between the islands and is absent

in the broad western outlet of the sound. Between Hans Lollik and

Dutcheap Passage the restricted occurrence of the "terrace'^ is again in

direct association with islands whose presence means resistant oldland

rock beneath and protection from erosion behind them.

The escarpment between Hans Lollik and Outer Brass is formed by a

coastal-plain ridge ; that in the vicinity of Salt Cay Passage is associated

with a hooked ridge attached to Dutchman Cap ; that in Savana Passage

marks the divide between northern and southern drainage, when the

platform was emergent. Elsewhere there is no scarp between the as-

sumed intermediate and lower terraces, but the slope from 8 to 30 fath-

oms is gentle and more or less evenly graded. South of the islands there

is no lower terrace between Sail Bock and Frenchman Cap, but occa-

sional depression contours at depths of 25 to 28 fathoms indicate that

the lower level was formed, and that much of the supposed intermediate

level represents later deposition. East of Frenchman Cap the inter-

mediate terrace is found only behind coastal-plain ridges and undoubt-

edly represents, as it does westward, later accumulations above the lower

terrace. The escarpment between the two is always the escarpment

formed by the ridgee, which rise regularly above the assumed interme-

diate terrace level. From these facts only one conclusion can be drawn

:

that the intermediate terrace of Vaughan is not a wave-cut terrace, but

where it exists at all, it represents the sum of two processes, namely,

slower initial erosion behind barrier ridges of oldland or coastal-plain

rocks, and more rapid filling in the same areas after submergence. That

the lower terrace is not marine in origin has already been demonstrated.
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In conclusion, the entire submarine platform owes its form to four

distinct stages of physiographic development: (1) uplift of some 400 to

450 feet and early Tertiary peneplanation at this level; (2) submergence

and coastal-plain deposition, presumably in Oligocene time; (3) late

Tertiary emergence and fluvial dissection of the coastal plain; (4) sub-

mergence, the results of which will be outlined in the following sections.

Submergence of the Submarine Platform

INITIAL submergence

Submergence of the submarine platform seems to have taken place in

two stages. Initial submergence brought the sea approximately to the

present 4%-fathom contour, at which, as a baselevel, some local marine

planation and constructive work were accomplished prior to maximum
submergence. The destructive work was limited to the formation of

wave-cut terraces where conditions favored their development. Such

conditions were found (1) where the materials upon which the sea

worked were easily eroded, and (2) where the water offshore was suffi-

ciently shallow for the floor to be built up rapidly to a level where wave-

cutting became possible. Where the water offshore is deep, waves do not

break; they accomplish no erosive work until a submarine talus slope is

built up to a point where they may break. Upbuilding to the requisite

level did not occur along much of the northern shorelines of the Atlantic-

facing islands and a submarine terrace is absent. In fact, none has been

formed at the level of later maximum sabmergence, and today the weaves

rise and fall ineffectively against the coasts of these islands. A terrace

is similarly absent beneath many of the headlands of the southern coasts,

but elsewhere it is present. Terraces or wave-beaten gaps appear to have

been formed at the 4%-fathom water-level in the following places: (1)

the spurs, ridges, mesas and terraces in western Sir Francis Drake Clian-

nel (Fig. 21) ; (2) the inter-island channel levels off northeastern Tor-

tola; (3) the platform above which Fallen Jerusalem and Eound Eock

rise and the bench surrounding much of Virgin Gorda; (4) channels

between Salt and Cooper islands, Lovango and Mingo cays, Mercurius

Rock and Tobago, Outer and Inner Brass and other islands and cays;

(5) distinct benches, bounded by escarpments south and east of Tobago;

southwest of Inner Brass Island ; in Windward Passage between Lovango

Cay and Saint John; in the broad embayment on the southeast side of

Peter Island; (6) small flats constituting the maximum elevations of

Kingfish and Whale banks. Turtle Head and other submerged eminences

rising above the platform; (?) terraces grading without perceptible es-
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earpments into the outer and deeper portions of the platform—a feature

commonly displayed off southern Saint Thomas and Saint John, where

the outer portion of the bank is uniformly shallow. Many minor areas

where a 6- to 10-fathom bench is present might be mentioned, but ex-

amples may best be multiplied by inspection of the charts of the area.^^

Ever since its submergence, deposition has been in constant progress

u|X)n the platform, tending to be greatest in embayments. Witliin a

relatively short time embayments are filled to sea-level by bar develop-

ment and accumulation of alluvium in lagoons behind bars. Although

the sea has been at its present level only a short time, Judging from its

erosive effects, nevertheless many of the smaller bays have been partly or

completely filled. If a longer stand was made at the 414-fathom level,

bay-filling must have been extensive, and in the larger bays, where recent

fiUing has not wholly buried the older deposits, depths of 4 to 6 fathoms

should be prevalent. This is strikingly the case. Saint Thomas Harbor

fias maximum depths of 4^/4 to 6 fathoms, although marginally it is filled

to higher levels. With but slight modification, this is true of East

Ciregorie (.'hannel, Santa Maria, Hull, Magens, Water-Smith, Redhook,

(rreat. Saint James and Jersey bays, on Saint Thomas ; of Coral Harbor,

Saint John; of Road Harbor, Tortola; of South and eastern Gorda

sounds. Virgin Gorda. A few smaller bays also afford additional illus-

tration of the feature.

Concomitant with initial submergence of the platform was the up-

growth of coral reefs toward the water surface. The most conspicuous

of the reefs whose development appears directly related to the early sub-

mergence is the drowned barrier reef at the southern edge of the bank.

The normal depth within it is 22 to 34 fathoms, above which it rises

about 100 feet as a long persistent ridge. It begins in a few broken

patches at the edge of the bank four miles east of Pajaros Point, at the

east end of Virgin Gorda, and develops into a slender reef which extends

unbroken for 25 miles, to a point south of Korman Island (Plate II).

There soundings have not been numerous enough to demonstrate its

persistence, but it probably continues withoiit a break some ten miles

farther. Due south of Dittless Point, Saint John, it is breached; and

westward, although constantly recurrent, it no longer possesses that

degree of regularity and constancy which characterizes it to the north-

east. South of Saint Thomas it has a patchy development; eastward,

although occasionally suggested, it ceases to be a prominent feature in

the submarine topography. It is a narrow ridge, usually less than 200

i»Cf. charts, No. 905, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, and No. 3004, Hydrographic
Office, IT. S. Navy.
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yards wide above the twenty-fathom submarine contour, paralleling the

edge of the bank at a distance varying from 200 to 500 yards. It appar-

ently represents a coral reef which grew up with progressive sul)mergence

of the island group, but the cause of its death is sonunvhat mysterious.

It is possible that submergence proceeded too rapidly for it to keep pace,

and it thus suffered death by drowning. It certainly seems to have

grown most vigorously and uniformly during the early stages of growth,

and its poor development westward occurs in the shallower ])ortions of

the platform. Yet this explanation seems inadequate. Evidence which

will be discussed in a later chapter, dealing with the submarine platform

in the Culebra-Vieques area, indicates that subaerial dissection of the

coastal plain occurred in late Tertiary time, and that its initial submer-

gence took place immediately before the Pleistocene. In the Pleistocene

the strandline undoubtedly underwent a series of oscilhitions during the

five glacial stages^ and according to Daly the maximum amount of water-

withdrawal was some 30 fathoms. In any series of oscillations of this

magnitude, the barrier reef must have been exposed above sea-level. Its

death and the partial dissection which it has undergone toward the west

can thus be accounted for as the result of emergence during one or more

of the glacial stages. The formation of Anegada also appears to have

been largely associated with the initial stage of the platform's submer-

gence; but, as it constitutes a feature of the present level, it will be con-

sidered as a phase of deposition attaining its ultimate expression during

maximum submergence.

Of the series of oscillations of the strandline during Pleistocene time,

there is no decipherable record, although the eifect of a migrating water-

level over a group of extensive lowlands must have been considerable.

The sea seems not to have been stationary at a single level long enough

to have produced any decisive set of features. Modification of the plat-

form surface, particularly by deposition and slight dissection during ex-

posure, is probably the sum of Pleistocene work. The })resent level is

postglacial, has not been of long duration, and has ])roduced no very

profound erosional effects, although active erosion and deposition are in

process. Pleistocene geological work was probably com|)arable to that

going on at present.

MAXIMUM 8 UJ3MEIIGENOE

The ])resent shoreline of the northern Virgin Islands, except that of

Anegada, is an embayed mountain shoreline-*^ in a youthful stage of de-

2" Cf . Johnson, D. W. : "Shore Processes and ShoreHne Development." p. 173. New
York, 1919. The terms "shoreUne" and "coast' are here employed in a coilfctive sense

to embrace the shorelines and coasts of all the individual islands.
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v('l«!piiieiit (Fig's!. 5 ami 6). Tlie coast: is characteristically steep, and in

miitiy ])]iifei; where it is not embayed the rocks are barely notched at the

water-line. Beaches are absent along parts ol the imenibaycd coast, but

iire beginning tv form in many of these localities wliere the charaeter oi*

tbe rocks iias laeilitatecl the aeciimulation ot talus. Tlie embaymcnts

consist of bhort, steep-sided bays, wliose upper reaches have heni partly

filliid by bars am! alluvial deposits. 'J'he anioiint of alluvial filling is

floHcly dependent upon the relative si/ajs of tl'ie clrahiagc areas contribut-

ing seilirnt'nt to the bays, the areas and initial deptlis of the bays, aiid

tb(> degret! ot peTmanera* of the intermittent streams. Kunierous islands

li«^' (df the roast ( Fig. '2'i}, ntul inanj of the adjacent ones have been tied

1o tfa* mainhmd or to each other by tombolos, consisting nu)st commonly

<if large, worji r<iral fVagnients. It apptiars, then, that although the

(toastlinc i> so young that p<n:tions of it have scarcely been, not(;hed.

noition of graded idluvi.-d di'posits at tbi? beads o! embayments and for

I be (h!V(do|ini('nt ol* t'otiiiecfiug bcacbes i)etwcen a bnv ueighboriiig islands.

These features demand fiirtlier description.

t)n Saint 'Fhotnas tfic ebaraeter of tlie shoreline is dependeid, npoii

the drainage '[jalti'ms wbieii liave developed, iji different portions of the

island, dlie wcst«>Tn^ sboreline, extending iiortfiwestward to West and

SaJf cays, is rcciihnear and truncates the geologic structure. It is

formed <»n ojje of a series of northwest-stratbeast fractures, which have

already been des«;ribcd."'* The western section of .Saint Thomas fToei
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SrtJt Cay to Santa Maria Bay is a simple fiuilt-bloek tilted uimh. aiul

(weejjt for the small drainage area of Fortaina Bay. on the .<m,ith ctiast,

\U drainage lias been largx'ly controlled by tlie dip ol the beds. With the

>in<«"le exception noted, tlie soiitlicrn^ coa-st is a steeft and nigged <»ro8io!i

>i'iirp, wJdeli drops off sharply into six or seven t'atlioms of wat(-r. Lo-

i:ally talus lias apcumiihited at the base of the elilTs, and iiptm it tin'

waves are just begiuidng to form a boulder beach. The nurth simre is a

•>a° <li|va|opf.. m)<\ notwith4anding th.' fan^ t!ia^ war*- ^iTwinr. «,.onw t-i

Bordeanx an<l Simiipy bays, which are sheltered from the dir«'et ;dtark

of the Athmtie, Elsewhere conditions reserrd)li' those foimd on tlie sonthi

coast tains aceirninlatioiis alternating with slee]) slofies which dcfsci'iid

>teep]y into deep water (five to eight fathoms).

The centra! l)lock of Saint Thomas froin Sa.nta Maria Bay tn l?icara

Point <ni tlie noi'th, and fr-om PeTseveranr-e Bay to Baint Thotnas Ifarttor

on the sonth, is deeply errd)ayed. Along the north coast are tw<» on! lying

islands (Fig. ?3) ami one of the deepest and most striking hays in the

entire Tirgin Islands group. Tlie headlands between 'Mnek and Doro-

fliea I'loints have been elilTed hy thi' Atlantic, hut a narrow fringing reef
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protects much of the remainder of that section of the coast from erosion.

Within the reef the rocks front the Atlantic in a weathered, discon-

tinuous sea-cliff, which has undergone as much wave-cutting as the adja-

cent unprotected coastline. In a few of the embayments, notably at the

head of Magens Bay, there has been some alluvial filling. The drainage

lines on the northern slope and the arrangement of the headlands and

islands strongly bespeak control by northwest-southeast fractures. The

Scouie vY» sTft.l'w't^ 'm'Us*

>;-;^^;>^-
.^jifoul^«rl^*nl

Fro. 24.

—

Inner Brass Island, illustrating strike and fracture control of the

southwestern shoreline

physiographic features truncate the structure, for the strike is approxi-

mately I^. ?0° W., but the ravines and spurs trend about K. 45° W.

The most striking fractural feature is Magens Bay (Fig. 16), a rectan-

gular bvay two miles long and one mile wide. The direction of elongation

of the bay and its bounding promontories, Tropaco and Picara* points, is

almost exactly northwest, whereas their rocks strike IST. 70° W. Simi-

larly, the rectilinear shorelines on the southwest side of Inner Brass and





Waler PI.

CabPilePl

DeVk Tt.

Fig. 25.

—

Bar and lagoon development in the embayed shoreline of eastern Saint Thomas
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the northeast side of Outer Brass islands conform with the prevalent

northwest direction of the major topographic features. An interesting

conflict between fractural and structural control is in process on Inner

Brass Island (Figs. 23 and 24). The trend of the southwestern shore-

line is N. 45° W.^ but it is broken in its center b\' one-third of a mile of

equally straight shoreline trending N. 67° W. The latter is controlled

by the structure of the rocks, which consist of thin-bedded, indurated

tuifs and tuffaceous shales, dipping 60° K. 23° E. and striking :N'. 67°

W. The northern and southern ends of the island consist of more mas-

sive volcanics, in which structure is not evident and wliere fractures

would naturally dominate the topography.

The northwest trend of topographic features exhibited on the north

side of Saint Thomas is dimly in evidence south of the island^s drainage

divide, but terminates abruptly at the line of west-east lowlands, extend-

ing from Brewer Bay to Saint Thomas towji (Pigs. 12 and 22). Tlie

persistence of a continuous series of partly drowned lowlands and low

passes in perfect aligmnent not only to Saiiit Thomas town, but (eastward

beyond Charlotte Amalie village, must be explained as the result of ero-

sion along the crush zone of a fault. The line does not correspond to tlie

structure of the rocks, which are massive, and the zone is not ecmtinuous

along any single rock type which might be considered non-resistant to

erosion. What appears to be a strong divergence of strnctiire on opposite

sides of the fault was noted and will be discussed in the section on struc-

tural geology. That it is a line of weakness along a fault-phme seems

reasonably eertain.

The erosion remnants south of the lowland extend soutliward in irreg-

ular, elongate peninsulas and islands, between which are deep bays (Fig.

22). The bays occupy old stream channels that were filled by alluvial

material and coral sand at the 414-to 6-fathom depth, when the water

formerly rested at that lower level. Perfect beaches are developed at the

heads of the bays and coves, and narrow pebble or coral-fragment beaches

are developed along the steep sheltered shorelines, where weathering has

kept pace with wave^rosion ; but along the exposed shorelines of the

longer peninsulas and islands, especially those facing east and south, the

waves have cut high cliffs, at the foot of which is little or no beach.

Locally the cliffs drop sharply into six or more fathoms of water offshore,

and south of Water Island the depth is twelve fathoms. The fact that

all of the channels and embayments except the diminutive Krum Bay

are characterized by precipitous rocky sides or steeply sloping beaches,

which within a short distance from the water-line attain a depth between

six and ten fathoms, strongly favors the conclusion that their present

bottoms are composed of alluvial filling in old valleys, largely de])osited
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(.luring- tlie jiiitial ^tage oi siibmergtmee. Except at the lieads of tlie

ba.ys. alluviiil deponitiou to the present level lias not progressed very far.

Saint Thomas Harbor owes its clcjpth and exeollence as a port to tlie

nrnall ainouiit of filling above tlie earlier level. Its inner east-west ex-

panBioji lies within the lowland developed on the easily cro<:Icd east-west

fault zone described above.

The .soiitliern fault-bloek of central Saint Tlionias eontiiines eastward

;i(l, not i^iilTicieiith- ilissiieted to form a deeply endmycd

eua.stiii!.'. Hniall ulluviuni-filled bays ocxnir between Saint Thomas and

Long Point, bnt the shoreline as a whole is eharacterized hy steei) wave-

ent clilfs. and inirrow beai-he« with depths of four to seven fatliAwns inime-

(liatelv utr^bore. The ini:erior is an njVliOid strouglj dissected along sev-

fral zoiii'S of weakness. l)eeoming progressively lower and more subdued,

eastward. In. general outline the rugged shoreline of the north eoast in

eastern Saint Thomas disf>lays no dominant controlling features, but.

eoiwid.'red in tletail. it is strongly nKalified by the east-west strike and

nurthwanl dip uf ihe underlying rooks, from Pi.uira Ft>inr t-* Mandal
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Point; it consists of high dills, whose iiiigie of ^lope k partiv dc't4>riuiiu'(l

by the 60° clip of the rocks. As some of the eropion is taking plflcc on

comparatively iriassivo beds iiiid even across the stratifn-alirtii, ill]) and

strike control is only partiiil. In spite of the appart-nt rapidity oC miivc

erosion, there is no hoach and scrtrcely any accunudation of detjris at the

foot <*f cliffs which drop into sis, and nneduilf fiitlioni> nt wnwr. South-

cast from Mandal Point emhayments are more launmoii nml tlie shore-

face slopes less abruptly to the six-fath<«n dej)tti.

Tlu' east end of Saint Thomas was form.'rly de-ply ,.mliaye.l ami was

thuikHl bv several small isbrnds. The initial irregnlarily of tli.. .•.nistlim-



>n \inir SI m /;> (H- i ni: \ n^<;i\ /n/., sxn.-

has Ihh'11 in i«irt iiiiKliHtNl by the alliivisil iilliiig jit tlio lifiuls ..f Water

aricl llc'iUiook bay.-^ ami Maji^TOYe LagTioii, and by t\w ('(iniioetioji of

several uf tlu- islniicb to the maiiilainl by tombolos, a,H at r<iki. Tabes,

r^abrite (('Mbrita). Pretty Clip and Deek points (Fig-. •> a ) . XunierouH

Jagouns have .h'veloped as a result of t!ie formation of l)rtv bars, wliieh
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are chiefly of the mid-bay variety, as in Mandal and AVater bays, though

some are of the bay-mouth type, as soiitli of Kedhook Hill. Lagoons

have also been formed in enclosures between double tombolos, as, for

example, the westernmost lagoon in the Cabrita Point tombolo.

Bars and tombolos have developed elsewhere on the mainland of Saint

Thomas and on the off-lying islands. Bay bars have formed lagoons at

the heads of bays on Salt Cay, in Fortiina and Perseverance bays, and in

profusion on Water Island (Fig. 26). Tombolos connect the two halves

of West Cay (Fig. 27), Little Saint Thomas and the mainland, w4th

the formation of a lagoon (Fig. 28), Hassel Island and the mainland

(now cnt by an artificial channel to secure drainage of Saint Thomas

Harbor), Sprat Point with the rest of Water Island, with the formation

of a lagoon (Fig. 26). On Saba Island a cuspate bar is responsible for

the development of the two lagoons on its north side. It will require but

little prolongation of this bar to form a tombolo connecting Turtledove

Cay and Saba Island.

From Thatch Cay, just north of the eastern end of Saint Thomas,

eastward to Fort Eecovery, Tortola, there is a narrow belt, twelve miles

long and not more than two miles wide, where features show complete

domination by the underlying rock structure. The rocks within it are

well stratified tuffs, tuffaceous shales and limestones. Throughout this

belt stratification is more consistently pronounced, and massive agglom-

erates and intrusives are more generally absent than elsewhere in tlie

northern islands ; hence the structure exerts strong influence on the

topography. The beds strike nearly true east-west and dip approximately

65° north. The result is an alignment of east-west islands and peninsulas,

the most striking of which is the chain of islands embracing Thatch,

Grass, Mingo (or Senia) and Lovango cays, w^hich stretch five miles

across the northern end of Pillsbury Sound. Congo Cay, immediately

north of Lovango Cay, is another strike island consisting of marble (Fig.

15). Although Thatch and Grass cays are separated by a channel 16

fathoms deep, the other members of the group are barely detached. Be-

tween Grass and Mingo cays, in fact, the detachment is scarcely com-

plete, for the Atlantic ground-swell breaks heavily upon the broken rocks

which clutter the narrow gap (Fig. 29). On Grass Cay wave-cutting

has pushed the wave-cut cliff back nearly to the crest of the island (Fig.

30), and not far from its western end piling breakers from heavy seas

almost wash over a low notch which they are rapidly widening. The

exposed northern faces of these islands are steep dip-slopes which the

breaking waves have little difficulty in stripping (Fig. 31). The isola-

tion of the group is unique. The members drop sharply to a narrow
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of which are more or less continuous through the three islands. The

attitude of the rocks plays only a moderate part in their topographic

features^, partly because the strata have been intruded by irregular knots

and stringers of diorite. The east-northeast elongation of the northern

half of Ginger Island, however, depends entirely on the strike of the thin-

bedded indurated sediments and sill-like injections which compose it.

Parts of Saint John are deeply embayed, especially at East End, where

a curving neck encloses Coral Bay and its three northern arms (Fig. 6).

Indentation is less conspicuous along the northern coast, where very few

north-south valleys have cut across the pronounced east-west structure

of the folded sediments, but the western and southern shorelines are

characterized by the many irregularities which follow upon drowning of

young valleys. A number of the embayments have a square or rectan-

gular form, typified in Great Cruz Bay (Fig. 32). The development of

these bays began with deep incision of young, steep-graded valleys into

the upland. With the first stage of drowning they were filled up to the

present four-to six-fathom level, except in a few large, deep estuaries,

such as Coral Bay. With drowning to the present level mid-bay bars have

commonly developed, and at the present time alluvium has completely

filled some of the bay-heads up to the bars, while in others small unfilled

lagoons still exist between bars and valley-filling. Opposite the valleys

with large drainage areas the filling has been entirely completed or is

ahnost complete, while opposite short valleys lagoons are still common.

As a result of their compound erosional and depositional history, the

present form of the drowned-valley embayments is characteristically

rectangular, being squared ofi: inland by mid-bay bars. Ideal develop-

ment of the form is found in Great Cruz Bay (Fig. 32) and Chocolate

Hole. The shape of Magens Bay on Saint Thomas is similarly explained

(Fig. 16). The resulting square or rectangular form gives an erroneous

impression of structural control : l)nt generally the structure is not an

important factor, except in one or two cases where valleys had been

eroded on the outcrop of weak beds.

The shoreline of Saint John presents no new features. Narrow,

steeply sloping beaches are more persistent than on Saint Thomas, but

at several jx>ints along the north and south shores there is no beach, and

wave-cut cliffs drop into four to seven fathoms of water. Fringing

coral reefs are growing in isolated patches along the northeast side

of East End Peninsula and in the vicinity of Reef Bay, on the south

shore; but the most extensive growth is found along the west shore of

Coral Bay. Patches of reef are found elsewhere, and off the northwest

coast, in addition to small fringing reefs, a large barrier reef has formed
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lialf a mile from land near the edge of ihf bench of initial .<itbiiiergerice.

Lagoons are common,, ami most of tliem are developed, as on Saint

Thomas, between rnid-baj or bay-mouth bars aaxl allurial bay-head fill-

ing (Fig. '42). Double tombolos liare form,ed at half a dozen points

along tlie north, west and soiitli shores, the larger and more striking

being at llawknest Point (incorrectly called "Ilognest" on the charts),

on the northeast coast; Turner Point, on the west: lam Head, on the

soriih(!aat; and Turner Point, in Coral Bay. Lagoons exist between the

bars in all (if these cases, but the one beliind llawknest Point is shallow

and is not perennial.

Diswjction of the Saijit .lohn upland ]s dendritie, with entire freedom
frojn structural control. The dee^iebit valley on the island, however.
soPiTis in havP hmm ..rodpd ,,„ fi fracture. It (^xifmh diir' north from

in profile, •ep nnrlhcrn itip-slope

Hci'l' Bay, heading iu the

divi<le another steep vali

eroded .straight atfrosn the

steep, linear W4>Kti;rji wal

indicates that it.s gen

is suspected, tK> flel(

west pass iu central Saint John. Across the

continues due north. The deep cut thus

dand is mark:' the more striking by its high,

ill. The absenc-e of other valleys resembling it

; is uot accidental ; and, although minor faulting

.itlence ot' faulting or strong jointing conld be

foinni Tiie east-west di»preasions paTallelin,g the north coast are small

subsequent valleys, but they play a minor part in the island's drainage

systmn.

The British islands multiply examples of the coastal f(;»atnres founel

on Saint Thomas and Saint John, but contribute no new ones. Joat Van
Dyke olfcrs a steep, rugged slope to the Atlantic, with its base 15 to 18

fathoms below sea-level. I'he submerged marine terrace was never

formed. Off J3iibois and Rough points, on northem Tortohi. and at the
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northern ends of Guano and Great Camanoe islands the submerged ter-

race is also absent, but elsewhere it is regularly present. ISTorthern Jost

Van Dyke and north central Tortola are scarcely embayed, probably be-

cause the shoreline parallels the strike and represents roughly a steep

dip-slope on massive agglomerate beds that have undergone little dissec-

tion. For the rest, the shorelines are typically indented by sub-rectan-

gular to irregular bays (¥ig. 13), which are found alike on large and

small islands. The drainage pattern is dendritic, so far as the erosion

of narrow elongate islands has allowed, and appears at practically no

point to be dependent upon rock structure. A unique feature of erosion

was found on the northern side of Ginger Island, where the sea-cliff has

been cut back nearly to the drainage divide of the northern strip of the

island. In the process there has been developed an almost perfect

facetted spur between two ravines which drain south.

Tombolos are unusually numerous in the British islands. Belmont

Point, on the north side of West End Peninsula, Tortola, is tied to the

mainland by a double tombolo which encloses a large lagoon. Paired

islands tied by double or single tombolos seem to be as common as iso-

lated islands. Great Thatch Island (Fig. 33) is composed of two rocky

nuclei tied by a tombolo. In like manner the northwestern part of Guano

Island (Fig. 34) is attached to the eastern part, northern Great Camanoe

to southern, eastern Scrub to western, and northern Cooper to southern.

Salt Island consists of three former cays now joined, and in this island

the tombolos, one of which is triple, enclose two lagoons. Beef Island is

composed of at least four former islands similarly united, and at its

northeast end the Juncture seems to have been effected by a triple or

quadruple tombolo which encloses two lagoons. On the north shore of

this island a cuspate bar, which encircles a small lagoon, is growing out-

ward toward a coral reef immediately off the point of the bar. Lagoons

are abundant on aU the British ivslands, and, except for those found be-

tween double and triple tombolos, they are usually of the bay-mouth and

mid-bay types. Fringing and barrier reefs also are extensively devel-

oped, particularly on the south and east sides of many of the islands.

The physiographic development of Virgin Gorda is dependent upon

its rather special origin, although it shares the general features of a

rugged and deeply embayed shoreline with the other members of the

group. It consists of a central block two miles square, to which are at-

tached a crudely rectangular peninsula on the southwest and a narrow,

rugged and irregular neck to the east. The southwestern peninsula

(Fig. 19), whose rolling surface was formed during the second cycle of

erosion, is attached to the central block by a long neck and a slender
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tombolo. The peninsulas and central block are composed of a granitoid

intrusive, Avhose weathering into hnge rectangular blocks along the

southwest coast and in Fallen Jerusalem has alTorded the large, open

joint planes which make the so-called '"natural baths/^ On the north-

west, northeast and southeast corners of the block are remnants of the

tuffs and agglomerates wliich w-ere invaded by the intrusive. The islands

off the north coast (Fig. 35), as w^ell as the Dog Islands, to the w^est, are

also agglomerates and tuffs which formed the country rock prior to in-

trusion. The structure of these surface volcanics has been obliterated by

induration; but their distribution witli respect to the intrusive and the

perfect dome shape of the central block suggest very strongly that the

latter is a stripped laccolith, with upturned edges of the arched tuffs and

agglomerates remaining upon its margins. The eastern peninsula was

an offshoot of the laccolith wdth imcertain relationships to the rocks

which it underlay. At the southeastern corner of Gorda Sound it is

breached (Fig. 35), but a double tond3olo ties its western and eastern

halves. Extensive reefs are growing off many portions of the Virgin

Gorda coast. East of the southern peninsula they tlireaten soon to form

a slender lagoon between (Copper Mine Point and Tady Bay, and on the

WTst to form an outer enclosure beyond the })ar which shuts in the long

lagoon north of Spanish Towni.

KECENT SLIOllT I'PLIFT

The possibility of recent slight uplift in the northern Virgin Islands

was recognized from two lines of evidence. At several separated points

along Sir Francis Drake Channel, on the north shore of Mingo Cay

facing the Atlantic, and elsewhere less prominently, narrow, horizontal

rock or gravel benches are found less than three feet above mean tide-

level. Some of these benches are awash except in the calmest of weather,

but their outer edges are above the level at which active wave-cutting

occurs at any time.

A second and more widespread criterion w^as observed in the relation

of beaches to wave-cut cliffs, and of the cliffs to the present erosion level.

Beaches are most common along the southern coast and in the shallower

protected portions of the northern coast, especially in the British islands,

where some of the present beaches rise at angles of 10° to 20° from the

water and abut against wave-cut cliffs six or more feet above the water-

level. The breaking waves, naturally small in the more sheltered sti*etches

under consideration, fail to reach the rock cliffs at the inner margin of

the beach. That this relation is of very recent origin is indicated by the

fact that on steep cliffs, plainly cut by wave erosion, young vegetation
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true that development of a beach retards wave erosion and may tem-

porarily stop it, but not with deep water immediately offshore^ to which

accumulating debris may be readily transported. The steep angle of the

beach above and below the water-line and the widespread occurrence of

overgrown wave-ent cliffs^ even on headlands, are facts which favor the

conclusion that recent uplift rather than normal shoreline development

is responsible for the condition. Locally the growth of coral reefs has

stopped wave-cutting, but not in any of the areas in question.

A third line of evidence, which was not thoroughly investigated be-

cause its possibilities were not realized, lies in the recent change of

water-levels in lagoons. The writer retains a distinct impression from

field observation that the water surface in lagoons appeared to have

undergone recent recession. The fact was laid entirely to the long

drought from which the islands have been suffering; hence no systematic

study was undertaken to determine whether the change had in any meas-

ure been uniform or permanent. The high elevation of many of the

tombolos and bay bars above sea-level was also noted. In some cases the

bar sands and coral fragments rise 20 feet above the water-level. Al-

though in a few instances—for example, the tombolo between central

Virgin Gorda and Spanish Town Peninsula—the wind has piled the

sand into dunes, in the cases of the coarslt beaches, as on Great Thatch

Island, Avind action is out of the question as an explanation of their

present heiglit.

From the apparent slight elevation of beaches, the growth of young

vegetation on fresh wave-cut cliffs, and the occasional presence of wave-

(»ut benches slightly above sea-level, it is tentatively concluded that the

northern Virgin Islands have undergone very recent slight uplift.

ANEGADA AND OTHEK REEFS

Dependent upou the present level of the sea for their growth and ex-

tension, yet in some cases growing out of a long past, are the coral reefs

which modify tlie surface of the submarine platform. Their growth and

the clastation which usually follows death have furnished most of the

deposits tliat liave accumulated upon the surface of the bank since the

Tertiary limestones were first laid down upon the lower peneplane.

Many of the living reefs are small barrier or fringing reefs directly

associated with individual islands. Their lengths are usually a few hun-

dred yards, and they grow particularly well in the shallow water above

the six-fathom bench, if sheltered from the direct attack of the Atlantic.

None of them compare with the submerged barrier reef margining the
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platform at the south. The more important of them have already been

mentioned.

Along the northeastern margin of the platform, however, is a gronp

of reefs in vigorous growth, within part of which lies Anegada, a recent

and growing addition to an accumulating coastal plain. The island of

Anegada is nine miles long and averages a little more than a mile in

width. Through the west-central portion its surface is cut up by five

lagoons, four of which extend nearly across the width of the island. The
three largest ones are connected by narrow channels and maintain a

single, narrow, open connection with the sea to the south. On the north

a low ridge of coral sand, partly wind-blown, separates them from the

Atlantic (Fig. 36). Eastward the island curves broadly to the south-

east, paralleling the edge of the platform, which lies about two miles off

its north shore. The easternmost portion of the island is also cut by

lagoons, one of which maintains an open channel to the southwest. The

rest of Anegada consists of limestone, grading from dense, poorly con-

solidated fine lime-sand and mud along the southern shore to a firmly

consolidated basement of locally fossiliferous lime-sand in the interior,

and ending at the north shore in a line of low sand hills mostly or en-

tirely of dune origin. The southern and central parts are flat and relief-

less; the northern hills, rising to a height of 30 feet, form the highest

elevations on the island.

An unbroken series of coral reefs or huge isolated coral heads com-

pletely surrounds Anegada. Off the north coast the band of reefs and

coral heads varies from 200 to 1300 yards in width. On the south it

averages two miles, and much of the active coral growth is going on

more than a mile from the shore. The sluillow water between Anegada

and the southern reefs, which is three fathoms deep, is filling with a

deposit of fine coral sand and lime-mud, continuous with that making

up the south shore. At no point on the island were coral remains found

as a constituent of the rocks, which are wholly clastic in origin, although

derived from the reefs. Fragments of the Cretaceous rocks of the old-

land are also absent. Anegada seems not to be an emerged reef, but a

coastal-plain deposit in active formation, made of lime-mud and sand,

filling in an inter-reef area. Although accumulation is progreasing most

rapidly around and within areas of active coral growth, it is also going

on upon the platform south of the island, where the water deepens grad-

ually from four fathoms immediately off the southern line of coral heads

to 11 and 12 fathoms north of Virgin Gorda. A few reefs and promi-

nences charted as ^^rocky^^ break the otherwise perfect slope ; but terraces

and escarpments, characteristic of the submarine floor farther west, are
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absent. Soundings and actual inspection of the shallower water^^ show

that the entire bottom is composed of coral sand and mud. Gradually

increasing depths west of Anegada also indicate slow accumulation of

sand and mud in that direction. The island thus represents the maxi-

mum accumulation of coastal-plain limestone around coral heads and

reefs, while to the south and west material is being spread out in nearly

horizontal deposits, which thin away from the source of clastic reef

material.

Horseshoe Reef is formed by the junction of the reefs which lie north

and south of Anegada and which converge beyond its southeastern end.

The reef extends from the island without interruption for eight miles

due southeast, terminating li/^ miles from the edge of the submarine

platform, where the latter turns toward the southwest. A right-angle

spur 3%| miles long extends southwestward from the reef at this point,

again paralleling the edge of the platform and ending in Hermanos Reefs

five miles east from Pajaros Point, Virgin Gorda. In the spur uf the

main reef is a single heap of dead coral, ^^he White Horse,^^ less than a

hundred yards in diameter, rising about three feet above the surface of

the water. The balance of the reef is submerged, but breaks heavily in

all weather except perfect calms.

The immediate origin of Anegada and Horseshoe-Hermanos reefs is

apparent from the relations of the island and reefs on the one hand and

the reefs and platform margin on the other; but the island and reefs

have a past whose history is not so easily deciphered. Study is made
unfortunately difficult by the lack of large-scale charts showing depths

between Anegada and Barracouta Bank. The small fauna which was

collected from the surface limestones of the island has not yet been iden-

tified, and statement of its age must be deferred to a subsequent part of

the present volume. Prom its general aspect, however, the fauna is

thought to be either Pleistocene or early Holocene, probably equivalent

in age to the San Juan formation. With the limitations imposed by

inadequate charts and stratigraphic information, the conclusions con-

cerning the origin of Anegada herewith offered are admittedly tentative.

The island and the reefs constitute an accumulating coastal plain and

are using the imperfectly dissected Tertiary coastal plain beneath them as

a base. The depths of the platform northeastward from Tortola are every-

where less than those which have been described to the west. Beginning

with the northern exit from Sir Francis Drake Channel, the platform is

'^ The clarity of the water usually permits clear sight of the hottom to depths of six

and seven fathoms on calm days, and the color of the water may lead to safe inference

regarding the character of the bottom to depths of ten fathoms.
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less than 14 fathoms deep. Northward and northeastward it shallows

to less than ten, culminating finally in Horseshoe Eeef and Anegada.

The gentleness of slope and the smoothness of the floor indicate even

accumulation over considerable length of time. If only for the reason

that comparable accumulations are not found elsewhere, it is unlikely

that all of the accumulating material has been deposited during the

initial and maximum submergence of the submarine platform. It must

be concluded, therefore, that remnants of the Tertiary coastal plain

underlie the one of recent origin. The remnants were left at the mar-

gins of the bank, where, as in the case of the ridges at the edge of the

bank farther west, superior resistance to subaerial erosion left flat-topped

mesas well above the average level of the platform. During initial sub-

mergence these ridges were drowned a relatively small amount, and their

depth beneath the surface was ideal for rapid growth and extension of

reefs. A young coastal plain was thus rapidly built up on the old, al-

though its formation was interrupted temporarily by the withdrawal of

water from the platform during Pleistocene glaciation. The position of

Anegada above sea-level seems to be due to recent slight uplift, slightly

greater in amount than that which has affected the rest of the northern

Virgin Islands.^^

23 Since the writer's study of the physiography of the Virgin Islands, Culebra and
Vieques has gone to press, William Morris Davis has published "The Lesser Antilles"

(Amer. Geog. Soc, 1926). This work Includes a brief and generalized consideration of

some phases of the physiographic development of the Virgin Islands (pages 109-127, and
138-143). Professor Davis' book approaches the subject with a purpose different from
the writer's, and no consideration could be given to the details of the chronologic devel-

opment of the land forms. Although he does not utilize the significant probability that
the recent aggradation of the Virgin Islands bank has used a Tertiary base, and that

the northern Virgin Islands as well as Viefiues and Saint Croix are, what he terms,

"second cycle islands," several of his conclusions anticipate those offered in the present

report. Among the more significant are the following: (1) the importance of fluvial

erosion in developing the initial submarine platform ; (2) the probable pre-glaclal date

of its origin, with minor Pleistocene modification ; (3) the relative unimportance of

marine abrasion in its origin
; (4) the importance of barrier reefs and lagoonal aggrada-

tion by marine organic detritus In giving the bank its present form. The writer can not

agree with several minor conclusions, especially on points in which he had the advan-
tage of more extended field observations ; for example, that low-level abrasion has played

any significant part in the development of Anegada. It is with regret that Professor

Davis' significant and important contribution must be dismissed with such brief

mention.
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